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the first research goal, a method was developed for assessing the ITO risks, including support for mitigating these risks.
This method could help both researchers and practitioners in estimating the ITO risks and in this way improve ITO. An
application based on the developed method was used to facilitate the testing of this method by several ITO decision makers
in large companies concerning its usability, correctness and functionality. Moreover, a study was performed to explore
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Abstract  
 
This thesis investigates large private companies in Sweden that have out-
sourced their information technology (IT). A considerable proportion of IT 
outsourcing (ITO) is unsuccessful. For IT service buyers, this could cause IT 
that does not fully work, entailing problems with the network, application, 
infrastructure and security, with serious consequences such as a loss of cus-
tomers’ confidence and significantly increased costs. Therefore, the main re-
search goal was to analyse and define ways to improve ITO for buyer organi-
zations. This main research goal was accomplished through three research 
goals that are the followings: 1) To develop a method for risk assessment in 
IT outsourcing; 2) To identify the important factors in IT outsourcing relation-
ship; and 3) To identify the success factors in IT outsourcing.   
 The research strategies applied in conducting this research were design sci-
ence research and survey research. To achieve the first research goal, a method 
was developed for assessing the ITO risks, including support for mitigating 
these risks. This method could help both researchers and practitioners in esti-
mating the ITO risks and in this way improve ITO. An application based on 
the developed method was used to facilitate the testing of this method by sev-
eral ITO decision makers in large companies concerning its usability, correct-
ness and functionality. Moreover, a study was performed to explore ITO de-
cision makers’ acceptance of the developed method and their use of it for as-
sessing the ITO risks.   
 The second research goal investigated how to improve service buyers’ ITO 
relationship with their providers. A well-working ITO relationship is a critical 
determinant of successful ITO and is relevant to the whole ITO life cycle. This 
research goal was achieved by identifying and analysing the most important 
factors in ITO relationships, including a prioritized list of those factors that 
are highly recommended for use in creating and maintaining a good ITO rela-
tionship.   
 The third research goal examined how to improve ITO by identifying and 
prioritizing the success factors (SFs) in ITO. This research identified the ITO 
SFs in large companies and provided a prioritized list of them to be applied in 
these companies with a description of the value that they could create from 
implementation during the ITO life cycle. Moreover, the SFs identified in 
large companies were compared with those identified in medium-sized com-
panies, which could give an indication to the researchers in this field that com-
pany size matters in regard to the implementation order of the identified SFs.
  
 In summary, the research presented in this thesis contributes with: 1) a 
method for assessing the risks of outsourcing IT and, in the case that IT has 
been outsourced, suggested ways to mitigate them; 2) the important factors 
that could improve ITO relationships and 3) a prioritized list of success factors 
that could improve IT outsourcing. 
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Sammanfattning  
Denna avhandling undersöker stora privata företag i Sverige som har 
outsourcat sin IT verksamhet. Som vi uppmärksammade har en stor del av IT-
outsourcingen (ITO) misslyckats. För köparen av IT-tjänsten kan det leda till 
bristande IT funktionalitet med allvarliga konsekvenser som i värsta fall leder 
till förlorade kunder och betydande kostnadsökningar. Därför är det 
övergripande forskningsmålet är att analysera och fastställa hur ITO:n för 
köparen av IT tjänsten kan förbättras. För att lösa det övergripande 
forskningsmålet forskningen undersökte: 1) Utvecklingen av en metod för att 
bedöma riskerna med IT-outsourcing; 2) Identifiering av de viktiga faktorerna 
inom IT-outsourcingsrelationer; och 3) Identifiering av en lista över 
framgångsfaktorer i IT-outsourcing. 

De använda forskningsstrategierna för att genomföra forskningen var 
”design science research" och kartläggning. För att uppnå först 
huvudforskningsmålet, har en metod tagits fram för att bedöma riskerna och 
vägleda hur man kan minska dem. Den här metoden kan hjälpa både forskare 
och de som utövar IT-outsourcing med att bedöma ITO-riskerna och på så sätt 
förbättra sina IT-outsourcing.   

En programvara baserad på den metoden har utvecklats för att underlätta 
testningen av metoden vilket har genomförts med IT beslutsfattare på stora 
organisationer, beträffande användbarhet, korrekthet och funktionalitet. 
Dessutom har en studie utförts för att bedöma om programvaran kan 
accepteras av IT beslutsfattare och få reda på om de skulle använda metoden 
för att bedöma ITO riskerna. 

Det andra forskningsmålet har undersökt hur köparna av den outsourcade 
IT-tjänsten kan förbättra relationen med sina leverantörer. En bra ITO-relation 
är en avgörande faktor för en framgångsrik ITO och den är viktig för hela 
livscykeln. Forskningsmålet har uppnåtts genom analys för att hitta de 
viktigaste faktorerna ITO-relationsfaktorer, som studien rekommenderar för 
att skapa och underhålla en bra ITO relation.  
Det tredje forskningsmålet har undersökt hur ITO kan förbättras genom att 
identifiera och prioritera framgångsfaktorerna i ITO. Studien har identifierat 
framgångsfaktorerna i stora företag och tagit fram en lista med prioriterade 
framgångsfaktorer som bör implementeras i de undersökta företagen. 
Dessutom så har nyttan av dessa framgångsfaktorer beskrivits under ITO 
livscykeln. Dessutom har de identifierade framgångsfaktorerna från stora 
företag jämförts med framgångsfaktorerna som har identifierats för 
medelstora företag. Denna jämförelse ger en indikation till forskarna på det 
här området att prioriteringen av framgångsfaktorerna är beroende av 
företagsstorlek. 

 
Sammanfattningsvis, den beskrivna forskningen i den här uppsatsen bidrar 

med: 1) En metod för att bedöma risker och förslag på hur minska dessa risker; 
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2) En lista med de viktiga faktorerna för att förbättra ITO relationen inom IT-
outsourcing och; 3) En prioriterad lista av framgångsfaktorer som kan 
förbättra IT outsourcing. 
 
 
Nyckelord: IT outsourcing, riskfaktorer, relationer, framgångsfaktorer, 
påverkningsfaktorer, kartläggning, transaktionskostnadsteori, beslutsf 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter will introduce the definition of information technology out-
sourcing (ITO), the importance and trends in ITO, the research problem, the 
research goals, and the scope and limitations of the research presented in this 
thesis. It will also include the research publications and the structure of the 
thesis. 

1.1 IT outsourcing importance and trends 
Outsourcing is an inter-organizational relationship between the buying or-
ganization, also called the service buyer organization (shortly service buyer) 
and one or several seller organizations, also known as providers, vendors or 
suppliers. In this thesis, the terms service buyer and provider will mostly be 
used. 

Leimeister (2010, pp.20–21) describes 25 definitions of information tech-
nology outsourcing (ITO) suggested by different researchers and proposes 
the following definition: “handing over to one or more third party vendors 
(i.e., legally independent) the provision of some or all of an organization’s 
IS functions such as, e.g., IT assets, activities, people, processes, or services 
for a contractually agreed monetary fee and period of time”. This definition 
is the one that will be adopted in this thesis. It clarifies that outsourcing is a 
contractual arrangement including interrelated and ongoing exchanges and 
responsibilities. According to Gartner Inc. (2016), in an IT outsourcing ar-
rangement, the service provider should deliver business processes enabled 
with IT and application services together with solutions for infrastructures. 
Therefore, in this thesis I refer to the providers’ delivery as IT service deliv-
ery. An example of this IT service delivery is running and maintaining the IT 
infrastructure, which includes the help and support of the users in the buying 
organization.  

The spread of the IT outsourcing market can be attributed to two main 
events (Leimeister, 2010). Firstly, the interest in ITO is a consequence of a 
change in business strategy. For this purpose company managers consider IT 
outsourcing as a strategy to focus on core competences and improve compa-
nies’ competitive edge. Secondly, the interest in ITO is due to the lack of 
clarity about the value that IT delivers. According to Leimeister (2010), 
many companies see IT as an overhead and a significant cost factor; there-
fore, these companies seek to outsource their IT in the belief that it will be 
cheaper. Some examples indicating that ITO is widespread today and that 
there is no indication that this trend will change are provided below.  
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 The spending on IT outsourcing in the US and Canada rose signifi-
cantly in 2013. Nearly 23% of IT budgets are allocated to ITO (Com-
puter Economics Inc., 2012, p.4). Furthermore, the global market 
size of outsourced services increased from 95 billion US dollars in 
2011 to 99.1 in 2012 (Statista Inc., 2013).   A report by Gartner (cited by Rådmark, 2010) mentions that, in the 
next several years, there will be an increase in ITO in the European 
countries. Moreover, smaller companies are expected to increase 
their ITO rate three times in the near future, and cloud computing, a 
rising form of ITO, is expected to grow quickly. Furthermore, ac-
cording to Gartner (cited by Danielsson, 2013), it is estimated that 
there will be an increase of 2.8% in ITO on the global level, which 
is lower than the previous prognosis. This is in fact due to the eco-
nomic crisis, especially in Europe and North America, which has de-
creased investments. On the other hand, in the opinion of Danielsson 
(2013), an increase in cloud computing is expected but a decrease in 
data centre outsourcing, which challenges the mismatch of this prog-
nosis.  According to Ferranti (2016), with reference to Gartner, we can also 
expect the global IT spending extension to be about 2% to 3% be-
tween 2017 and 2020. 

 
Apart from the above examples concerning the global trend in ITO, it is 

also noticeable that ITO is widely spread in the Nordic countries too; for 
example, 58% of the companies in Sweden and 76% in Denmark have out-
sourced their IT (Ohnemus, 2007). In another study, conducted by CIOre-
porter (2012), among the members of the CIO-Sweden association, it is men-
tioned that 70% of companies have outsourced their IT.  

On the other hand, in a survey performed by Computer Economics, Inc., 
cited by McKendrick (2014), it is observed that “… for the second year in a 
row, IT outsourcing has fallen as a percentage of corporate IT budgets”. The 
factors that could lead to this drop might relate to the decreased application 
development due to the economic situation and the increase in cloud compu-
ting, but no research confirms these assumptions. In addition to this, 
Malmqvist (2016) reports that the outsourcing business has lost close to 50% 
in value over the last ten years by referring to the hundred largest outsourcing 
deals that were performed between 2005 and 2015. However, even these 
prognoses differ, and Frydlinger (2016) believes that ITO will remain as a 
business strategy in the coming years.  

A study concerning the global outsourcing of back-office services con-
ducted by Lacity, Willcocks and Rottman (2008), using a research base of 
over 500 companies on five continents, foresees that outsourcing will con-
tinue to be a high-risk practice with notable hidden costs in companies in 
which learning is too slow. According to Lacity, Willcocks and Rottman 
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(2008), this will happen in outsourcing contracts in which providers have low 
margins and service buyers do not strategize, configure, contract for, monitor 
and manage their deals effectively. Therefore, in the authors’ opinion, it is 
unavoidable that there will be providers who will over-promise and under-
deliver (Lacity, Willcocks and Rottman, 2008), and Lacity, Willcocks and 
Rottman (2008, p.28) thus estimate “that just 50% of the large-scale contracts 
concerning complex processes which constitute more than 80% of the com-
panies’ operating budgets will be successful”. In summary the study of Lac-
ity, Willcocks and Rottman (2008) estimates that 30% to 50% of ITOs will 
not be relatively successful.  

Another study, conducted by Ditmore (2012, p.1), reports that: “Failed 
outsourcing deals, involving reputable vendors and customers, litter various 
industries”, so it is challenging to acquire formal statistics, because compa-
nies are averse to reporting their failures concerning ITO publicly. Therefore, 
Ditmore (2012) estimates that at least 25% and possibly more than half of 
these deals will fail or perform very poorly. Additionally, Alexa Bona 
(2012), a research director at Gartner, reports that businesses frequently fail 
to consider hidden costs. In her opinion, the outsourced operations were 30% 
more expensive than the top quartile of customer service operations per-
formed in-house, and if clients aim to outsource their customer management 
operations solely to cut costs, 80% of the outsourcings will fail to reduce the 
costs. In the same way, 60% of those who outsource parts of their customer-
facing process must plan to deal with customer defections and hidden costs 
(Bona, 2012). Therefore, according to Bona (2012), an outsourced service is 
often more efficient, but then the providers need to make a profit too, which 
means that saving money will not be a successful option. Although the eco-
nomic reasons were previously the main argument for companies to opt for 
IT outsourcing, a study published in 2016 by PA Consulting and White Lane 
Research (2016) and carried out in Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway, Den-
mark and Finland) finds that the main motivators for IT outsourcing are re-
lated to scalability, competence and flexibility. The study examines 1000 
outsourcing contracts of companies from Nordic countries and finds that in 
Sweden access to resources is a great motivator for cost savings and that 
business transformation is the fastest-growing motivator. Furthermore, the 
study by PA Consulting and White Lane Research (2016) mentions that 45% 
of the companies in Sweden intend to outsource more and only 6% of the 
companies wish to outsource less.  

1.2 Research problem 
The research presented in this thesis investigated IT outsourcing (ITO) from 
the buyer organizations’ perspective with a focus on large companies. This 
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research sought mainly to investigate how to assess the ITO risks and miti-
gate them, improve the ITO relationship between the outsourcer and the pro-
vider and identify the success factors of ITO. Concerning the IT outsourcing 
concept, this is a multidisciplinary one that includes IT management, strate-
gic procurement, organizational, social, legal and economic theory and busi-
ness administration. This multiplicity, together with many interdependent IT 
tasks and projects, makes ITO very complex. Therefore, the extensive use of 
IT within companies demands efficient ITO, as IT is involved in nearly all 
business operations and therefore needs to run smoothly and reliably in these 
companies.  

The shifting of IT from providing administrative support to being a totally 
integrated part of the business has become indispensable for supporting busi-
ness strategies (Leonard and Seddon, 2012). IT problems, like software or 
hardware problems, are well known by all employees. When IT is out-
sourced, none of the above-mentioned problems or inefficiencies disappear. 
Even more complications arise, because everything is affected by the con-
tract between the buyer and the provider(s). Therefore, it seems that two is-
sues concerning ITO are inevitable: 

 
1) ITO will remain problematic for service buyer organizations (Frauen-

heim, 2003; Lacity, Willcocks and Rottman, 2008; Bona, 2012; 
Ditmore, 2012) and 

2) ITO will continue and will increase in the future (Computer Economics 
Inc., 2012; Statista Inc., 2013). 

 
Based on these, the following significant issues can be mentioned: 
  ITO is and will continue to be a business option for service buyers; as 

a necessary part of today’s competitive business world and security 
solutions, IT competencies and resources are only a couple of exam-
ples of obvious value.   The complexity of IT outsourcing ensures that it will remain problem-
atic, because rapidly changing IT systems will continue to challenge 
service buyers to update their facilities. 

 
Bearing these points in mind, many challenges for improving ITO are ap-

parent. There are also other situations to be considered when dealing with the 
complexity of improving ITO. For example, unsuccessful ITO with IT ser-
vice debasement could according to Aubert, Patry and Rivard (1998) and 
Schwarz et al. (2009) jeopardize IT operations. In fact, the high level of IT 
involvement in today’s companies ensures that any IT problems can cause 
delays or impede customer deliveries, causing a loss of customers’ trust. Cru-
cially, problems with IT and ITO affect the bottom line. A company with 
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ITO problems could incur significant financial losses, which could jeopard-
ize its competitive edge.  

As noticed, not all ITO is successful, and, according to Frauenheim 
(2003), the estimations are that half of ITO will not deliver the expected 
value. Moreover, other researchers, like Gonzalez, Gasco and Llopis (2010), 
Overby (2013), Nicol (2014), Overby (2015) and Frydlinger (2016), observe 
similar trends concerning unsuccessful ITO. Therefore, this research aimed 
to address this problem, also identified by other researchers, that a consider-
able proportion of IT outsourcing is unsuccessful. By addressing this prob-
lem, this research intended to provide new ways of improving ITO.  

1.3 Research goals 
To address the research problem defined in the previous section, this study’s 
main research goal (MRG) was to analyse and define how to improve IT out-
sourcing (ITO) in large companies in Sweden considering only the buyer or-
ganization. 

To achieve the main research goal we have formulated three research 
goals (RGs) that are the followings: 

RG1: To develop a method for risk assessment in IT outsourcing.  
RG2: To identify the important factors in IT outsourcing relationships. 
RG3: To identify the success factors in IT outsourcing. 
A short description of the research goals contributing to the main research 

goal is presented below. 
Description of research goal 1 (RG1) 
The first research goal concerning the development of a method for risk as-
sessment in IT outsourcing was part of the author’s licentiate thesis and was 
published in 2010 (Hodosi, 2010). The aim of this research goal was to de-
velop a method for assessing the risks to support IT decision makers in their 
decision on whether to outsource IT or not. This method enables ITO deci-
sion makers to assess ongoing IT outsourcing by evaluating the risks and 
proposing how to mitigate them. Using the method, ITO decisions makers 
can assess the ITO risks. If they plan to outsource their IT, then the method 
could lead them to postpone their action until the greatest risks have been 
mitigated. If the IT has already been outsourced, then the method could guide 
the ITO decision makers in mitigating the risks. The method can help them 
to improve their ITO and reduce the number of unsuccessful ITOs. Addition-
ally, a study to identify the most frequent ITO risk factors was performed. 
Description of research goal 2 (RG2) 
Kern and Willcocks (2002, p.3) describe a “relationship” as “The state of 
being connected or related; the mutual dealings, connections, or feelings that 
exist between two parties”. As noticed, the relationship between the ITO 
buyer and the provider(s) is a prerequisite for successful ITO. Therefore, this 
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research goal was to analyse and identify the most important factors in the 
ITO relationship in large companies in Sweden and define a priority list of 
these factors.  
Description of research goal 3 (RG3) 
Success factors (SFs) are those factors that could improve IT outsourcing 
(Leimeister and Krcmar, 2004; Hodosi, Kaye and Rusu, 2015). Therefore, 
RG3 aimed to investigate and identify the success factors in IT outsourcing 
in large companies in Sweden and to create a prioritized list according to 
their importance. By using these SFs, the number of unsuccessful ITOs could 
be reduced.  

1.4 Research motivation 
The three perspectives described in the previous section were chosen because 
they can address the problem of unsuccessful ITO. In the review of the ITO 
literature, it was found that a considerable number of research studies aim to 
reduce unsuccessful ITOs by focusing on: 

1. ITO risks (Kern, Willcocks and Lacity, 2002; Gonzales, Gasco and 
Llopis, 2010; Lacity et al., 2010). 

2. ITO relationships (Kern, 1997; Gottschalk and Solli-Sæther, 2006; 
Qi, 2012; Qi and Chau, 2012). 

3. ITO success factors (Simmonds and Gilmour, 2005; De Grahl, 2012; 
Santos and Silva, 2015). 

In a recent study performed by Liang et al. (2016) that has reviewed the 
ITO research literature published in the last 20 years the authors have iden-
tified the critical nodes that support the ITO knowledge flow. Their analyses 
identify 12 major research themes, such as the ITO decision, ITO risks and 
the debate about transaction cost theory and the buyer–provider relationship. 
Furthermore, Liang et al. (2016) mention ITO success as the next-in-line re-
search theme that most researchers share as their main imperative goal. As is 
apparent, the research themes mentioned above are also the goals of this re-
search, with the main focus on buyer organizations that are large companies 
in Sweden. However, as noticed, there is still a need to conduct more research 
on these topics concerning ITO that can be used by ITO decision makers in 
large companies in Sweden to improve their ITO. As mentioned in Section 
1.1, ITO will continue to increase in the near future, requiring new ap-
proaches that will improve ITO and reduce the number of unsuccessful im-
plementations. In Sweden it has been observed that many large companies 
have used ITO as a business strategy and their intention is to use it in the near 
future (Frydlinger, 2016). Therefore, there is still a need to analyse and define 
new ways to improve ITO to provide support for the ITO decision makers in 
these companies. 
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 Delimitations 
This thesis focuses on large companies (with representation in Sweden) that 
have outsourced their IT. Large companies are those that have 250 or more 
employees, according to Ekonomifakta (2014). In one research study, large 
companies are also compared with medium-sized companies, which have 50 
to 249 employees (Ekonomifakta, 2014). These classifications are different 
from the one of Nasdaq OMX, which is based on the companies’ turnover, 
as it is mainly the headcount that increases the complexity of IT and ITO 
rather than the turnover. 

All the studied companies are multinational companies, having subsidiar-
ies with IT planning and development outside Sweden. In the research per-
formed, only private organizations were studied. Furthermore, all these large 
companies have an IT department with a Chief Information Officer (CIO) or 
equivalent position, and the respondents from these companies have internal 
access (within the company) to relevant expertise in their support depart-
ments, such as sourcing, contracting and quality management.  

 In the definition of IT outsourcing arrangements given by Gartner (2016), 
which was introduced in Section 1, the software development is excluded, as 
well as business processes that are not IT related. For example, IT operations 
and development and maintenance of the IT used in the case of the outsourc-
ing of a call centre are included in this definition but not necessarily the way 
in which the work is performed to operate the call centre. Therefore, this 
research only considered IT outsourcing of services. Additionally, software 
development is excluded, but not small adaptations and integrations.  

Cloud solutions, like cloud computing (cloud sourcing), which is a 
method of computing in which flexible capabilities are delivered as a service 
using Internet technologies (Gartner, 2016), were not included in this study, 
because the focus of the research was on “traditional” ITO.  

Moreover, the research performed did not investigate specifically business 
process outsourcing (BPO), that is, the outsourcing of business processes ac-
cording to Lacity et al. (2011, p.221). If the service buyer has outsourced all 
or parts of its IT or any complete or partial IT-based processes (like logistics 
or enterprise resource planning), this research did not differentiate the out-
sourcing types.  

Furthermore, the research performed in this thesis did not distinguish be-
tween single outsourcing and multi-vendor outsourcing (or just multi-sourc-
ing), which, according to Feng (2012), is a type of IT outsourcing that in-
volves contracting several providers, in our case IT services.  

In summary, the research undertaken in this thesis explored large compa-
nies in Sweden. Moreover, it considered only IT services, excluding large IT 
application developments but including smaller adaptations like tuning, con-
figuring of IT applications and infrastructure. 
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1.5 Publications 
This section presents the author’s publications, divided into 1) included re-
search papers and 2) related research papers that are not included in this the-
sis. 

 Research papers included in the thesis 
The research papers (RPs) included in this thesis, together with the author’s 
contributions, are shown below. 
 
RP 1: Hodosi, G., Manavi, S. and Rusu, L., 2013. Risk factors in IT out-
sourcing and the theories decision makers use to resolve them. Interna-
tional Journal of Social and Organizational Dynamics in IT (IJSODIT), 
2(3), pp.41-54.  
 
RP 2: Rusu, L. and Hodosi, G., 2011. Assessing the risk exposure in IT 
outsourcing for large companies. International Journal of Information 
Technology and Management, 10(1), pp.24-44.  
 
RP 3: Andresen, C., Hodosi, G., Saprykina, I. and Rusu, L., 2010. User 
acceptance of a software tool for decision making in IT outsourcing: A 
qualitative study in large companies from Sweden. In: Lytras, M., Or-
donez de Pablos, P., Ziderman, A., Roulstone, A., Maurer, H. and Imber, 
J. (eds.) Knowledge Management, Information Systems, E-Learning, and 
Sustainability Research. Communications in Computer and Information 
Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 111, pp. 277-288.  
 
RP 4: Hodosi, G., Rembisch, J., Rickmo, R. and Rusu, L., 2012. Important 
factors in IT outsourcing relationship, a model development and verifica-
tion in major national companies. In: Proceedings of Americas Confer-
ence on Information Systems (AMCIS 2012). Paper 5, August 9-12, 2012, 
Seattle, USA: Association for Information Systems.  
 
RP 5: Hodosi, G. and Rusu, L., 2013. How do critical success factors 
contribute to a successful IT outsourcing: A study of large multinational 
companies. Journal of Information Technology Theory and Application 
(JITTA), 14(1), pp.17-43.  
 
RP 6: Hodosi, G., Rusu, L. and Kaye, R., 2015. IT outsourcing success 
factors: A study of large and medium-sized companies. In: Modern Tech-
niques for Successful for IT Project Management. Hershey, PA, USA: 
Business Science Reference, IGI Global, pp.183-199. 
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This thesis includes six research papers published in conference proceed-
ings, journals and a book. The author of this thesis is the main author of RP1, 
RP4, RP5 and RP6. The main contributions of Georg Hodosi to the published 
research papers are presented below. In RP1 the general research strategy 
was developed by Hodosi, the interviews were performed by Hodosi and Ma-
navi and the data collection was undertaken by Manavi, while the analyses 
and authoring were performed by Hodosi. In RP2 the research background 
was developed by Hodosi and Rusu, and the artefact requirements, design 
and testing were carried out by Hodosi and the authoring by Rusu. In RP3 
the general research strategy and interviews were developed by Hodosi and 
Andersen, the data collection was performed by Andresen and Saprykina and 
the analyses were performed by Hodosi and Andresen and the authoring by 
Andersen. In RP4 the general research strategy and the interview concept 
were developed by Hodosi and the data collection was performed by Rem-
bisch and Rickmo, while the analyses and authoring were undertaken by 
Hodosi. In RP5 all the steps were performed by Hodosi. In RP6 the general 
research strategy was developed by Hodosi, the interviews were performed 
by Hodosi and Kaye, the data collection was performed by Kaye and the 
analyses and authoring were undertaken by Hodosi. The main supervisor, 
Professor Lazar Rusu, was the referee as well as the advocate for the ideas 
and the advisor.  

 Related research papers that are not included in the thesis 
The author of this thesis is also the main author or co-author of other research 
papers related to IT outsourcing or other research areas of computer and sys-
tem sciences, which are listed below.  
 
RP 7: Hodosi, G. and Rusu, L., 2007. A software tool that supports decisions 
for companies to outsource information technology or not. In: Proceedings 
of the Mediterranean Conference on Information Systems (MCIS’07). Vol.1, 
pp.69-78, October 4-7, 2007, Venice, Italy, Association for Information Sys-
tems.  
 
RP 8: Hodosi, G. and Rusu, L., 2008. Information technology outsourcing: 
A case study research of best practices in two Swedish global companies. In: 
Proceedings of the Mediterranean Conference on Information Systems 
(MCIS 2008). Paper 7, Hammamet, Tunisia, 23-26 October, 2008, Associa-
tion for Information Systems.  
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RP 9: Rusu, L., El-Mekawy, M., Hodosi, G. and Mahmoud, M., 2008. Add-
ing value to IT outsourcing practices in global companies: A case study re-
search of Electrolux. In: Proceedings of the 9th International Business Infor-
mation Management Association Conference (IBIMA), pp.667-673, 4–6 Jan-
uary 2008, Marrakech, Morocco: IBIMA.  
 
RP 10: Rusu, L., Lin, Y. and Hodosi, G., 2009. Management guidelines for 
database developers’ teams in software development projects. In: Lytras, M., 
Ordonez De Pablos, P., Damiani, E., Avison, D., Naeve, A. and Horner, D. 
(eds.) Best Practices for the Knowledge Society. Knowledge, Learning, De-
velopment and Technology for All. Communications in Computer and Infor-
mation Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 49, pp.377-386. 
 
RP 11: Rusu, L., El-Mekawy, M. and Hodosi, G., 2009. Information technol-
ogy leadership in Swedish leading multinational corporations. Lecture Notes 
in Artificial Intelligence, 5736, pp.511-522.   
 
RP 12: Hodosi, G., Rusu, L. and Seungho, C., 2012. A risk based view of 
influential factors in IT outsourcing relationship for large multinational com-
panies: A service buyer perspective. International Journal of Social and Or-
ganizational Dynamics in IT, 3(2), pp.29-47. 
 
RP 13: Aasi, P., Nunes, I., Rusu, L. and Hodosi, G., 2013. The impact of 
different organizational cultures on IT outsourcing relationship management. 
International Journal of Innovation in the Digital Economy, 2(4), pp.50-66.   
 
RP 14: Nugroho, H., Afghani, G., Hodosi, G. and Rusu, L., 2013. Key factors 
in managing IT outsourcing relationships. In: Lytras, M., Ruan, D., Tenny-
son, R., Ordonez De Pablos, P., García Peñalvo, F. and Rusu, L. (eds.) Infor-
mation Systems, E-learning, and Knowledge Management Research. Com-
munications in Computer and Information Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: 
Springer, 278, pp.58-69.  
 
RP 15: Aasi P., Nunes I., Rusu, L. and Hodosi, G., 2015. Does organizational 
culture matter in IT outsourcing relationships? In: Proceedings of the 48th 
Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS-48). 
pp. 4691-4699, 5-8 January, 2015, Kauai, Hawaii, USA: IEEE Computer So-
ciety.  
 

The contributions made by Georg Hodosi to the related research papers 
that are not included in this thesis are described below.  

RP7 was the pilot for the method development, addressed in research goal 
one. It started by reviewing the research literature to determine whether such 
a method exists and how such a method could be developed. As no method 
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was found, an analysis was performed of how such a method could work, 
and finally a pilot method was developed and tested by two CIOs. The par-
ticipants in the proceeding in which the method was presented encouraged 
us to continue; several ideas about how to proceed and how to improve the 
method were given. RP8 was the pilot for the development of the success 
factors for IT outsourcing, addressed in research goal 3. A study of the IT 
research literature found 88 success factors. Removing duplicates and ex-
cluding those that were not exclusively related to ITO resulted in a shorter 
list of SFs. These SFs were analysed both with transaction cost theory and 
by interviewing two CIOs with more than ten years’ experience with ITO. 
The resulting list of SFs was presented in a proceeding. The participants in 
the proceeding encouraged further development of the SFs, and several ideas 
were provided about the direction that they should take. RP9 also examined 
the success factors of ITO but from the perspectives of the ITO driving forces 
and the ITO outsourcing models used. The study contributes to research goal 
3 but also to research goal 1, as some risk aspects were analysed and dis-
cussed with the respondents. RP10 studied IT development and provided 
guidelines for the management about how the work should be organized for 
database developers’ teams. The knowledge obtained about how to organize 
IT teamwork provided an understanding of how outsourced IT teamwork 
should be conducted. This “model” ideally should be obtained in an out-
sourced IT environment. Thus, this research paper contributes to research 
goal 2. RP11 presented a comparative study of the role, responsibilities and 
profile of Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and the impact of IT on leading 
multinational corporations (MNCs) in Sweden. The result of the analysis was 
a detailed overview of the development of the CIO role, responsibilities and 
profile. This information is necessary for understanding how Swedish IT is 
managed and how IT management influences companies regarding the use 
of IT. This knowledge contributes to all three research goals that use IT de-
cision makers in the empirical part of the study. 

RP12 studied 15 influencing factors (IFs) of ITO relationships in large 
companies in Sweden together with the associated risks. The focus was on 
finding the context in which these IFs can create a positive effect on ITO 
relationships and on determining how the risks are influenced by improving 
them. The study confirmed that improving ITO relationships and mitigating 
ITO risks are related (for the investigated SFs). The result could be essential 
to support ITO decision makers in improving their ITO relationships by fo-
cusing on both IFs and risk mitigation and implementing the most efficient 
of them. Additional support for the framework is provided by the guidelines 
that were developed and that show how the influencing factors identified in 
large MNCs can create a positive effect on ITO relationships. RP13 and 
RP15 analysed the impact of different organizational cultures on IT outsourc-
ing relationship management. With several examples and interviews, it is 
shown that organizational cultures must be handled in successful ITO. These 
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two studies support research goals 1 and 3. One risk factor and one success 
factor address the problems with different organizational cultures. RP14 in-
vestigated the key factors in managing the IT outsourcing relationship. The 
research literature review resulted in seven key factors. For each key factor, 
the success factors were identified and confirmed via interviews with ITO 
decision makers. The key factors aid ITO decision makers in selecting one 
or several significant key areas that they want to improve and use the pro-
posed success factors for the responding key factor. This paper supports re-
search goal 2, to improve ITO relationships. A summary of the published 
papers and the link to the research goals is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: The published research papers and the link to the research goals 
Research  
goals 

Research papers (RPs) 
Included RPs Not included RPs 

RG1 1, 2 and 3  7 and 12 
RG2 4   13, 14 and 15 
RG3 5 and 6 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

 
As shown in Table 1, the research goals of this thesis are supported by 

several other research papers. Research papers RP2, RP3 and RP8 support 
the licentiate thesis that was defended in 2010. 

1.6 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis’s structure is shown below. 
 
Chapter 1: 
The reader is introduced to this thesis’s background, the problem to be solved 
and the research goals. The scope and delimitations are presented together 
with the publications. 
 Chapter 2:  
The research approaches are discussed with an emphasis on qualitative in-
quiry. The two research strategies followed are discussed and their selection 
is motivated. The nature of the data sources is presented together with their 
contributions. The way in which the methodologies are applied is also shown 
along with the achieved research quality. Finally, the ethical implications are 
presented.  
 Chapter 3:  
The theoretical foundation is presented including the ITO risks and ITO re-
lationship management, which are discussed together with transaction cost 
theory. 
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Chapter 4:  
This chapter presents the results of each research goal.  
 Chapter 5:  
This chapter provides the theoretical and empirical contributions as well as 
the limitations and proposals for future research. 
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2 Research methodology 
This section describes the research process of the research activities carried 
out to achieve the research goals, research strategies, which are general plans 
that help researchers in answering research questions in a systematic way, 
data collection and data analysis methods, research quality and ethical con-
siderations. 

According to Bhattacherjee (2012), the unit of analysis applies to the per-
son, collective or object that is the purpose of the investigation. As it has 
been observed, the ITO organization fits best as the unit of analysis, because 
it is the part of the organization that is responsible for the procurement and 
management of ITO for that particular business. The responsibility of this 
department is to provide, order, measure, plan, develop and research the 
cheapest and best use of ITO for the whole company.  

2.1 Research process 
This section describes how the research work was performed to achieve the 
research goals. The research process described in this thesis consisted of 
three research processes, each of them covering one of the research goals 
(RGs), as shown in Table 2.  
Table 2: The research process used in this thesis together with the research goals addressed, the research strategies used and the supporting research papers 
Research 
process 

Achieved 
RGs 

Applied research strategies Supporting  
research pa-
pers 

1 1 Design science research for the devel-
opment of a method for assessing the 
risks in IT outsourcing 
Survey research for assessing the risk 
factors (used in the method develop-
ment) 

RP2 and RP3 
 
RP1 

2 2 Survey research RP4  
3 3 Survey research RP5 and RP6 

 
As shown in Table 2, each research goal (RG) was addressed by a research 

process. In addition, the research strategies used for each RG and the sup-
porting research papers are listed in this table. The research processes for 
each of the RGs are described below. 
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 Research process 1 for achieving research goal 1 
The two parts of the process to achieve research goal 1 (RG1), which is “To 
develop a method for risk assessment in IT outsourcing”, are presented be-
low: 
  1) The method for assessing the ITO risks is called the ITODSM. The 

research strategy applied for the development of the ITODSM was 
design science research (see Table 3). 

2) The identification of the risk factors used in the ITODSM was per-
formed using survey research (see Table 4).  

 
The activities performed in part 1 (research process 1a) for the develop-

ment of the ITODSM are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: Research process 1a 

# Performed activities Described in Section 
1.  Define the requirements for the ITODSM 2.3.2 
2.  Design and develop the ITODSM  2.3.3 
3.  Demonstrate the ITODSM 2.3.4 
4.  Evaluate the ITODSM 2.3.5 
5.  Communicate knowledge about the ITODSM 2.3.6 

 
As described in Section 2.3, design science research was undertaken to 

develop the ITO risk assessment method. The development of the ITODSM 
followed the recommendations by Johannesson and Perjons (2014). The 
method for assessing the ITO risks (ITODSM) could help ITO decision mak-
ers to assess the ITO risks, increase their awareness and help them to mitigate 
the risks. 

The activities carried out in the first part (research process 1a) are shown 
in Table 3 and were part of the licentiate thesis that is supported by research 
papers RP2, RP3 and RP8. Hence, the activities performed in the second part, 
concerning the identification and analysis of the risk factors in ITO, involved 
survey research and are presented in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Research process 1b 

# Performed activities How the activities 
were performed 

1.  Identification of the risk factors in IT outsourcing by 
reviewing the research literature. 

Literature review of 
the risk factors in 
ITO. 

2.  The findings in the literature review were sorted, the 
duplicates eliminated and the negative consequences 
of the ITO risks investigated. 

Analysis of the risk 
factors in ITO. 
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3.  Empirical study using interviews (selection of the 
respondents, type of interview, planning and partici-
pation, conducting the interviews).   

Interviews (Section 
2.5.2). 

4.  Evaluate the data collected.  Thematic analyses 
(described in Sec-
tion 2.6). 

 
The activities performed in the second part (research process 2b) are 

shown in Table 4 and included the identification of the ITO risk factors, 
which occur frequently and have adverse consequences for service buyers. 
These were the result of research process 1b and were published in RP1.  

 Research process 2 for achieving research goal 2 
To achieve research goal 2 (RG2), which is “To identify the important factors 
in IT outsourcing relationship”, the activities performed are shown in Table 
5. 
 

Table 5: Research process 2  
# Performed activities How the activities have been 

performed 
1 Identify the important factors in the ITO re-

lationship by reviewing the research litera-
ture.  

Literature review of the im-
portant factors in the ITO re-
lationship. 

2 The findings of the literature review were 
sorted, duplicates eliminated and how the 
important factors affect the ITO relationship 
investigated. 

Analysis of the important 
factors in the ITO relation-
ship. 

3 Empirical study using interviews (selection 
of respondents, type of interview, planning 
and participation, conducting the interviews 
and validating the interview data).  

Interviews (Section 2.5.2). 

4 Evaluate the data collected data. Thematic analyses (described 
in Section 2.6). 

 
The results of activities shown in Table 5, due to the identification of the 

important factors in the ITO relationship, were published in RP4. 

 Research process 3 for achieving research goal 3 
The activities carried out to achieve research goal 3 (RG3), which is “To 
identify the success factors in IT outsourcing”, are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Research process 3 

# Performed activities How the activities were per-
formed 

1 Identify the success factors in IT outsourc-
ing by reviewing the research literature.  

Literature review of the suc-
cess factors in ITO. 

2 The findings of the literature review were 
sorted, the duplicates Eliminated and the re-
maining ones investigated regarding the 
value that the success factors create in IT 
outsourcing. 

Analysis of the success fac-
tors in ITO. 

3 Empirical study using interviews (selection 
of the respondents, type of interview, plan-
ning and participation, conducting the inter-
views).   

Interviews (Section 2.5.2). 

4 Evaluate the data collected. Thematic analyses (described 
in Section 2.6). 

 
The activities shown in Table 6 were performed in both large and medium-

sized companies and the results were published in RP6 and RP7. 

2.2 Research strategies 
A research strategy is an action plan to reach the goal or answer to a research 
question, and, according to Denscombe (2010) and Johannesson and Perjons 
(2014), the following steps should be performed in the research strategy se-
lected: 1) research method, 2) data analysis and 3) writing up the research 
(reporting the findings). Concerning the methodology, this is a way to solve 
a research problem systematically. Alternatively, as proposed by Kothari 
(2004), it can be interpreted as the science of analysing how research is car-
ried out scientifically. The methodology used in the research presented in this 
thesis followed the recommendations of Denscombe (2010) for the qualita-
tive studies and Johannesson and Perjons (2014) for the design of the 
ITODSM.  

To achieve the research goals, different research strategies were selected. 
For research goal 1, design science research (DSR) was used as a research 
strategy, because a method was developed and the method is an artefact. To 
achieve research goals 2 and 3, the survey research strategy was adopted, 
because it enabled studies by viewing them comprehensively and involved 
precise and actual information. The ways in which the research strategies, 
data collection and data analysis methods were applied to each research goal 
are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7: How the research strategies and methods were applied to achieve the re-search goals 
Research 
Strategies 
and Meth-
ods 

Research Goals (RGs) 
RG1 RG2 RG3 

Research 
strategies 

Design science re-
search  for the de-
velopment of a 
method for risk 
assessment in ITO 
(ITODSM) 
 

Survey re-
search to 
identify the 
risk factors 
in ITO 

Survey re-
search to 
identify the 
important 
factors in 
the ITO re-
lationship 

Survey re-
search to 
identify the 
success fac-
tors in ITO 

Data collec-
tion  

Interviews, questionnaires, documents, web information 
Data analy-
sis 

Thematic analysis 
 
As shown in Table 7, DSR was carried out to accomplish the first research 

goal. RG1 involved two contributions: the development of the ITODSM us-
ing DSR and the identification of the risk factors in ITO using the survey 
strategy. The ITO risk factors identified were used in the development of the 
ITODSM. The data collection in DSR was conducted through interviews and 
questionnaires. To accomplish the second part of RG1 and RG2 and RG3, 
the survey strategy was followed. The data collection methods for all these 
RGs were interviews, questionnaires, mail questionnaires, documents and 
web information, while thematic analyses of the data were undertaken. A 
presentation of the application of the two research strategies, DSR and survey 
research, is included in the next sections.  

2.3 Design science research1 
Methods like algorithms and practices are forms of IT artefacts (Hevner et 
al., 2004). Design science research (DSR) was developed to guide the crea-
tion of new innovative artefacts. To achieve the first research goal (RP1) 
concerning the development of a method for risk assessment in IT outsourc-
ing, DSR was used as a research strategy. The developed artefact is a method 
named the IT outsourcing decision support method (ITODSM), and based on 
the method we developed a software application for testing it.  
                                                      
 
1 The scientific literature uses both terms, “design science research” and “design science par-
adigm”. This research used “design science research”. 
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DSR supports the development and evaluation of a new IT artefact, usu-
ally a solution to an identified organizational issue, as described by Hevner 
et al. (2004). The created artefacts can also cover areas other than IT. 
Dahlbom (1996) and Boland (2002) observe that these artefacts could allow 
for changes, like combinations of people, organizations and technology. He-
vner et al. (2004) point out that IS research is performed using two para-
digms, behavioural science and design science. According to Hevner et al. 
(2014), the method (paradigm) could extend the limits of human and organ-
izational capabilities. This could be achieved by creating objects (artefacts). 
Both paradigms, in the opinion of Hevner et al. (2004), are necessary for IT 
due to the divergence of people, organizations and technology. According to 
Hevner et al. (2004, p.77), it is common to define IT artefacts as “constructs 
(vocabulary and symbols), models (abstractions and representations), meth-
ods (algorithms and practices), and instantiations (implemented and proto-
type systems)”. The conceptual IS research framework used in this study is 
shown in Figure 1. 

  

 
Figure 1: The information systems research framework (Hevner et al., 2004, p.80)  

As shown in Figure 1, the framework of Hevner et al. (2004, p.80) illus-
trates how IS research, by combining the behavioural science and design sci-
ence paradigms, creates a better understanding for the execution and evalua-
tion of research. The environment determines the problem field (Hevner, 
2004) in which the phenomena of interest reside. For information systems 
research, the interests are mainly people, like employees, and companies to-
gether with technologies. However, the organization is embedded in a wider 
context of, for example, business plans, the supplier market, contracts and 
the application portfolio with mixed asset specificity. Behavioural science 
addresses research “through the development and justification of theories 
that explain or predict phenomena related to the identified business need” 
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(Hevner et al., 2004, p.79). To meet the actual business needs and create 
business utility, design science supports research in building and evaluating 
artefacts. The right side of Figure 1 represents the knowledge base: the re-
search community’s published observations in which IS research is per-
formed. Finally, the results, including the artefacts, their utility and the envi-
ronment, should be communicated effectively to both technology-oriented 
and management-oriented audiences and published to advance research by 
increasing the knowledge base. Together, behavioural and design science de-
fine the business need or “problem” as it is perceived by the researcher. Ac-
cording to Johannesson and Perjons (2014), there are different research strat-
egies and methods in design science research. The different activities recom-
mended to design an artefact, according to Johannesson and Perjons (2014), 
are described in Figure 2. These activities are a condensed narration from An 
Introduction to Design Science (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014).  

 
Figure 2: Research strategies and methods in design science research (Johannes-son and Perjons, 2014, p.82) 

Figure 2 presents the main activities that were performed to accomplish 
RG1 regarding the development of the ITODSM. To complete the activities 
in each box, the knowledge base was used to explore what others have 
achieved with their artefact development. The development of the ITODSM 
is described below.  
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 A description of the ITODSM’s development 
The development of the ITODSM started with a literature review of ITO that 
resulted in the identification of the ITO risks that are not addressed, or not 
sufficiently addressed, by ITO decision makers. A significant part of unsuc-
cessful ITO can be tracked to the ignored risks. Therefore, this research 
aimed to support ITO decision makers by increasing their risk awareness 
with the ITODSM. This method provides an assessment of the ITO risks and 
alerts decision makers to the high risks. It also describes the negative conse-
quences and provides information about how to mitigate the risks in ITO. 
This method can be used both for risk assessment in deciding whether to 
outsource IT and for diagnosing the current ITO.  

At the time of the development of the ITODSM, we did not find any ITO 
risk assessment method, but we noticed a decision tool called the “DecideIT 
Decision Tool” that was developed by Danielson et al. (2003) for taking IT 
decisions using probabilities. The ITODSM differs from the DecideIT Deci-
sion Tool because it focuses only on ITO and provides ITO decision makers 
with support in taking the decision on whether to outsource IT or not or, when 
IT has already been outsourced, it provides guidelines for mitigating the ITO 
risks. The calculation of the ITO risks is based on probabilities and the se-
verity of the undesired consequences when the risks occur. A presentation of 
the empirical studies performed in this research concerning the evaluation of 
the ITODSM is provided below. 

 
Empirical studies 
An experiment is empirical research under controlled conditions designed to 
investigate the characteristics of and the relationship between specific factors 
(Denscombe, 2010). The research in this study examines whether the 
ITODSM can be used for investigating the ITO risk. When ITO decision 
makers become aware of the risks and how to mitigate them, they aim to 
minimize the outcomes from the risks by improving ITO. Using experiments, 
individual factors (risk factors) can be isolated and their effect can be ob-
served in detail (Denscombe, 2010). One result of these observations could 
be the reduction of the detrimental effects resulting from accumulated risk 
exposure. According to Johannesson and Perjons (2014, p.143), “Experi-
ments are popular instruments for evaluating an artefact, as they allow a re-
searcher to achieve high internal validity by carefully controlling the condi-
tions under which an experiment is carried out”. To achieve high internal 
validity, the experiments were carried out under controlled conditions with 
careful restrictions on the variables. To evaluate the ITODSM, two empirical 
studies were performed, and these studies are described below. 
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Empirical study 1 (EST1) 
The selection of the companies started by studying Nasdaq OMX Large-Cap, 
which is a global exchange company that has a considerable amount of avail-
able information that can be used for comparison. Large and medium-sized 
private companies are listed on Nasdaq OMX. Several companies declined 
to participate in the study, but, of those that expressed an interest, two were 
selected as pilot companies to be considered before continuing with the larger 
group. One CIO from each of these two companies was selected to evaluate 
the ITODSM. These two CIOs and their companies have long experience 
with both in- and outsourcing of IT. The two companies are large companies, 
listed among the leading companies in Sweden. They are representative of 
large global companies in Sweden and might also be representative of the 
Nordic countries due to the similarities between the countries; however, this 
has not been investigated. The interviewed ITO decision makers hold top 
management positions in their IT organizations and are responsible for global 
strategies and operations. They work with the preparation and implementa-
tion of the latest and largest ITO for their respective company. Another rea-
son for selecting these two companies for the empirical study was the con-
trast between the companies’ products. One is involved with developing and 
producing household appliances, and the other concentrates on research, de-
velopment and manufacturing for industry. Logistics, volume and size (as 
described in the subsection on Data collection for risk assessment in IT out-
sourcing) could also influence their ITO. The reason for this selection was to 
gain a better understanding of how ITO differs and how the ITODSM could 
be accepted. 

In preparation for the first meeting with the two CIOs, the ITODSM was 
sent to them followed by a questionnaire to evaluate the ITODSM in relation 
to their actual ITO situation.  

A lab experiment was set up for each of the CIOs to evaluate the 
ITODSM. The experiments were performed at the CIOs’ sites and lasted for 
more than one hour. The experiments started with a short introduction to the 
respondent’s and the interviewer’s ITO experience. After that, the inter-
viewer presented the targets of this research. Before starting the interview, 
the question about recording was raised and this was rejected. 

The interviews started with a discussion of the questions included in the 
questionnaire followed by free discussions with the respondents. In the inter-
views the questionnaire included in Appendix 2, with the title “Questionnaire 
used in research paper 2”, was used. The relationship of the questions to the 
requirements for the development of the ITODSM and the purpose of the 
questionnaire are presented in Table 8.   
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Table 8: The questionnaire used for the interviews, containing the questions, how the questions addressed the requirements for the development of the ITODSM and the purpose of the questions 
Ques-
tion 

# 
Questions The requirements addressed and 

purpose of the questions  
1.  Did you have some problems 

with how to use the ITODSM? 
Functionality and usability are 
addressed.  

2.  Is there an IT outsourcing area 
that you are missing in the 
ITODSM? 

Completeness is addressed. Are 
there any risks missing? 

3.  Is there an area in the ITODSM 
that is overrepresented? 

Functionality is addressed. Is 
there some redundancy or is there 
a topic that has been overesti-
mated? 

4.  Did the repetitive questions re-
garding the potential losses cre-
ate problems in the estimation? 

Some losses are hard to estimate. 
The new version of the ITODSM 
calculates an average value of the 
losses that are hard to estimate. 
Usability is addressed. 

5.  Did you find other questions that 
are not possible or very difficult 
to answer? 

Usability is addressed, for exam-
ple the clarity of the question or 
insufficient explanation of the 
question. 

6.  Did the online help reflect your 
needs? 

Completeness is addressed. 
7.  Did the comments and the help 

in the summary give you enough 
support to understand the situa-
tion?  

Completeness is addressed. 

8.  Did the figures about risks/risk 
exposure give you a feeling 
about the gravity of the individ-
ual risks?  

Functionality is addressed. The 
ITODSM should not only pro-
duce numbers; it should also give 
confidence to the users by com-
paring the different risk expo-
sures created by the tool. 

9.  Is the total risk exposure calcu-
lated in the summary something 
with which you can associate?  

Gain a better understanding of 
the user’s practice of risk evalua-
tion methods. 

10.  Are the questions univocal and 
clear enough? 

The scientific expressions could 
differ from the vocabulary used 
in the industry.  

11.  The ITODSM is business neutral 
because the application does not 
care whether you outsource or 
not. Does this argument influ-
ence positively your trust in the 
ITODSM? 

Could the ITODSM’s neutrality 
encourage the CIOs to use the de-
veloped tool?   
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12.  The ITODSM enables users to 
simulate different situations.2 Is 
this something that you would 
like to use?  

With this version the different 
scenarios have to be performed 
manually. This feature could 
(heavily) be implemented. This 
question measures the interest in 
using the feature.   

13.  The possibility of using the 
ITODSM first in your office, to 
train yourself in contrast to using 
consultants, visiting educational 
institutions and so on: is this 
something that you would like to 
use?  

Gain an understanding of how the 
ITO decision makers perceive the 
use of a software tool. 

14.  Suppose that you would like to 
check whether your ITO investi-
gation is complete. Do you see 
comparable trust here with what 
you are using today?   

Gain an understanding of how 
ITO decisions are made without 
the ITODSM and explore 
whether there are any other re-
sources in this field. 

15.  How do you verify the complete-
ness of your checklist? 

See above. 
16.  Do the references to the practical 

and scientific literature influence 
positively your trust in the 
ITODSM?  

How do historical mistakes or 
success stories improve the un-
derstanding of the different risk 
scenarios? 

17.  If ITODSM was a commercial 
product, would that increase your 
confidence in the ITODSM? 

The confidence with academic 
tools, like maintenance and sup-
port. Could a further develop-
ment of the ITOSM be financed 
by the users? 

 
The questions asked were dichotomous, having two possible responses. 

Both answers enabled the respondents to comment using an unstructured re-
sponse format. The use of the comments fields was encouraged.  

The characteristics of the evaluation strategies according to Johannesson 
and Perjons (2014) are presented below. The evaluation strategy followed 
was naturalistic, because the ITODSM was evaluated in the real world, that 
is, in the practice for which it is intended, by the CIOs. The interviews and 
questionnaire were used as part of the survey research. This was a formative 
evaluation, because the ITODSM was evaluated to collect information about 
how to improve it throughout the design activities.  

The few improvements proposed by the CIOs were implemented, and the 
ITODSM was returned to them for evaluation. After some weeks feedback 
                                                      
 
2 Let us suppose that you want to improve some items, but you do not know which to select 
to reduce your risk exposure. Then you can select different solutions and let the ITODSM 
resolve the total risk exposure. 
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was requested through phone calls and e-mails, and the CIOs answered that 
the implementations that they had asked for were appropriate and that they 
had no more proposals.  

 Empirical study 2 (EST2) 
Four large companies in Sweden were selected for empirical study 2. Three 
of them belong to NASDAQ OMX Large-Cap, and the selection procedure 
was the same as in empirical study 1. The fourth company belongs to one of 
the largest advisory companies in the world that works with risks. Its subsid-
iary in Sweden belongs to the category “large companies” according to 
Ekonomifakta (2014). The criteria used for the selection of the companies 
were a large size, a multinational presence and at least a five-year history of 
ITO business. The people contacted in these four companies agreed to par-
ticipate in the interviews. A lab experiment was set up for each of the ITO 
decision makers to evaluate the ITODSM. The experiments were performed 
at the respondents’ sites and lasted for more than one hour. The experiments 
started with a short introduction to the respondent’s and the interviewer’s 
ITO experience. ITO decision makers from four large companies contributed 
to the development of the ITODSM. Table 9 presents the respondents’ posi-
tion, their ITO experience and the business segment3 that they represent. 

Table 9: The respondents, their ITO experience and the business segment of the companies (adapted from Andresen (2010, p.281)) 
Compa-
nies 

Respondents’ com-
pany positions 

Respondents’ ITO ex-
perience in years 

Business seg-
ments of the 
companies 

Company 
A 

Vice President for 
Services 

14 years Industrials  
Company 
B 

CIO 1.5 years Health care 
Company 
C 

Head of Procurement 7 years Industrials  
Company 
D 

Senior Sales Manager Not provided Home appliances 
 

Table 9 shows that all four ITO decision makers held different positions 
in their companies, which was our intention to obtain a broad sampling. 
Three different business segments were represented. The respondents’ ITO 
experience varied, and, as shown in Table 9, one respondent did not provide 
her/his experience. In running the experiment, the interviewer presented the 

                                                      
 
3 The business segment classification according to NASDAQ (http://www.nasdaqomxnor-
dic.com/shares) is described in Appendix 1. 
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targets of this research, which were to explore the way in which and the ex-
tent to which the ITODSM can be accepted by decision makers in IT out-
sourcing in Swedish companies and the contribution that they can make to 
the ITODSM. The technology acceptance model (TAM) was used to explore 
the respondents’ acceptance of the implemented technology and whether 
they would use it, as described in RP3. 

Before starting the interview, the question about recording was raised, and 
it was rejected by the respondents. After that the ITODSM was introduced to 
the ITO decision makers so that they could assess how the method works in 
decision making regarding IT outsourcing. The purpose of the ITODSM and 
the way in which it works were explained. A computer with the installed 
ITODSM was given to the respondents, and they tested it with a particular 
case in mind. The problem concerned their ongoing ITO, a particular case 
concerning ITO that had arisen or an ITO scenario that they did not know 
how to solve. After testing the tool for about 20 minutes, the semi-structured 
interviews started. The purpose of the questionnaire used, which is shown in 
Table 10, was to gather information about the acceptance of the ITODSM 
(using TAM) and to evaluate the method.  

In the interviews the questionnaire included in Appendix 2, with the title 
“Questionnaire used in research paper 3”, was used. At that time SDT (Soft-
ware Decision Tool) was the name of the method now called the ITODSM. 
The relationship of the questions to the requirements for the development of 
the ITODSM and the purpose of the questionnaire are presented in Table 10. 
Table 10: The questions used for the evaluation of the ITODSM and its acceptance according to the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Andresen, 2010, pp.282‒283) 
Ques-
tion 

# 
Question Requirements addressed and pur-

pose of the questions  
 

Perceived usefulness of the ITODSM 
1.  What do you think is the pur-

pose/advantage that this tool can 
provide you with? (Provide) 

Explore the usability, suitability 
and effectiveness of the 
ITODSM. 

2.  How can use of the tool provide 
advantages in IT outsourcing de-
cisions? (Performance and effec-
tiveness) 

Explore the usability and effec-
tiveness that the ITODSM can 
create. 

3.  Do you think the risks listed with 
values of risk exposure were 
helpful? (Helpful) 

Usability is addressed.    

 
Perceived ease of use of the ITODSM 
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4.  Did you like the interface of this 
tool? Why or why not? (Easy to 
use and understandable) 

Usability is tested. 

5.  Would it be easier to use if the 
risk types were grouped? (Easily 
find) 

This is about a feature. 

 
Attitude towards the use of the ITODSM  

6.  As a person, do you adopt new 
technology easily? (Regarding 
personal adoption) 

Not relevant to DSR. 

7.  In what way does the tool give 
you a pleasant experience? 
(Pleasant experience) 

 

8.  Do you think the tool is a good 
idea and why? Suggestion for 
improvements? (Good idea) 

 

 
Behavioural intention to use the ITODSM 

9.  After testing the tool, do you 
think you will use it, why and 
why not? (Thought to use) 

 

10.  Will you recommend this tool to 
other colleagues? Why and why 
not? (Recommend) 

Overall satisfaction. 

 
The performed evaluation type for this empirical study was ex post, be-

cause the ITODSM was evaluated after it had been employed. The evaluation 
strategy used was naturalistic, because the ITODSM was evaluated in the 
real world, that is, in the practice for which it is intended. The four ITO de-
cision makers mentioned above evaluated the ITODSM for their ITO by as-
sessing the ITO risks. The interviews and questionnaire were used as part of 
survey research. Therefore, this was a formative evaluation, because the 
ITODSM was evaluated to collect information about how to improve it 
through the design activities. A summary of the strategies, methods and in-
struments used for performing the empirical studies is presented in Table 11. 

Table 11: A summary of the strategies and methods used in the empirical studies 
Strategies and methods used in the 
empirical studies 

Empirical studies 
Empirical 1 
(EST1) 

Empirical 2 
(EST2) 

Research strategy Experiment Experiment 
Evaluation type Ex post Ex post 

Formative Formative 
Evaluation method Naturalistic Naturalistic 
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Table 11 shows that the empirical studies used experiments, ex post and 
formative evaluation types and naturalistic evaluation. The following sec-
tions present the development of the ITODSM following the activities shown 
in Figure 2.   

 Define the requirements for the development of the ITODSM 
In this activity the requirements for constructing the artefact (ITODSM) that 
resolves the problem were outlined, transforming the initial problem into a 
list of specifications (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). Requirement specifi-
cations covering the functionality, construction and environment of the arte-
fact were designed. Johannesson and Perjons (2014) propose two steps for 
defining requirements: 1) outline the artefact and 2) elicit the requirements. 
The activity outline the artefact consists of selecting the artefact type, while 
the artefact type method best supports the needs. It contains a set of design 
principles to address the design of an IT system to support risk assessment in 
ITO. The research strategies and methods used for defining the requirements 
for the development of the ITODSM are described below.  

First a review of the research literature on ITO was performed among the 
relevant major databases, like IEEE Explore, JSTOR and SpringerLink, 
which are commonly used in ITO research. Additionally, well-known con-
ferences, like ICIS, ECIS, HICSS and AMCIS, were searched with the search 
words “outsourcing” and “risks”. As a result of this literature review, it was 
found that Dibbern et al. (2004) had performed a comprehensive review of 
the literature on ITO, and their findings were used to obtain an overview of 
other researchers’ activities in this research area, namely the risks in ITO. 
Here it is appropriate to mention that this research study in this area started 
in 2007.  

Based on the findings of the research literature review, we acquired an 
indication of the risk factors that most frequently occur in outsourcing IT 
(Bahli and Rivard, 2002; Aubert, Patry and Rivard, 2004; Aubert, Patry and 
Rivard, 2005). In fact, the recent literature review confirmed our previous 
observations concerning these risks factors in ITO (Bona, 2012; Bahli and 
Rivard, 2013; Christ et al., 2014; Gonzalez, Gasco and Llopis, 2010; Tho, 
2011). We also found that these risks factors can create problems, like IT that 
does not work and cost escalation, which in the worst case can cause a loss 
of customers’ trust and its associated consequences. Therefore, these risk fac-
tors have to be assessed and represent the (functional) requirements.  

Based on these findings, we defined the requirements for the ITODSM 
and presented and discussed them at the Mediterranean Conference on In-
formation Systems (MCIS 2007). The participants in this conference were IT 
and ITO researchers. As a final result, the identified ITO risk factors used for 
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the ITODSM development were confirmed as the most frequently arising 
ones for service buyers (Hodosi and Rusu, 2007).  

A summary of the main requirements for the development of the ITODSM 
is shown below.   Functional requirements The ITODSM should be able to assess the ITO risks. High risk means that, if the risk occurs, then the negative consequences regarding potential losses and inconveniences are large, like losing time and efficiency. Comparing ITO risks enables the most significant ones to be identified for mitigation. By implementing this requirement, the risk awareness of ITO decision mak-ers could be improved and accordingly the number of unsuccessful ITOs re-duced.    The ITO risks are assessed using risk factors. Therefore, their selection is crucial. The literature review showed that the risk factors (RFs) from Bahli and Rivard (2002) best fit the needs because of their completeness regarding coverage, scenarios, consequences and mitigation mechanisms. However, these risk factors have to be completed by adding “ex ante imperfection” to the scenario “unexpected transition and management costs”. The risk factors used in the developed method were additionally studied by interviewing ITO decision makers, as described in research papers RP1, RP2, RP3 and RP8. The research paper RP2 and Bahli and Rivard (2002) contain a detailed de-scription of the RFs. The requirements for the development of the ITODSM and the way in which the risk factors are assessed are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12: The requirements for the development of the ITODSM and the way in which the risk factors are assessed 
Require-
ment  
     # 

Requirements for assessing the risk factors 

1.  Asset specificity 
2.  Small number of suppliers 
3.  Uncertainty regarding future events and the other party’s actions 
4.  Client’s degree of expertise in IT operations 
5.  Client’s degree of expertise in outsourcing contracts  
6.  Relatedness (functional and organizational)  
7.  Lack of use of professional project management and procurement 

(as part of ex ante imperfection) 
8.  Lack of time for the investigation (as part of ex ante imperfec-

tion) 
9.  Measurement problems 
10.  Supplier’s degree of expertise in IT operations  
11.  Supplier’s degree of expertise in outsourcing 
12.  Contracts 

  Structural requirements The ITODSM should fulfil the need for structural qualities, like co-herence, which is “the degree to which the parts of an artefact are 
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logically, orderly, and consistently related ...”, as described by Jo-hannesson and Perjons (2014, p.109), and modularity, which is “the extent to which an artifact is split into components that may be sep-arated and recombined”, as also described by Johannesson and Per-jons (2014, p.109). These qualities are necessary for an efficient overall design, including the design of the components, coding style and variable naming. The parts of the ITODSM are logically and or-derly related due to the limited number of components, namely two (interaction and calculation), which enables an efficient design.  
 Environmental requirements  Additionally, the ITODSM should provide usage qualities, like usa-bility, which is “the ease with which a user can use an artifact to achieve a particular goal”, as described by Johannesson and Perjons (2014, p.110). This is an essential requirement for a system to be user-friendly (ease of use) and enable customer satisfaction, which could lead to more ITO decision makers using the ITODSM. Suita-bility, which is “the degree to which an artifact is tailored to a partic-ular practice, focusing only on its essential aspects”, as described by Johannesson and Perjons (2014, p.110), is an additional relevant re-quirement. The ITODSM is adapted for just one type of use, as-sessing ongoing or potential ITO risks.  
 Management requirements Maintainability (the straightforwardness with which an artefact can be maintained for correcting errors, implementing new requirements, easing future maintenance or managing a new or changed environ-ment) is an indispensable requirement for the ITODSM, because it is expected that new requirements will be implemented. The struc-ture and the coding are simplified to maintain the artefact. 
 Environmental requirements The requirement for completeness (the degree to which an artefact contains all the components required to address the intended prob-lem) also applies to the ITODSM; it must cover all the RFs to be able to assess all the ITO risks. Effectiveness (the degree to which an ar-tefact can achieve its goals) is another requirement, ensuring that the ITODSM fully enables the assessment of the ITO risks. Efficiency, which is “the degree to which an artifact is effective without losing time, effort, or overhead”, as described by Johannesson and Perjons (2014, p.110), ensures that the ITODSM only focuses on ITO risks and does not involve other risks. 
 Conflicting requirements These are requirements that cannot be satisfied at the same time. The number of assessment questions in the ITODSM is limited, because ITO decision makers are very busy people. If they do not obtain a 
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result in a short time, then they will not use the ITODSM. Therefore, the number of diagnostic questions was limited to a given number (80 questions). On the other hand, more questions could increase the assessed risk coverage. 

 Design and development of the ITODSM  
The design and development of the ITODSM followed the recommendations 
of Johannesson and Perjons (2014) and included the main activities related 
to the ITODSM. The activities carried out in this section are presented below. 
  Description of the design of the ITODSM  

The risk factors in ITO, which are the base for the assessment, were 
found in the literature review. Bahli and Rivard’s (2003) risk assess-
ment framework was selected, because it also contained scenarios, 
consequences and mitigation mechanisms. This framework was 
completed with the ITO risk factors that were missing for the risk 
evaluation.  

  ITODSM components concerning functionality and construction 
The ITODSM consists of two components, interaction and calcula-
tions. The first one handles the communication with the user, like 
displaying a menu, asking the user to select the correct option and 
eliciting the answers from the user. The system’s built-in interaction 
tools are used. The second component handles the calculations, like 
risk exposure, and measures and acts on the thresholds. The work-
flow for the ITODSM is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The workflow in the ITODSM (Rusu and Hodosi, 2011, p.31) 

As shown in Figure 3, the ITODSM asks the user questions to access 
each ITO risk factor. One scenario consists of one or several RFs. A 
scenario enables the user to handle the “group” of RFs regarding as-
sessments. The consequences are based on all the scenarios. A more 
detailed description is provided in the research paper of Rusu and 
Hodosi (2011). 
  The ITODSM’s originality As described in Section 2.3.1, the “DecideIT Decision Tool” devel-
oped by Danielson et al. (2003) was the artefact that this design fol-
lowed. Danielson et al. (2003) developed a tool for taking IT deci-
sions based on probabilities. The ITODSM is similar to the DecideIT 
Decision Tool, but this method focuses on ITO by calculating the 
risk exposure and provides ITO decision makers with support in tak-
ing the decision on whether to outsource or not or, having out-
sourced, how to mitigate the ITO risks. The ITO risks are based on 
probabilities and the severity of the undesired consequences when 
the risks occur. The literature review did not find any method for 
assessing the risks in ITO.  

 Sources for designing the ITODSM  The risk structure, consisting of aspects such as risk factors, scenar-
ios and consequences, is based on Bahli and Rivard (2002; 2003). 
The risk mitigation relies mainly on the transaction cost theory for-
mulated by Williamson (1985). The risk exposure assessment 
method is based on Aubert et al. (1999), and for the risk calculation 
the work of Boehm (1991) was used.   
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 Demonstrate the artefact 
“Demonstrate the artefact” is a process that can be followed to prove the fea-
sibility of the developed artefact and is sometimes called a “proof of con-
cept”, according to Johannesson and Perjons (2014). Such a demonstration 
is able to show that the developed artefact can solve an instance of the prob-
lem. Johannesson and Perjons (2014) recommend the following steps to 
demonstrate an artefact. Firstly, one case should be chosen and designed that 
should solve some aspects of a problem in one illustrative or real-life case. 
Secondly, the artefact should be applied to the chosen case, which includes 
documenting the outcome of the application. Johannesson and Perjons (2014, 
p.136) claim that “if the artefact can address a problem in one case, it might 
be able to do so in other cases as well”. Experiments are considered useful 
for fictitious as well as real-life cases (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). The 
research in this thesis conducted an experiment to demonstrate the artefact. 

The respondent had ten years’ experience of outsourcing IT in a large 
company. The mentioned company is representative of the major global com-
panies in Sweden and might be representative of the Nordic countries due to 
the similarities between them; however, this has not been investigated.  

The ITODSM was sent to the respondent. A lab experiment was set up to 
demonstrate the ITODSM. The experiment was performed at the respond-
ent’s office and lasted for two hours. The experiment started with a short 
introduction to the respondent’s and the interviewer’s ITO experience. After 
that the interviewer presented the targets of this research. Before starting the 
interview, the question about recording was raised, and this was rejected. The 
questionnaire used and the responses of the respondent are shown in Table 
13.  

 
Table 13: The demonstration of the ITODSM: the questions asked and the respond-ent’s answers 

Ques-
tion 

# 
Questions The answers of the respondent 

1.  Did you have any problems with 
using the ITODSM? 

No problems were encountered 
with using the artefact.  

2.  Is there an IT outsourcing area 
that you are missing in the 
ITODSM? 

The respondent did not find any 
missing risks or any other func-
tionality. 

3.  Is there an area in the ITODSM 
that is overrepresented? 

The respondent did not find any 
overrepresented areas. 

4.  Did the repetitive questions re-
garding the potential losses cre-
ate problems in the estimation? 

The respondent did not find that 
the estimation of the potential 
losses created too many prob-
lems. 
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5.  Did you find other questions that 
are not possible or very difficult 
to answer? 

The respondent did not find any 
other questions that were impos-
sible or difficult to answer.  

6.  Did the online help reflect your 
needs? 

The respondent considered that 
the online help reflected his or 
her needs. 

7.  Did the comments and the help in 
the summary give you enough 
support to understand the situa-
tion?  

The respondent considered that 
the help was sufficient. 

8.  Did the figures about risks/risk 
exposure give you a feeling about 
the gravity of the individual 
risks?  

The respondent considered that 
the gravity of the individual risks 
was significant. 

9.  Is the total risk exposure calcu-
lated in the summary something 
with which you can associate?  

The respondent was used to risk 
assessments and knew the total 
risk exposure. 

10.  Are the questions univocal and 
clear enough?  

The respondent considered that 
the questions were unambiguous.  

11.  The ITODSM is business neutral, 
because the application does not 
care whether you outsource or 
not. Does this argument influence 
positively your trust in the 
ITODSM? 

The respondent believed that this 
could be a good argument.   

12.  The ITODSM enables the simu-
lation of different situations.4 Is 
this something that you would 
like to use?  

The respondent considered that 
for the diagnosis the ITODSM is 
complete.   

13.  The possibility of using the 
ITODSM first in your office, to 
train yourself, in contrast to using 
consultants, visiting educational 
institutions and so on: is this 
something that you would like to 
use?  

The respondent believed that this 
could be a good argument.   

14.  Suppose that you would like to 
check whether your ITO investi-
gation is complete. Do you see 
comparable trust here with what 
you are using today?  

The respondent did not have a 
comparable tool or process. Eve-
rything is performed manually, 
step by step, following earlier 
procedures if they exist. 

15.  How do you verify the complete-
ness of your checklist? 

See above. 

                                                      
 
4 Let us suppose that you want to improve some items, but you do not know which to select 
to reduce your risk exposure. Then you can select different solutions and let the SDT resolve 
the total risk exposure. 
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16.  Do the references to the practical 
and scientific literature influence 
positively your trust in the 
ITODSM?  

The respondent wished for prac-
tical examples from Sweden, not 
from other countries. 

17.  If the ITODSM was a commer-
cial product, would that increase 
your confidence in it? 

Not really, answered the re-
spondent. 

  
As shown in Table 13, the answers suggest that the ITODSM can be used 

for risk assessment, the risk factors are relevant and the ITODSM can be used 
without any additional instructions. The “proof of concept” meets the re-
quirements for the ITODSM. 

The data analysis method was thematic analysis and was based on the 
minutes of the meeting. The following most fundamental themes were iden-
tified: 1) risks, 2) functionality, 3) usability, 4) completeness, 5) mistakes 
and success stories, 6) risk exposure pros and contras and 7) ITODSM doc-
umentation.  

 Evaluate the artefact 
The activity “evaluate the artifact” is about determining the extent to which 
the artefact meets the requirements and the degree to which it can solve the 
research problem. First, the evaluation strategy has to be decided, and then 
the evaluation should be performed. Johannesson and Perjons (2014) recom-
mend the following steps: 1) evaluate all the requirements that have been 
identified in the development of the artefact and define the requirements, 2) 
evaluate how the artefact can solve the problem and 3) describe how the ar-
tefact has been evaluated. 

The evaluations were described in Section 2.3.1, in the subsection Empir-
ical studies 

therefore, only a summary is provided here. As mentioned, experiments 
were the instruments used for the evaluation of the ITODSM. Table 11 shows 
that the two empirical studies were evaluated as ex post and formative with 
a naturalistic evaluation method. The functional requirements together with 
usability and completeness were evaluated by the ITO decision makers, but 
other factors, like the structural requirements, suitability, maintainability and 
environmental requirements, have not been evaluated. Furthermore, no risk 
factors were mentioned by the respondents to be added to the ITODSM. The 
way in which the risks are presented, handled and explained and the risk mit-
igation is justified was accepted by five out of the six ITO decision makers. 

In summary, the ITODSM contributes to the improvement of ITO by sup-
porting ITO decision makers in assessing the ITO risks and in not outsourc-
ing IT if the risks are too high; in the case that IT is outsourced, the ITODSM 
provides support in mitigating the ITO risks. In this way the ITODSM can 
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be a useful method for ITO decision makers and can reduce the number of 
unsuccessful ITOs in large companies.       

Concerning the ethical consequences of using the ITODSM, none were 
identified during the use of the method by the respondents. As mentioned, 
the ITODSM provides support for ITO decision makers but does not replace 
them. Therefore, it was concluded that this method does not create any ethi-
cal consequences. 

 Communicate the knowledge of the artefact  
The results concerning the ITODSM were communicated in RP2 (research 
paper 2) and presented to IT researchers at a conference (RP3). The presen-
tation of the ITODSM to IT researchers was undertaken from a risk concept 
view and a functional view, that is, how ITO decision makers can use this 
method and the data flow, together with the different possibilities for advis-
ing ITO decision makers on how to mitigate the ITO risks. 

 Artefact description 
The developed method (ITODSM) was implemented in a software applica-
tion for assessing ITO risks. This is described in Section 4.1.2; therefore, 
only a summary is presented here. As shown in Figure 3, which illustrates 
the workflow in the ITODSM, the ITO risk assessment is based on the inter-
action between the user (the ITO decision makers) and the ITODSM. The 
method asks the user to enter all the necessary data for assessing the ITO 
risks. After entering all the data, the ITODSM calculates the risk exposure 
for each ITO risk. For each risk exposure (RE) exceeding a certain level 
(there are four severity levels), a warning is created depending on the severity 
level and the user is informed. The ITODSM not only highlights the ITO 
risks but also suggests ways to mitigate them. Additionally, a built-in “help” 
function was developed to explain the potential risks with documented cases 
from the ITO research. “Help” also supports the user in handling the software 
application. To illustrate the interaction between the user and the ITODSM, 
a screen capture of the software for the ITODSM is shown in Figure 4. The 
question asked in this screen capture is “What is the reason for your IT out-
sourcing (ITO)?” The response to this question could be one of the eight 
possible answers that are shown, and, as we can see, the user has selected the 
option “We are just checking what an ITO can give us for business ad-
vantages”. After this question the process is followed by other steps that fi-
nally result in a calculation of the risk exposure (RE) including a recommen-
dation for the user, as shown in Table 15.  
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Figure 4: A screen capture showing the interaction between the user and the ITODSM (Andresen et al., 2010, p.2) 

 
A summary of the results generated by the ITODSM, including the total 

RE and a recommendation for the user, is presented for a particular example 
in Table 14. 

Table 14: A summary of the results generated by the ITODSM 

  
The results generated by the ITODSM and shown in Table 14 include the 
following information: 
  The total RE, which is the aggregated RE and is the value that should 

be compared with the decision makers’ risk aversion;   The average of the RE, which gives a figure about the general RE 
level;   The highest RE, which is the most critical item for the ITO decision;   The lowest RE, which is the least critical item for the ITO decision;   The number of REs <= 0.2; in this case there are 38 questions that 
do not receive recommendations to mitigate the risks;   The number of critical REs => 0.4; in this case 3 questions produce 
a higher risk exposure and outsourcing the IT is not recommended;   The standard deviation of the RE, which describes the dispersion of 
the different risk exposures;   The recommendation given to the user.  
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2.4 Survey research 
This section describes the survey research, which was also used as a research 
strategy. As presented in Table 2, this strategy was followed to achieve the 
research goals (RP2 and RP3). Bhattacherjee (2012) notes that survey re-
search is best suited to studies that have units of analysis consisting of 
groups/organizations or pairs of organizations, such as buyers and sellers, as 
there are in this thesis. Furthermore, survey research enables “wide and in-
clusive coverage … at a specific point in time” (Denscombe, 2010, pp.11‒
12).  

To ensure broad and comprehensive coverage, survey research was used 
as a research strategy to study ITO risks, relationships and success factors in 
large companies in Sweden. At a specific time, this enabled the researcher to 
bring matters “up to date” and provided information about the current states 
of ITO in the studied companies. Finally, this strategy enabled the researcher 
to collect data from ITO decision makers through interviews, e-mails and 
questionnaires.  

2.5 Data collection 
This section presents the methods for data collection and the way in which 
the data collection was performed. 

 The respondents 
The IT organizations mainly differ depending on the company’s size, its ge-
ographical spread and the extent to which its IT has been outsourced. The 
managers of an IT organization could be entitled CIO, IT Director or Head 
of IT Management, and in this thesis they are referred to as ITO decision 
makers. These persons are responsible for ITO and have access to all the 
available and necessary information to run the IT and ITO according to the 
business policies. Various responsibilities are devolved to working groups 
that are responsible to the organization’s managers, and these people are also 
included as ITO decision makers in this thesis. The influential, important 
persons included in this category are the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who 
is in charge of managing the organization as well as persons who are part of 
the executive steering groups. In fact, ITO organizations differ depending on 
the company size, from 250 employees to over 100,000 for larger companies 
in Sweden, as described in Section 1.4.1. The participants in this study are 
named respondents and were selected as persons with knowledge and expe-
rience in ITO and ITO decisions. These persons are responsible for the ITO 
organization and therefore have the best information about ITO and its con-
text. 
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In the IT strategy defined by the companies’ executives (CEO, CIO, CTO, 
CFO, etc.), the IT organization plays an essential role in deploying IT re-
sources in the company. In the case that the company has decided to out-
source IT, this will be carried out by the ITO decision makers who will be 
involved in this process. For the companies that have outsourced their IT, the 
ITO decision makers are those persons responsible for taking the necessary 
decisions concerning the ITO development, for example the cost and perfor-
mance. Therefore, the IT strategy is particularly relevant to the ITO organi-
zation. However, depending on the IT outsourcing size, the ITO types, such 
as whole or partial outsourcing and everything in between, together with the 
asset specificity (explained in Section 3), influence the work, risk and so on 
of the ITO organization.  

 The interviews 
Interviews, as a type of data collection method, enable the exploration of 
complex and subtle phenomena when there is a need to “gain insights into 
things”, such as people’s experiences, and “a method that is attuned to the 
intricacy of the subject matter”, as recommended by Denscombe (2010, 
p.174). The survey research was conducted through face-to-face surveys, 
which facilitated individual contact between the investigator and the re-
spondents. The data were collected during semi-structured interviews or 
questionnaires (Opdenakker, 2006; Denscombe, 2010), which are presented 
in Appendix 2. The use of face-to-face surveys enabled the researcher to ob-
tain more in-depth information. Moreover, this research strategy provides 
some immediate means of validating the data. This is because the researcher 
can sense whether the respondent is giving false information, which it is not 
possible using only questionnaires, self-completion or telephone surveys. In 
this way, as described above, the response rates are less problematic. Finally, 
the interviewer’s skills could encourage the respondents to take part in the 
survey enthusiastically, as observed by Denscombe (2010). A list of ques-
tions is used to “structure” the interviews. However, there is an opportunity 
for ad hoc discussions too. The interviewer should be prepared to be flexible 
concerning the order in which the topics are examined, for example by letting 
the respondent develop and explain the ideas and talk widely about the prob-
lems raised by the interviewer (Denscombe, 2010). The responses are open-
ended, and there is more focus on the respondent explaining the points of 
interest. The challenge of open-ended interviews is to adhere to the time 
schedule and still encourage open discussions. According to Denscombe 
(2010), to prepare and perform an interview, a number of recommendations 
should be followed, as described below.  When is it appropriate to use interviews? 
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Denscombe (2010) suggests that interviews are the most appropriate 
method for studying opinions, feelings, emotions and experiences. 
The view of these attributes means that they should be explored in 
depth and in detail. Interviews were conducted in this research to 
penetrate issues, such as the ITO decision maker’s experiences, and 
to obtain an explanation of the context and why and how different 
ITO decisions are considered. Moreover, the interviews enabled the 
researcher to gain useful information about ITO risks, ITO relation-
ships and ITO success factors.  Type of research interview 
In performing this research, semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted, because they allow both a structured interview and open-
ended answers. In this way it was possible to emphasize the elabora-
tion of additional points of interest. The interview form adopted was 
one to one.   Planning and preparation for the interviews 
The selection of the respondents was made from the category of ITO 
decision makers in large companies registered in Sweden. A mixture 
of ITO decision makers was selected, including CIOs, heads of IT 
organizations and decision makers with similar other positions in 
their companies, especially those who have contact with the end-us-
ers of ITO, and finally decision makers outside the IT organization, 
like CFOs and VPs.  
The selection of the companies started with studying Nasdaq OMX 
Large-Cap5, which is an exchange company in Stockholm. The larg-
est and medium-sized private companies are listed there. After iden-
tifying the companies, the number of employees and their global 
presence has been studied on the companies’ web pages. The compa-
nies with large global presences have been selected for further inves-
tigations. By calling the companies’ headquarters, a trial has been 
performed to establish contact with the respondents. Several compa-
nies refused to mention their IT/ITO decision makers, so they have 
been deleted from the list. The high rejection to be contacted forced 
to extend the scope to a larger group of companies. The selected 
group is “large companies” in Sweden has been selected. According 
to Ekonomifakta (2014), those companies have 250 or more employ-
ees. No formal authorization was necessary for conducting the study. 
However, most of the companies requested to remain anonymous. In 
addition, making copies of their documents was not allowed, but it 
was possible to read the requested documents and take notes. 

                                                      
 
5  Available from: http://www.nasdaqomxnordic.com/about_us [Accessed 20th September 
2014]. 
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 Conducting the interviews 
To conduct the interviews in the selected companies, information 
was previously collected from their websites about their business and 
strategies so that the interviews could focus on ITO. Before the inter-
views were performed, a questionnaire (included in Appendix 2) was 
sent to the respondents in advance to enable them to prepare for these 
interviews. The interviews started with a short introduction from the 
respondent and interviewer, and confidentiality was confirmed. The 
questions that were part of the questionnaire were explained by the 
interviewer. For each answered question, the interviewer asked more 
questions to increase the understanding.   Recording of the interviews 
During the interviews, except for the parts for which the interviewer 
had been asked not to record, recordings were made. Recording was 
not permitted by several respondents. For cases in which recording 
was permitted, a transcript was produced and used for the data anal-
yses. In all the cases, the meeting notes were sent back to the respond-
ents for comments. These notes included the questionnaires (previ-
ously sent to the respondents), their answers and comments and the 
context in which the interviews took place. 

 E-mails 
As mentioned above, this research used a questionnaire that was sent as an 
attachment by e-mail to the ITO decision makers. In fact, e-mails provide a 
low-cost alternative to postal surveys or face-to-face surveys since there is 
no need to travel. Furthermore, the data collected in the questionnaires are in 
a format ready for analysis (Denscombe, 2010). 

 Questionnaires 
A questionnaire is designed to collect data for analysis and consists of a writ-
ten list of questions (Denscombe, 2010). All the respondents received a ques-
tionnaire with the same list of questions to ensure consistency and precision 
in terms of the wording, which allowed their answers to be analysed more 
easily. The questionnaires did not aim to change people’s attitudes or provide 
them with information. This method, according to Denscombe (2010), is the 
most appropriate when there are large numbers of respondents, and straight-
forward information and standardized data can be collected. The advantages 
of using questionnaires, according to Denscombe (2010), are the following: 
 

• Economical, because they can deliver a substantial amount of research 
data at a low cost regarding materials, money and time. 
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• Easier to arrange than personal interviews; however, it is recom-
mended to send the questionnaire to the respondents in advance.  

• Supply standardized answers, since all the respondents are asked the 
same questions.  

• Enable pre-coded answers (structured answers), which shorten the 
time required for the analysis.  

• Achieve high data accuracy; for example, surveys using the Internet 
can automatically be fed into the analysis tool.  

Both the interviews and the open questionnaires allowed the respondents 
to provide feedback, enabling the researcher to gain insights into topics that 
had not previously been considered. By adding a few open-ended questions 
to the surveys, significant trends and opinions could be identified for further 
research. The open-ended questions used in the study are exploratory. By 
using questionnaires in this research, standardized, pre-coded answers were 
obtained from a significant number of respondents. Apart from these stand-
ardized answers, comments were also received from the respondents. 

 Internal and external documents  
Documentation is very useful, for example for public companies; according 
to the regulations, many facts have to be documented and made public. How-
ever, this thesis considers private companies only, in which the information 
is secret and the corporate legal department has to acknowledge whether doc-
uments can be distributed.  

There are several types of document that can be used in survey research. 
These are archival records, which are papers with long-term value that justi-
fies their perpetual holding, or newspapers, magazines, company reports, 
committee minutes, diaries, letters and memos, rewards and third-party as-
sessments and photographs and films that can also be used for clarification 
and as evidence (Denscombe, 2010). 

The research used different types of information to increase the validity 
as well as to be informed before the interviews or questionnaires.  

 The purposive sampling technique 
Purposive sampling is a “hand-picked selection” of respondents to be used 
for investigating a research topic. The people are selected with a specific 
purpose, which includes the specific qualities of the people chosen and their 
importance to the topic of the research. The principle for this sampling is to 
acquire the best information from a reasonably small number of representa-
tives who have been selected carefully according to their known attributes, 
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as described by Denscombe (2010). The “hand-picked” selection in the re-
search performed was made regarding the knowledge and experience of IT 
outsourcing of the respondents. A purposive sample can be utilized to assure 
that a broad cross-section of people is included in the sample. When used in 
this way, purposive sampling, to a certain degree, emulates a representative 
sample, as proposed by Denscombe (2010). This sampling is especially val-
uable for small-scale surveys for which random sampling might not be 
enough to include groups that occur in small numbers in the population. The 
population in our case is large companies in Sweden that have outsourced 
their IT. As Denscombe (2010) notices, purposive sampling works in cases 
in which the researcher knows about the specific people and intentionally 
selects particular ones: in this research ITO decision makers. Those are seen 
as the people who are likely to produce the most valuable data. Another way 
of using purpose sampling is to search for the best information by selecting 
those people who are most likely to have the background or expertise to be 
able to contribute quality knowledge and helpful insights into the research 
issue (Denscombe, 2010). This sampling type is primarily appropriate for 
creating an “exploratory sample”. The power of purposive sampling is that it 
enables the researcher to focus on the people who are most likely to be criti-
cal for the research. The respondents chosen in the research performed were 
ITO decision makers, such as CIOs, who were the most “wanted” respond-
ents because they have the aggregated information and responsibility for the 
ITO organization. Additionally, other ITO decision makers who are involved 
in ITO were selected as well as ITO decision makers outside the IT depart-
ment who have an overview of IT/ITO efficiency. 

As Denscombe (2010) suggests, purposive sampling is especially valua-
ble for small-scale surveys in which random sampling might not be enough 
to include groups that occur in small numbers in the population. According 
to Denscombe (2010), sample size determination takes three forms: statisti-
cal, pragmatic and cumulative. The statistical approach and the pragmatic 
approach are not suitable for smaller-scale surveys, such as the one per-
formed in the research presented this thesis, in which the cumulative ap-
proach is used. In the cumulative approach, sampling continues until the 
point is reached at which there enough information has been obtained. This 
is defined as the level at which adding to the sample does not change the 
results achieved. This saturation occurred in this research study and no con-
tradictory information was found in the survey conducted among respondents 
from large companies in Sweden.  

 The data collection performed  
Data collection is an activity whereby the researcher gathers the information 
needed to answer the research question or achieve the research goal. The data 
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collection methods applied and the sources used are shown below. Before 
the larger-scale study started, it was useful to learn about the method, process 
and time constraints. Therefore, the study began with two companies with 
many years of experience in ITO at that time in Sweden. The lessons learned 
from these companies facilitated the further data collection for this thesis. To 
increase the readability of this section, the data collection is presented in Ap-
pendix 1. A description of how the data collection was performed is provided 
below. 

2.5.7.1 Interviews and documents 
The interviews conducted were semi-structured and face to face. In the inter-
views the questions that were asked were included in the questionnaires (see 
Appendix 2) that were sent in advance to the respondents to enable them to 
prepare for the interviews and to make comments.  

Several types of documents can be used for survey research, like newspa-
pers, magazines, company reports, committee minutes, diaries, letters and 
memos, rewards and third-party assessments (Denscombe, 2010). This study 
collected different types of internal and external documents to ensure data 
triangulation (Denzin, 2006; Yin, 2009). During the meetings internal docu-
ments were shown but no copies were accepted. In all the studies e-mails and 
telephone calls were used for planning and for resolving ambiguities, like 
new questions that arose after the interviews or just clarification. The com-
panies’ web pages were also used for collecting data. Table 15 provides a 
summary of the internal and external documents collected from the different 
companies. 

 
Table 15: The internal and external documents collected in conducting the re-search 

Research papers Internal and external documents 
RP1  Documents from the respondents’ websites. 
RP2 and RP5 Documents from the respondents’ websites. 

Internal documents shown during the interviews. 
External documents like articles published in Computer 
Sweden and CIO Sweden.  

RP3, RP4 and 
RP6 

Documents from the respondents’ websites. 
Internal documents shown during the interviews.      

The transcript of the interviews was also submitted back to the respond-
ents to clarify ambiguities and to confirm their comments. 

2.5.7.2 Data collection in each research activity 
Below is a summary of the data collection for each research activity. A list 
of the companies studied and their numbers is presented in Appendix 1. 
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Data collection for risk assessment in IT outsourcing 
The data collection for risk assessment in ITO was conducted using survey 
research (RP2 and RP3). Six people with responsibility for ITO decisions in 
large companies in Sweden were consulted. The company selection process 
is described below.  

Companies 8 and 9 are two large companies in Sweden with a global pres-
ence and long experience with ITO. The selection of the “better ones” was 
essential for the study to offer the best advice to ITO decision makers on 
improving their ITO. The companies’ cases are contrasting. One produces 
products with a limited life cycle for private consumers, while the other pro-
duces for heavy industry, with a relatively long life cycle. One is centralized 
and the other decentralized. The contrasts are likely to influence their ITO 
needs, and this is what the study sought to investigate (RP2). 

Company 10 represents the advisory sector, and risk assessment is its core 
business. Obtaining the respondent’s reflection regarding risk assessment for 
the method developed for assessing ITO risks was useful. The respondent is 
a top executive, and the respondent’s view was useful in gaining a better 
understanding of how ITO decision makers from the executive level handle 
ITO risks. Company 11 is a large company with a global presence regarding 
R&D and production with long industrial experience. Company 12 is a typi-
cal IT consultancy company with a large global and national spread. Com-
pany 13 is an average company within health care with a multinational pres-
ence (RP3). 

The respondents are three CIOs, one executive, one head of procurement 
and one senior sales manager, showing the decision makers’ diversity. The 
diversity in respondents’ business sectors, job position and common results, 
according to other researchers’ experiences, could indicate homogeneity re-
garding the assessment of risks. 

 
Data collection for identifying the risk factors in IT outsourc-
ing 
The risk factors in ITO were identified in several steps on different occasions. 
The data collection was performed by conducting survey research with re-
spondents from large companies, as discussed below. In RP1 the survey in-
cluded seven companies, in RP2 it included two companies and in RP5 it 
included seven companies. Additionally, a survey was conducted in another 
three companies. In total nineteen companies were investigated to identify 
the ITO risk factors. 

Purposive sampling was used for all the surveys, as described below. The 
companies vary in size and business sector. Furthermore, the positions of the 
respondents’ in these companies vary from VP and CIO to project manager, 
just to mention some of them. The spread regarding the company sizes, the 
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business sectors of the studied companies and the ITO decision makers’ po-
sition enabled representative sampling for the group of large companies in 
Sweden. 

 
Data collection for identifying the important factors in IT 
outsourcing relationships 
For the data collection regarding the important factors in ITO relationships, 
survey research was conducted in four large companies in Sweden (RP4). 
Interviews were carried out with the ITO decision makers from the service 
buyers and with four respondents from their providers, which are beyond the 
scope of this study. The business sectors of these large companies are differ-
ent; therefore, they give the sample a spread. 
 
Data collection for identifying the success factors in IT out-
sourcing in large companies in Sweden 
For the data collection aiming to identify the success factors in ITO, two 
surveys were conducted. The companies used in the study are described 
above and are the same as those described regarding the data collection for 
RP2, namely companies 8 and 9. In a later study seeking to identify the suc-
cess factors in ITO, another ten surveys were conducted. This meant that a 
total of twelve large companies in Sweden were studied for research goal 3. 

Apart from the large companies, six medium-sized companies were also 
investigated. The reason for conducting a survey among these medium-sized 
companies was to gain an understanding of how the SFs in ITO differ be-
tween large and medium-sized companies. The medium-sized companies 
studied belong to the Stockholm stock exchange market, category Mid Cap, 
and are from different industries, like IT services, services, technology, con-
struction and materials, and resources.  

2.6 Data analysis 
According to Bhattacherjee (2012, p.113), the target for the analysis of col-
lected data is “sense making” or understanding a phenomenon. According to 
Guest, MacQueen and Namey (2012), thematic analysis is the data analysis 
technique that is most used in qualitative research. It highlights, examines 
and records patterns (or “themes”) for the analysed data. It is used to encode 
qualitative information, and in this case it was applied to the data collected 
from the interviews. As described by Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006, 
p.82), thematic analysis is “a search for themes that emerge as being im-
portant to the description of the phenomenon” and includes “the identifica-
tion of themes through careful reading and re-reading of the data”. The pro-
cess is a form of pattern recognition of the analysed data whereby the themes 
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grow into the categories for analysis. Therefore, for the research goals con-
cerning the identification of the ITO risk factors, important relationship fac-
tors in ITO and success factors in ITO for large companies in Sweden, the-
matic analysis were used as a method for the data analyses, and the software 
application was Nvivo 11. The different research goals generate different 
themes. The word frequency of the data analysis of the conducted interviews 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: The cloud view of the word frequencies after some filtering 

 
As shown in Figure 5, the most commonly used words in the interviews 

are problems, contracts and development, just to mention a few, while risk 
and communication have lower frequencies.  

 Themes 
Following the guidelines from ProfCTimm (2011), the transcripts were 

read, including the notes taken, and, using the Nvivo 11 software, themes 
were created both manually and automatically, as shown in Table 16.   

Table 16: Repeating concepts or ideas grouped into theme nodes 
# Repeating concepts or ideas  Theme 

nodes 
1.  Short contract, risks, freedom, contract length 1.5 years, 

planning short contract = 1.5 years, long contract 5 years. 
Plan content (with short contract), short contract, often 
swapping supplier, underperformed performance, lack of 
understanding. 
 
Contract fulfilment? Do you measure? The delivery is the 
“contract fulfilment”. 

Contract 
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We have testing tools. 
We measure the delivery. 
What to measure is the main problem. 
It is difficult to measure high volumes. 
We check all delivery. 
How to measure is critical. 
 
Fixed contracts are for the operations. Discussed quarterly, 
adapted and adjusted to the existing project.  
The contract is flexible! For all projects there is the frame, 
but additional contracts for the sub-level have to be de-
signed. Use flexible contracts. 
Contract management is important. 
 

2.  Communication, whole personnel, improve unhealthy com-
munication. 
Without communication no contact. 
Communication is a part of culture. 
Everybody has to be able to communicate with everybody. 

Communi-
cation 

3.  Monopolists, problem, defragmented company structure 
(high number of small companies), decentralized, compe-
tent partner is missing. 

Market situ-
ation 

4.  Sourcing important (has been recognized), short contracts, 
contract update. 

 
5.  
 

Prepare personnel (prepared for business change), common 
values and employee information about changes (business).  
Early information to all for any business changes (out-
source or not). 

Business 
change 

6.  ERP problems, take over, need improvements (huge poten-
tial for improvements).  

7.  Concurrent projects (many concurrent projects), problem 
unavoidable in many concurrent projects, problem una-
voidable. 

  

8.  Improvement performed by the outsourcer and partners. 
The goal is cost reductions, make more margins. Some 
partners stop their R&D. 
Improve operational efficiency and reduce costs. Every-
thing has to be correct from the beginning, “a single shot”. 

Improve-
ment 

9.  It is hard to change mind set, SW development needs an-
other culture.  
The company has to be closer to the customer. 

Change 

10.  SAP is the focus. Outsourcer is doing the customizations. 
ERP customization, 2 years, right supplier, e.g. regarding 
quality perspective, skills, geographical position, also pa-
rameters that can change the efficiency figures. 

SAP 

11.  Keep to the standards. If there are any then follow them. 
Keep standards. In some cases it is better that the insourcer 
uses well-known tools, which are not necessarily standard. 

Standards 
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12.  The risks with companies that have outsourced to India.  
In India the contractors have different levels of education 
from top universities to lower education. Not always have 
the full knowledge/experience.  
The margins of the outsourcing suppliers can be critically 
low. 

Risks 

13.  Culture is an interesting issue e.g. regarding time expecta-
tions. 
5 minutes’ delay of the promise date could mean a lot for 
some, for others nothing. 
Culture differences are always there. 
For the respondent it was hard to say “no”. Not a part of 
his culture!  
The Indian culture recommends: “don’t say not, try it first, 
then you can tell your experience”. 
Bargaining does not exist in Sweden. 
You have to do in Asia, else you would never know what 
you could miss. 
Communication problems are cultural problems. 
Hierarchy is a huge problem. 
We really try to understand each other and the cultures. 

Culture 

14.  Asymmetric information is important for the outsourcer. Asymmetric 
information 

15.  ITO relationship management is problematic. Relationship 
manage-
ment 

16.  Expectation management. This happens. We try to have 
frequent sessions. 
Contract and expectations are the major problem. 
Contract and expectation management are the most im-
portant factor. 

Expectation 
manage-
ment 

17.  Conflict and conflict resolution are a problem. Complexity 
is the challenge. 
Conflicts arise and have to be resolved. 

Conflict and 
conflict res-
olution 

18.  We trust each other; the problems occur from unintended 
human misunderstandings. 
The lack of knowledge with new development resides on 
both sides. 
Trust is connected to commitment. 
Everybody has to be able to communicate with everybody. 

Trust 

19.  IT is the engine in the operation, but IT is not the core 
business. 

IT is not the 
core 

20.  We have legacy systems that are 30 years old. The adap-
tions are not documented. 
Too many legacy systems. 
We keep old legacy systems; we do it better. 

Legacy 

21.  Specificity is very important. Asset speci-
ficity 

22.  Control is important! Control 
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Table 16 shows the preliminary concepts and ideas that are based on the 

transcripts and divided into 22 theme nodes, which are collections of refer-
ences about a specific theme, concept, idea or experience.    

The review of these possible themes was undertaken by rephrasing and 
eliminating duplicates, and the most frequent words were compiled into a list 
of themes. Using questions like why and how between the themes and sub-
themes, they were categorized following the structure shown in Table 17.   
Table 17: The themes with the sub-themes and codes. Some of the codes are under-lined to provide a better understanding 

Themes  Sub-themes Codes 
Contract short contract risk and freedom 

length 1.5 years 
content easier to plan 
swap supplier due to underperformance 
swap supplier due to lack of understanding 

 contract fulfil-
ment 

use of testing tools 
contract is measured 
delivery is checked 

 measuring prob-
lem 

what to measure is a problem 
measuring large volumes is difficult                       

 fixed contracts 
 

used for operations 
adjusted quarterly 

 flexible contracts the contracts are flexible 
for low level, missing contracts 

 contract manage-
ment 

contract working is important 
 Sourcing importance of sourcing 

short contracts need sourcing for updating     
 expectation man-

agement 
expectation and delivery differ 
frequent sessions are necessary 
major problem 

Communica-
tion 
 

 everybody must communicate with every-
body 
communication necessary  
improve unhealthy communication 
communication is a part of the culture 
communication problems are cultural prob-
lems 

Market situa-
tion 

 monopolists create problems 
defragmented company, difficult to find 
providers 

Business 
change 
 

 inform personnel early 
prepare personnel 
common values are important 
difficult to change mind set 
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ERP prob-
lems 

 costly with continuous adaptations 
High work-
load 

 problems are unavoidable 
Improve-
ments 
 

 performed by outsourcer and provider 
the goals are cost reductions and improve 
efficiency 
should work directly (single shot) 

Standards 
 

 keep standards 
sometimes the insourcer knows its own used 
tools better 

Culture 
 

 time expectations differ 
culture problems always exist 
hard to say no; “don’t say no, try it first, 
then you can tell your experience” 
bargaining is not a part of the Swedish cul-
ture 
communication problems are cultural prob-
lems 
hierarchy is a huge problem 
efforts are necessary to understand each 
other and the cultures 

Conflict/con-
flict resolu-
tion 
 

 it is a problem 
ITO complexity is the challenge 
conflict arise and have to be resolved 

Trust 
 

 we trust each other 
caused by unintended human misunder-
standings and lack of knowledge on both 
sides 
trust is connected to commitment 

High asset 
specificity 
 

 legacy systems are present 
not documented adaptions 
too many legacy systems 
do not outsource legacy systems 
high asset specificity must be handled 

 
As shown in Table 17, the first theme is “contract”, containing the sub-

themes short contract, contract fulfilment, measuring problem, fixed and 
flexible contracts, contract management, sourcing and expectation manage-
ment. It could be argued that contract management could be part of the con-
tract top theme. However, the selected solution shows the necessary activities 
to improve contracting as an integral component of contract development. In 
the right column are the codes that build up the theme “contract”. The next 
theme is “communication”, which contains five codes, namely everybody 
must communicate with everybody, communication is necessary, improve 
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unhealthy communication, communication is a part of culture and communi-
cation problems are cultural problems. 
 
Analysis 
This part describes the different themes that were identified in Table 17, how 
these themes are interrelated and how they cover the addressed research 
goals. 
 

1. Contract 
This theme will be described with its goals. Contracts are described 
in Section 3.2.1.5; here is a short description. The problems with 
writing contracts for ITO are the complexity, the high numbers and 
the diversity of the details, which are often changing. Additionally, 
the future, like the price, business demands and technology develop-
ment, is unknown. Short contracts are a sub-theme of contracts. The 
length of the contract depends on the asset specificity of the out-
sourced service. With a high value the outsourcer wishes for a long 
contract and with a low value a short contract. The code “risk and 
freedom” describes these contracts. The code “1.5 years” quantifies 
the length of the short contract. The freedom of being able to swap 
supplier is described with the codes “swap supplier due to underper-
formance” and “swap supplier due to lack of understanding”. One 
disadvantage of short contracts is that they need to be renegotiated 
more frequently. This can be seen in the theme “sourcing”. The sub-
theme contract fulfilment is about the buyer’s efforts to check that 
the delivery is made according to the contract. The code supporting 
the theme is “use of testing tools”, which shows that the buyer has 
invested in testing tools. The two other codes also test the delivery, 
which clearly supports the importance of the SF and measures con-
tract fulfilment. The sub-theme measuring problem also concerns de-
livery testing; however, here problems arise regarding how to meas-
ure it, and the challenge of high volumes of traffic is illuminated. 
Fixed contracts is the sub-theme describing a “flat rate” of the out-
sourced services. It is used for simpler services and is adjusted quar-
terly. Sourcing normally foresees such changes in the contract and 
does not have to be involved in these modifications. Flexible con-
tracts are the opposite theme to fixed contracts, as described above. 
As can be seen, both types of contracts are used. Additionally, the 
code “for low level, missing contracts” informs us that the low level 
is not even specified, and in this case it is unavoidable with flexible 
contracts. The sub-theme contract management involves all the ac-
tivities for negotiating, updating, claiming and, in the worst case, tak-
ing legal action. Sourcing departments (strategic procurement) have 
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both contract specialists and buyers. The activity is supported by the 
code “contract working is important” and is interrelated to all the 
other contract sub-themes. The sub-theme sourcing is based on the 
codes, the importance of sourcing and short contracts’ need for sourc-
ing for updating, which have been discussed above. Like contract 
management, sourcing is interrelated to all the contract sub-themes. 
Finally, the sub-theme expectation management describes the prob-
lem of the expectation and the delivery differing (which is the first 
code supporting the theme). With frequent sessions, the risk of mis-
understanding the targets can be reduced (the second code). Expec-
tation management is a major problem, as supported by the code, and 
is an important influencing factor of the ITO relationship.  

2. Communication 
This theme concerns communication between the buyer and the sup-
plier. It is based on five codes: the first three emphasize the im-
portance of communication and the actions to be taken to improve it, 
whereas the last two, “communication is a part of the culture” and 
“communication problems are cultural problems”, lead to the culture 
theme. This is quite natural, as communication differs in different 
cultures, but company sizes and IT support also influence the method 
of communication. In this study communication is an important in-
fluencing factor and is highly recommended for a successful ITO re-
lationship.  3. Market situation 
This theme relates to the problem with limited providers and/or the 
competition not working due to a cartel or other market disturbances. 
On the one hand, the monopolists decide the game (the prices and 
contracts, just to mention a couple); on the other hand, some service 
buyer companies are represented in a number of small cities with a 
small number of providers. This theme is linked with contracting. 4. Business change 
This theme is about the outsourcing companies’ changes regarding 
outsourcing, such as new working situations for the personnel and IT 
changes. The two codes “inform personnel early” and “prepare per-
sonnel” complement each other. Providing information early gives 
more time to accept the change and to prepare well. The third code 
concerns having common values, which is always positive. Finally, 
the theme “changing mind-set is not given!” is connected to the im-
provements theme.   

5. Enterprise resource planning problems and high workload 
These themes are isolated to only one observation and are therefore 
not of general interest.   
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6. Improvements 
This theme is a natural development of ITO. The driving forces are 
cost reductions, improving efficiency and successful projects that 
should work directly. This thesis has a connection to the business 
change theme. 7. Standards 
This theme arises with the SF that recommends the use of standard 
tools, with the pros and contras described above. Standards are pre-
ferred, but in some cases know-how and companies’ own specialized 
tools, methods and services are preferred. This theme is connected to 
the theme high asset specificity. 8. Culture 
This theme has seven codes and expresses the wide variety of ways 
in which cultural differences can obstruct cooperation when the out-
sourcer lacks experience in handling cultural issues. The culture 
theme can be related to most of the other themes, and the importance 
of handling cultural differences is considerable.  9. Conflict/conflict resolution and trust 
These two themes are described together. The six codes indicate a 
lack of opportunistic behaviour and suggest that conflicts arise as 
bounded rationality (like ITO complexity, unintended human misun-
derstandings and lack of knowledge). This shows that the respond-
ents interviewed have positive experiences with their providers re-
garding the absence of opportunistic behaviour. These themes are 
also related to most of the other ones. In such a complex working 
environment, conflicts are unavoidable; therefore, this awareness is 
important.     

10. High asset specificity 
This is the most important factor in the transaction cost theory of 
Williamson (1985), so it is expected to be an important theme. The 
five codes straightforwardly point out the problem caused by high 
asset specificity. The contract theme is strongly dependent on this 
theme in relation to how to write a contract with many unknown fac-
tors, as legacy systems contain. It is difficult to swap the actual pro-
vider, and it takes too much time to learn the legacy system; there-
fore, the theme market situation is affected.      

 
The links to themes mentioned above are summarized as follows:   Short contract and the sub-theme sourcing  Contract fulfilment and the sub-theme measuring problem  Communication and culture  Market situation and contract  Business change and improvements  Standards and high asset specificity 
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 Culture and most of the themes  Conflict/conflict resolution including trust and most of the themes  High asset specificity and contract and market situation 
 

The final map, including the most important themes and the links to them, 
is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6: The final map of the most important themes and the links between them  

 
The most frequently mentioned themes are high asset specificity, contract 

and culture that are shown on the diagonal in Figure 6.  
 

Conclusions regarding the results of the data analyses 
In summary, the study of the themes confirmed the findings of this research 
concerning the risk factors, success factors and important factors in ITO re-
lationships. The analysis has extended beyond the content of the data to in-
form about what the data might mean, and the implications of the patterns 
were indicated too. The results fully confirmed the risks related to the trans-
action cost theory and to ITO relationships. Moreover, the importance of 
contracting and with high asset specificity, which belong to the common 
challenges in ITO was pointed out as being significant. 
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2.7 Research quality 
The research carried out in this thesis followed two different research strate-
gies, which differed in the way in which the research quality was applied. 
The research quality of the two applied research strategies is described be-
low.  

 Research quality for design science research  
The research qualities used for design science research (DSR) are validity, 
reliability and transferability, as proposed by Johannesson and Perjons 
(2014). Validity refers to the accuracy of the data used in the research and 
whether it reflects the analysed construct and thus matches the research ques-
tion or goal (Denscombe, 2010). In the development of the ITODSM, the 
demonstration of the artefact is the activity that supports the internal validity 
of the designed artefact. This activity shows how the initially identified busi-
ness problem is handled. For example, it shows the artefact’s ability to solve 
the problem, the necessary modifications or the need for iterations returning 
to the first DSR activity. On the other hand, external validity (generalization) 
refers to the degree to which the conclusions in the study could be used by 
others in other places and at other times (Denscombe, 2010). Concerning the 
last research quality factor, which is transferability, according to Denscombe 
(2010), this is the same as external validity.   

In the research carried out concerning the development of the ITODSM, 
the internal validity was addressed through the following critical issues:  Selection of the respondents: 

All the selected respondents were ITO decision makers who are and 
have been involved in outsourcing or are planning to outsource IT. 
Moreover, these respondents had experience and knowledge in ITO 
when they evaluated the ITODSM.   The value that the ITODSM could create: 
As described in Section 1.2, for the companies experiencing unsuc-
cessful ITO, there could be different problems, like cost escalation, 
loss of time, inconvenience and loss of customer trust. By using the 
ITODSM, the ITO risks could be assessed and the IT outsourcing 
could be improved.   

Concerning how this study addressed the external validity, this was 
achieved by studying a group of private companies, namely large companies 
in Sweden. This group is specific due to its large business, complex IT and 
ITO, following the Swedish laws, business rules and having the same busi-
ness culture. A number of 16 companies were studied, resulting in the same 
results regarding risk aversion and ITO risk handling. The results of this 
study can be replicated to the rest of the group that includes large Swedish 
companies. 
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Finally, regarding reliability, in the opinion of Denscombe (2010), this 
refers to the research instrument’s neutrality. More precisely, if the research 
is repeated, would it give the same result? The actions that were taken to 
increase the reliability in the development of the ITODSM were the follow-
ing:    Every research step was documented in Section 2.3, like the require-

ment specification, design, development and evaluation of the 
ITODSM.  The questionnaires used in the empirical studies are available in Ap-
pendix 2.  The published papers RP2, RP3 and RP8 describe the development 
and evaluation of the ITODSM and are available for the reader.   

 Research quality for the survey strategy 
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Denscombe (2010), the tradi-
tional tools used to judge research credibility and research quality are valid-
ity, reliability, generalizability and objectivity. A description of how the re-
search performed in this thesis was implemented using the four quality crite-
ria mentioned above is presented below.  
Credibility (validity) 
Credibility or validity refers to the accuracy of the data used in the research 
and whether it reflects the analysed construct and thus matches the research 
question or goal (Denscombe, 2010). As pointed out by Golafshani (2003), 
validity answers the question about how well the research reflects the re-
search object. To address the particular issue of accuracy and data suitability, 
Denscombe (2010) recommends using triangulation and respondent valida-
tion, which are described below.  

Data triangulation requires the use of a variety of data sources within a 
single study, as proposed by Denzin (1978). This thesis used data triangula-
tion for providing credibility (validity). The data from the studied companies 
were triangulated (compared and analysed). To ensure validity, Denscombe 
(2010) suggests employing data triangulation with a contrasting data source. 
This strengthens the confidence that the data is “on the right lines”, for ex-
ample by using data from different informants (informant triangulation). Re-
spondent validation can be achieved by letting the respondents check (vali-
date) the report of the interview. In this way misinterpretations can be 
avoided. In all the studies, the filled-in questionnaires were returned by e-
mail to the respondents for comments. Regarding the interviews, the tran-
script or the minutes of the meetings were sent to the respondents for com-
ments (Denscombe, 2010). The way in which validation was achieved in the 
performed research is shown in Table 18. 
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Table 18: How validation was achieved in the performed research 
# Validation 

type 
How validation was achieved  

1. Data triangula-
tion 

Multiple sources were used for the data collection. 
Contrasting data sources were included (described 
in Section 2.5.7.2). 

2. Respondent 
validation 

The questionnaires, which were sent in advance to 
the respondents, were filled in during the inter-
views and then returned to the respondents for 
comments. (Described in Section Credibility (va-
lidity). 

3. Sources of ev-
idence  Face-to-face, semi-structured interviews (de-

scribed in Section 2.5.7.1). 
 Questionnaires (described in Section 2.5.7.1). 
 Internal and external documents (described in 

Section 2.5.7.1). 
 E-mails and telephone calls (described in Sec-

tion 2.5.7.1). 
 
As shown in Table 25, to achieve research goal 1, 17 companies were 

studied, for goal 2, 8 companies and for goal 3, 12 companies.6 In the survey 
research conducted, there were 52 respondents7 (as described in Table 25). 
For each of the research goals, data triangulation was performed, as described 
below.  

  The data collected from different sources of evidence (data col-
lected from the interviews, compared with internal and external 
documents) were compared.   The data collected were analysed and the findings compared with 
the results obtained by other researchers.  Contrasting data sources were used concerning the companies’ 
business sectors. In addition, the company sizes vary within the 
large companies sector but cannot be shown due to the confiden-
tiality requirement.  Informant triangulation was undertaken by interviewing or sur-
veying ITO decision makers with different company positions.  

 
As shown in Table 18, the research presented in thesis addressed validity 

using multiple sources of evidence. It must also be mentioned that no rival 
observations were found, and the results confirmed the findings emerging 
from reviewing the research literature. 
                                                      
 
6 As described in Appendix 1, some companies contributed to several research goals.  
7 As shown in Appendix 1, some respondents contributed to two or three research goals.  
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Reliability (dependability) 
This research quality item refers to whether an analysis instrument is unbi-
ased regarding its influence and consistent across reoccurring occasions of 
its use (Denscombe, 2010). Informally, it could be understood as “Would the 
research instrument produce the same results on different occasions (all other 
things being equal, ‘ceteris paribus’)?” as proposed by Denscombe (2010, 
p.298).   

On the other hand, Yin (2009) notes that reliability demonstrates that the 
operations of a study, such as data collection procedures, are repeatable with 
the same results. The purpose of reliability is to minimize the errors or biases. 
A measure is considered to be reliable if a person’s score on the same test 
given twice is similar. It has to be mentioned that this study is a qualitative 
study. Therefore, reliability is estimated and not measured. The performed 
research considered reliability to ensure that the research instruments used 
measure in the same ways each time and that this research used them in the 
same conditions and with the same subjects (Mitchell and Jolley, 2001). 

In this thesis all parts are documented. The questionnaires used are en-
closed in Appendix 2, and the results are also presented. For both interviews 
and e-mail questionnaires, the same questionnaire was used to minimize the 
author’s subjectivity (Bhattacherjee, 2012). This enables other researchers to 
carry out the research again with the same data collection methods. In fact, 
according to Denscombe (2010, p.300), this demonstrates that the “research 
reflects procedures and decisions that other researchers can ‘see’ and evalu-
ate in terms of how far they constitute reputable procedures and reasonable 
decisions”. It is appropriate to mention that all the published papers were 
peer-reviewed, presented to and discussed with researchers in the academic 
community during conference meetings. The results of the research pre-
sented in this thesis are reliable and confirm other researchers’ results, and 
the research method instrument used is unbiased in its consequences.     
Generalizability (transferability) 
Generalization refers to making the results of this research available for other 
researchers and practitioners. It is also a term used to describe how well the 
result can be transferred to other examples of the phenomenon. “It concerns 
the ability of research findings to explain, or occur in, similar phenomena at 
a general or universal level rather than being something that is unique to the 
particular case(s) used for the research”, as proposed by Denscombe (2010, 
p.300). The author prefers to use “transferability” instead of generalizability 
for qualitative studies and argues that the right question is “To what extent 
could the findings be transferred to other instances?” instead of “To what 
extent are the findings likely to exist in other instances?” (Denscombe, 2010, 
p.301).  
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The findings of the research can be transferred to other studies, like large 
companies in Sweden that have outsourced IT. All the studies presented in 
this thesis contained selected companies with different business sectors. Fur-
thermore, the contrasting type of business could cover all types of companies 
within the analysed group of large companies in Sweden. Moreover, the re-
spondents were ITO decision makers with different roles. It should also be 
considered that this thesis is qualitative (see Section 2.2) and not quantitative. 
This means that the results can be transferred to similar studies of large com-
panies in Sweden. For the third goal, the success factors identified in large 
companies in Sweden were compared with six medium-sized companies and 
the results confirmed that the success factors can be applied to this type of 
company too. The transferability is further supported by the contrasting busi-
ness sectors and a common view of how to improve ITO for large companies. 
This means that the results of this thesis can be used in similar research stud-
ies of other large companies in Sweden.  
Confirmability (objectivity) 
Confirmability relates to the non-existence of bias in the research process. 
The analysis performed in the research study has to be impartial and neutral 
regarding the researcher’s influence on its result. The data collection and 
analysis should be “fair and even-handed” (Denscombe, 2010, p.301), even 
though qualitative data are always based on interpretation. This, together 
with the reality that no research is free from the influence of the researchers 
who handle it, poses a challenge. This study followed the two proposals of 
Denscombe (2010) to enhance the objectivity:  Do not ignore data that do not match the analysis.  

This research included all the data that were collected from the per-
formed studies. No data that did not match the analysis were found.   Control conflicting explanations.  
This research did not find any conflicting explanations. 

The research performed in this thesis is objective, because the data anal-
yses did not find any conflicting explanations or data that did not match the 
analysis.  

2.8 Ethical considerations 
Bhattacherjee (2012, p.137) describes ethics as “the moral distinction be-
tween right and wrong, and what is unethical may not necessarily be illegal”. 
The author also mentions that ethical norms may diverge from one society to 
another. This thesis follows the ethical standards that are applied to scientific 
research, and a description of how the central ethical issues were met is pre-
sented below. 
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 Voluntary participation and harmlessness:  
In this thesis all the respondents participated voluntarily and they were 
informed about the reason for the study. It could be assumed that our 
meetings were appreciated, since the interview times were signifi-
cantly extended. This is in line with Bhattacherjee’s (2012) recom-
mendation that the respondents in a research study must be aware that 
their participation is voluntary and that they can leave the study at any 
time without any unfavourable consequences.   Anonymity and confidentiality:  
To protect the respondents’ interests, their identity must be protected 
in a research study. This can be achieved using anonymity and confi-
dentiality. When the final report or research study does not provide 
any information that can identify a given answer with a specific re-
spondent, anonymity is granted.   
 As pointed out by Bhattacherjee (2012, pp.138–139), “confidential-
ity is a weaker form of protection than anonymity because social re-
search data do not enjoy the ‘privileged communication’ status in 
United States courts as do communication with priests or lawyers”. In 
a face-to-face interview, anonymity is not possible; therefore, the re-
spondents should be guaranteed confidentiality. In this respect the in-
vestigator can identify a person’s answers but agrees not to disclose 
the respondent’s identity in any written or verbal form.   
 In both interviews and questionnaires, the requests for anonymity 
made by the respondents were respected. Therefore, company names, 
sizes, respondents’ titles and so on are not mentioned. To grant ano-
nymity additionally, the company sizes are distorted and the exact 
business areas are not mentioned.  Analysis and reporting:  
There are ethical obligations for researchers regarding data analyses 
and reporting. “Unexpected or negative findings should be fully dis-
closed, even if they cast some doubt on the research design or the 
findings”, according to Bhattacherjee (2012, p.140). The studies in-
cluded reported all the findings, and no divergent results were found.  Plagiarism:  
Using other researchers’ research studies is encouraged. However, the 
references to the studies are made clear to give the researchers their 
deserved credit.  
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3 Research background 
This chapter includes the definitions of the main concepts in IT outsourcing 
used in the thesis and describes the IT outsourcing theories, the risk estima-
tion methods and ITO relationship management. 

3.1 IT outsourcing background   
This section describes IT outsourcing services, success factors in IT out-
sourcing, IT outsourcing types, total versus selective IT outsourcing and sin-
gle versus multiple providers. 

 IT outsourcing services  
IT outsourcing should support the efficient use of IT in all business areas for 
service buyer organizations (Hodosi and Rusu, 2013), which are the focus of 
this thesis. By ITO services I refer to application and infrastructure manage-
ment (Beulen, 2011). The primary activities in application management, ac-
cording to Beulen (2011), are 1) maintaining the applications, 2) bug fixing 
and 3) improving and adjusting the application according to process change 
requests. In fact, application management contains two types of applications, 
standard software and dedicated software. Examples of application standard 
software are packages such as management information systems (MISs), en-
terprise resource planning (ERP) and database management software: these 
types are commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software. As Beulen (2011) no-
tices, standard applications are implemented and frequently modified to meet 
the specific requirement of the clients, while dedicated software application 
is developed with a particular specification for each IT outsourcing buyer. 
Specific knowledge is also necessary both to develop and to maintain such 
software. Finally, the infrastructure management mainly concerns the server, 
network management systems and desktop. The interaction with the service 
buyer requires less interaction and vicinity to the outsourcers’ location than 
the application management (Beulen, Fenema and Currie, 2005).   

 IT outsourcing types 
According to Cullen, Seddon and Willcocks (2005, p.1), the terminology 
“configuration” is “a high-level description of the set of choices the organi-
zation makes in crafting its IT outsourcing portfolio”. In this study we only 
found a limited number of studies using “configuration”, therefore, the term 
“ITO types” will be used in this thesis. 
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 Total versus selective IT outsourcing 
IT can be outsourced totally, which means that the whole IT service is per-
formed externally, or selectively, which means that just parts of the IT are 
outsourced, for example the infrastructure or some or all of the applications. 
Complete outsourcing is rare, as most companies retain at least a small part 
of the IT personnel. Hirscheim, Heinzl and Dibbern (2006, p.110) define total 
outsourcing as follows: “80% or more of the IT budget is made up of costs 
for IT services”. Complete outsourcing is synonymous with total outsourc-
ing. Furthermore, some companies perform almost all their IT activity inter-
nally while purchasing just a small number of applications. The definition of 
total insourcing is a company spending 80% or more of the budget for IT 
services internally. Selective ITO consists of at least 20% and less than 80% 
of the IT budget being outsourced. Total insourcing and selective (synony-
mous with partial) ITO also follow the definition supported by the above-
mentioned authors. All of the respondents in this thesis have engaged in se-
lective ITO.  

 Single versus multiple providers 
Large companies can select more than one provider, for example one pro-
vider that takes responsibility for the infrastructure and another that takes 
care of the applications, or divide the IT services geographically by city, 
country or continent. The advantages for the service buyer are the access to 
the best of breed, the risk division (three parties instead of two parties), the 
lower level of dependency on the provider and the competition among the 
providers. The disadvantage is higher transaction costs (these will be ex-
plained in the next sections), because there are several contracts to manage 
(Lacity, Willcocks and Rottman, 2008). All of the respondents in this thesis 
have used selective ITO. 

3.2 Theories in IT outsourcing 
This section describes the theories in ITO research used in this thesis. 

 Transaction cost theory (TCT)  
According to Williamson (1985), frequently a large amount of work is put 
into choosing, organizing, negotiating and entering into even simple, ordi-
nary business contracts. The costs related to these efforts are called transac-
tion costs (TCs) and are in general independent of the price of the contracted 
product (Williamson, 1985). TCs originate from a wide range of sources and 
are estimated to represent over one-third of all economic activity in the 
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United States; in less developed economies, TCs are estimated to make up 
an even larger portion of the overall GDP (Hagel and Singer, 1999). 

Transaction cost economics (TCT) is a comparative institutional approach 
to the study of economic organization in which the transaction is the basic 
unit of analysis. It is interdisciplinary, involving economics, organization 
theory, laws and regulation and trading with complex products and services. 
Williamson (1985, pp.2–7) ascertains: “virtually any relation, economic or 
otherwise, that takes the form of or can be described as a contracting problem 
can be evaluated to advantage in transaction cost economic terms”. In the 
opinion of Williamson (1985, p. 20), “Transaction cost economics poses the 
problem of economic organization as a problem of contracting”; therefore, 
the economic organization can be structured in different ways. One way is to 
organize the work internally within the company; this is called “vertical in-
tegration” or “hierarchy”. The opposite is to perform the same work using 
external resources. This is achieved by transferring the company’s own per-
sonnel to the supplier and is called a market solution, because there is a mar-
ket for selecting the outsourcing partner and the market conditions are avail-
able for the seller and the buyer. Williamson (1993) also refers to hybrid 
forms, for example joint ventures and franchising, which are characterized 
by mutual investments with common ownership by both parties and therefore 
have the greatest incentives to succeed among the solutions. Williamson rec-
ommends ownership sharing because both risks and revenues are shared by 
both parties.  

TCT answers the question of which institutional arrangement (hierarchies, 
markets or hybrids) provides the most efficient transaction (Williamson, 
1985; Zimmermann, 2005). The theory was developed for private ordering, 
while public ordering, with monopolies like municipalities and public organ-
izations, could create other priorities (Williamson, 2010). In 1937 Coase 
(1937) introduced the transaction cost theory (TCT) to which Williamson 
(1985) added new aspects, and this became the TCT used today. According 
to Williamson (1985), the risks should be treated as the major factors for 
selecting the institutional arrangements, because there are rational economic 
reasons for organizing transactions in one or another way. In the opinion of 
Williamson (1985), the main concern is contracting. The key elements of 
TCT are shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: A simplified illustrative image of the transaction cost theory adapted from Klein (1996, p.5) 
Figure 7 describes the different TCT components and the interactions 

among them. On the left side are the main variables that influence the TCs 
and in the middle the TCs resulting from the main variables for the two life-
cycle phases (ex ante and ex post). The value of the TCs is the indicator 
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showing which organizational form (right side) should be selected to mini-
mize the outsourcing risks. For high TCs resulting from many uncertainties 
(or one very critical uncertainty), a hierarchy is recommended: that is, do not 
outsource. For low TCs outsourcing is recommended. Between these are hy-
brid solutions, like joint ventures and franchising. According to Williamson 
(1985), these organizational forms are highly recommended, because they 
enable both parties to have high incentives and share the risks. 

In the opinion of Williamson (1979, p.239), the critical dimensions for 
relating the transaction costs are 1) asset specificity, 2) uncertainty and 3) 
frequency (Williamson, 1979, p.239), and these three dimensions are those 
that affect more strongly the amount of the TCs, with asset specificity as the 
most essential dimension. A description of these dimensions, together with a 
case description, is provided below. 

3.2.1.1 Asset specificity 
Asset specificity refers to the relative lack of transferability of assets intended 
for use in a given transaction to other uses. Highly specific assets represent 
sunk costs that have relatively little value beyond their use in the context of 
a specific transaction. More formally, an asset is specific when the cost of 
transferring it to its next best use is superior to zero. In other words, an asset 
is specific when its current value is superior to its salvage value. However, 
according to Williamson (1996, p.59), “… the full ramification of asset spec-
ificity becomes evident only in the context of incomplete contracting and 
went unrecognized in the pre-transaction era”. The types of asset specificities 
that are applicable to ITO are presented below.   

Human asset specificity  
Human asset specificity refers to the accumulation of knowledge and ex-
pertise that is specific to one trading partner. For example, the design and 
development of a new automobile model has traditionally been a very 
complicated and time-intensive process. It involves close collaboration 
among the car company and its parts providers in the design and engineer-
ing of components. As a result, those providers that participate in the de-
sign process acquire knowledge specific to the production of those com-
ponents. This is also relevant to ITO in the development of applications, 
and therefore the software development team must collaborate closely 
with the customer to understand the usage. IT services can also be com-
plex, with a mixture of new and old IT and several providers involved in 
the process.  
Dedicated asset specificity  
Dedicated assets are those assets that are the direct result of the needs of 
a specific buyer. The assets are not particular to the mentioned buyer, with 
the exception that, if the specific customer does not decide to buy, the 
provider would have substantial excess capacity. Dedicated assets are 
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those that are otherwise ordinary to the contractor’s business but are ac-
quired for a specific relation. For ITO there are different adaptations or 
new developments of applications produced for only one customer. If this 
customer does not buy, then it is problematic to sell them to other compa-
nies with different needs.  
Path dependence of the specificity 
According to Lachmann (1986), if the path dependency effect is suffi-
ciently large, it may be misleading if not meaningless to speak of an equil-
ibrating tendency. Trading at disequilibrium prices can shift wealth from 
one market participant to another. In Lachmann’s analysis, the path de-
pendency takes the form of changing knowledge rather than changing 
wealth. More specifically, the path dependency can lead to high switching 
costs and a troublesome process to swap the provider and product, includ-
ing services. This situation is called “locked in”, because it is too costly 
to swap the provider. Switching costs are the costs anticipated to be in-
curred in the future, whereas economic and transaction costs are those in-
curred in the present transaction. 

3.2.1.2 Uncertainty   
According to Galbraith (1977), uncertainty is the difference between the in-
formation required and the information at hand, as suggested. It consists of 
bounded rationality and opportunism, in which bounded rationality is the 
limits of human ability to collect, assimilate, process and therefore act on 
information. According to Simon (1982), bounded rationality is caused by 
the “limitations of the human mind and the structure within which the mind 
operates”, and this influences the decisions, which are assumed to be fully 
rational. As pointed out by Williamson (1993), bounded rationality refers to 
behaviour that is intended to be rational but is only limitedly so: a condition 
of limited cognitive competence to receive, store, retrieve and process infor-
mation.  

Concerning opportunism, Williamson (1985) mentions that this refers to 
the case in which a decision maker may unconditionally seek his/her self-
interest, for example strategic manipulation of information, misrepresenta-
tion of intentions or false or empty, that is, self-disbelieved, threats or prom-
ises. It is also essential that the size of opportunity losses is influenced by 
information asymmetry, that is, when information related to a transaction is 
not evenly distributed between the parties. Just to mention an example, a ser-
vice buyer pays for a service but does not measure how the service is per-
formed. It relies on the provider. The provider could act opportunistically by 
not performing the task or not performing it with the contracted quality. This 
is caused by “asymmetric information”, so the service provider has much 
more information than the buying organization. As mentioned before, asym-
metric information gives the actor who has more information an advantage 
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both before and after the contracting. For example, the seller normally has an 
advantage in information about quality and price. Moral hazard is a situation 
in which one party cannot observe, verify or measure the contract perfor-
mance. Moreover, long-time contracting could encourage the seller or buyer 
to follow hidden intentions, according to Williamson (1985). Additionally, 
as described by Sayn-Wittgenstein-Berleburg (2008, p.44), the contracting 
activities for TCT could “be ex-ante costs of drafting, negotiating and safe-
guarding and agreement, and the ex post costs” of haggling, costs of govern-
ance and bonding costs to secure commitments. As an example, we mention 
the not-performed backup described at the end of this section on uncertainty. 
In this case the outsourcing company cannot see whether the backup has been 
performed or not; only the provider has that knowledge. The buyer’s ob-
tained information for the service buyer is the following:  Costly for the buyer to be informed: Information is costly to acquire, but 

its worth is unknown in advance. Once the information and what it means 
for the buyer are known, it might no longer be interesting to pay for it.   Information reliability: It is unknown how reliable some information 
might be. Some confidentialities in agreements can obstruct the obtain-
ing of official information that can be used in the case of court proceed-
ings.  Information is perishable:  Information can change when buying is 
postponed for some reason or, even worse, not all updates are communi-
cated. It is unavoidable that for the seller selling is routine and involves 
considerable competence gained by learning by doing and for the buyer 
it is normally a one-time occasion with limited possibilities to prepare 
the buying activity. In some cases information asymmetry is the main 
reason for keeping operations in-house. 

 
In the opinion of Linde (2008), the main challenges involved in infor-

mation acquisition are the three mentioned above applied to the service 
buyer. 

3.2.1.3 Frequency  
According to Williamson (1985, p.72), frequency is the “buyer activity in the 
market”. It relates to the recurrence of transactions between trading partners. 
The author uses three categories to describe frequency: one-time transac-
tions, occasional transactions and recurrent transactions (Williamson, 1979). 
This is relevant in two respects: reputation effects and set-up costs. For ex-
ample, higher-frequency transactions support experience rating to which rep-
utation effects can thereafter be applied, and greater frequency enables the 
cost of specialized management to be reduced, that is, the economy of scale 
(Williamson, 1985). According to Richman and Macher (2008), there are no 
studies showing the reciprocal effects of the economy of scale and reputation. 
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In their review of about 900 empirical studies performed with TCT, the au-
thors find some studies showing no positive association between transaction 
frequency and organizational mode while other studies “dichotomize trans-
action frequency into one-time versus recurring exchanges and do find a sig-
nificant relationship” (Richman and Macher, 2008, p.7). 

3.2.1.4 Mode of governance 
According to Williamson (1996, p.11), the governance structure is as an “in-stitutional framework in which the integrity of a transaction or related set of transactions is decided”, and the author recommends different organizational structures for the different values of asset specificity, as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Governance costs as a function of asset specificity. Own illustration based on Williamson (1996, p.108)  
Figure 8 shows the best solution for the organizational forms as a function 

of asset specificity. As noticed, low asset specificity together with a compet-
itive market provides the best fit with a market solution. The opposite organ-
izational form is high asset specificity, for example own designed and built 
software necessary for the core product, and this combination should not be 
outsourced. 

According to Williamson (1979), when transactions become more idio-
syncratic, the incentives for outsourcing become weaker. The reasons for that 
are: (1) specialized human assets become specialized to a single use and (2) 
physical assets cannot be reused for other purposes than the single use. 
Hence, it follows that: (1) there is little or no transferability to other uses and 
(2) the buyer or/and supplier can fully realize economies of scale.  

The result of the discussion is that the choice of organizing mode becomes 
a question of which modes have superior adaptive properties. As pointed out 
by Williamson (1979), the advantages of vertical integration are: (1) adapta-
tions can be made without external contracting and all the work involved in 
that, (2) price discussions, ownership and other external problems do not 
have to be managed and (3) recurring negotiations about quantity and prices 
with external partners are not necessary. In fact, in the opinion of Williamson 
(1985), the selected governance structure should be based on the TC, because 
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the market control is good when the TC is low (based on low asset specific-
ity), and hybrid control is better when the asset specificity increases. Moreo-
ver, concerning hierarchies, these are recommended for reducing conflicts 
between contracting parties when the transactions involve high asset speci-
ficity and there is a clear tendency for opportunism, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9: Efficient governance (Williamson, 1985, p.79) 

As shown in Figure 9, the frequency (occasional or recurrent) is a factor 
that influences the three governance forms, trilateral, bilateral and unified 
(Williamson, 1985). For recurrent and mixed asset specificity, bilateral gov-
ernance is recommended, for example a joint venture, which is a co-owned 
company of buyer and provider to provide IT services for the service buyer. 
Concerning bilateral governance, this means that both parties mutually agree 
how to control and manage the joint venture. For occasional transactions, 
trilateral governance is recommended, which means that a third party is in-
volved for resolving disputes or evaluating performance. When the asset 
specificity increases, it should not be outsourced; if already outsourced, the 
IT should be taken back (unified governance).  

3.2.1.5 Contracts 
Contracts are the base for all trading. A contract, at its most basic level, is a 
legally enforceable agreement. Transaction cost economics poses the prob-
lem of economic organization as a problem of contracting. Coase (1937) de-
scribes this in his book Nature of the Firm. Perfect contracts assume perfect 
knowledge of the future, for example but definitively not limited to:  Having knowledge of business continuity with a stable demand for 

volumes to be purchased. Competing technology might change the 
customers’ demand.  Excluding opportunistic behaviour between the parties and safe-
guarding any purchase of the companies of a third party that might 
change the business policy. 
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 Mapping out every possible contingency and prescribing the rights 
and responsibilities of each party under each possible contingency.  Agreements are fully enforceable. 

In fact, complete contracts exist for standard products, such as stamps and 
simple routine IT services. The main obstacles to writing a complete contract 
are (1) bounded rationality; (2) difficulties in specifying ex post performance 
ex ante: the expectations are individual and have an unlimited range and res-
olution, and they change with time; and (3) difficulties in measuring perfor-
mance ex post. These are connected to the difficulties in specifying the right 
performance, but measurement is additionally a question of costs, for exam-
ple measuring tools and equipment costs for measuring, and not everything 
is measurable without influencing the measured quality, for example; and (4) 
asymmetric information, which was discussed in the previous section. Ac-
cording to the “incomplete contract theory”, the following reasons, as sug-
gested by Scott and Triantis (2005), lead to incompleteness concerning the 
contract realization: (1) bounded rationality and (2) verifiability of relevant 
variables. 

3.2.1.6 Economizing 
The scope of TCT is to economize on the sum of production and transaction costs (Williamson, 1979). Whether to make or to buy is more an organiza-tional question and not an economizing problem. According to Williamson (1985), TC consists of ex ante (before signing the contract in this case) and ex post costs (after signing the contract). As recommended by Williamson (1985, p.20), ex ante costs should cover the “cost of drafting, negotiating and safeguarding an agreement” and include for example:  

 Costs for searching 
For the seller the searching cost consists of finding customers, for 
example through advertisements, seminars and market investiga-
tions. It is also essential to know what the competitors provide at 
what prices. The easy access to prices on the Internet may lead to 
higher efficiencies in markets, because consumers can look every-
where for the best option, for example with different price runners 
and consumer tests.   Information costs 
Buyers need information about the product, service, supplier and so 
on that they aim to purchase. These are the costs both in money and 
in time.  Negotiation costs 
These are the costs for the buyer and seller to negotiate the price, 
deliverables and all the other conditions. Contracting involves first a 
complete understanding of the asset and the service included and then 
the negotiation and rephrasing of clauses start. The seller already has 
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one “master agreement” with its conditions and expectations for the 
buyer. That agreement protects the seller’s interest and not the con-
sumer’s. The experience of business and that segment gives the seller 
a huge advantage. It is reasonable that both seller and buyer have to 
involve lawyers or other professionals to “walk through” the con-
tract. The TC costs involved with contracts are: “(1) Unforeseeable 
and too many contingencies to write down (2) Monitoring the con-
tract (3) Enforcing contracts involving legal experts (4) Terminating 
and transfer of contracts”.8 

According to Williamson (1985, p.21), the ex post costs include “mala-
daptation costs, correct ex post misalignments, setup and running costs asso-
ciated with the governance structures and the bonding costs”. The ex post 
perspective looks backwards, for example regarding whether the information 
when taking the decision was correct and complete. Examples of the different 
ex post costs are the following:  Decision costs 

These are the costs for the buyer to evaluate the quotations from dif-
ferent suppliers but also for the supplier to accept the customer’s re-
quirements and the risks with the customer.  Delivery costs for the buyer to check the delivery 
These are the costs for the buyer to identify that the delivery is cor-
rect according to the agreement. For a complex product, this is an 
essential challenge. For example, taking over a nuclear power station 
is a full-time commitment that needs considerable planning of the 
human and plant resources. The authorities require their own secu-
rity inspection. Sometimes it is necessary to involve a third-party ex-
pert to achieve this approval.    Legal and adaptation costs 
Buyers and sellers ensure that unsatisfactory terms are remedied, for 
example including: (1) mutual agreement on discounts on products 
and services, (2) penalties in the case of unsatisfactory performance, 
(3) the cost of litigation, which is unwanted by both parties but the 
risks cannot be eliminated, (4) how to manage third-party claims for 
damages and (5) different disclosures, restrictions and proprietary 
rights. To reduce the amount of work, companies have their own 
agreement templates and lawyers who work professionally with such 
questions.  Time and/or inconvenience 

                                                      
 
8 This is a comment by the author of this thesis. Concerning the terminating and transfer of 
contracts, this is of interest to both parties. The seller wants to replace obsolete products with 
newer ones. This could create inconveniences for the buyer in the form of costs, non-compat-
ibility with the existing product and so on. The situation could be the other way around when 
the buyer wants to terminate a long-term contract. 
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Time and inconvenience are specific to each case and include every-
thing except the above-mentioned sections. There is no doubt that 
several employees in a company are involved with procurement with 
different competences, such as technical, commercial, financial, pur-
chasing and top management. 
3.2.1.7 Limitations of Transaction Cost Theory  

Like all theories, there are also some limitations to TCT. Without any prior-
itization, the restrictions found in the research literature are listed below. 

The outsourcing risks have to be minimized with other models. However, 
there are also clear guidelines on how to avoid high levels of risk exposure. 
Considering the measurement problem, it is apparent that it is hard to meas-
ure human behaviour, and even basic economic figures are not always avail-
able for companies that plan to outsource their IT or have outsourced it (e.g. 
internal IT costs). Concerning opportunism, Williamson’s (1985) argumen-
tation about opportunism is criticized for example by Ghoshal (1996), who 
refers to several other scientists, but despite the criticism TCT is a frequently 
used theory (Williamson, 2005, p.34). As noticed, transaction cost theory 
(TCT) has been used from the end of the 1980s until now. Some weaknesses 
have been reported in the context of deviations of empirical results from the 
TCT. Authors like Lacity and Khan (2016) and Sherman et al. (2016) discuss 
the issue of contract type versus asset specificity in recent work, which is not 
included in this thesis. All the observations in this thesis were compared with 
the results from other researchers and TCT, and no conflicts were found.  

 Agency theory (AT) 
Agency theory (AT) is a general theory used in economic, political and social 
science and treats the difficulties that arise under conditions of incomplete 
and asymmetric information. In AT information is regarded as a commodity 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). The principal has to invest in obtaining information to be 
able to monitor its agent. Applied to ITO, AT helps to understand the prob-
lems that could occur when the principal is the service buyer organization 
and the agent the service provider. The incentive system in AT is the avoid-
ance of conflicts between the buyer and the provider. AT is more strongly 
focused on contracts than TCT. Both parties wish to create incentives to 
avoid efficiency losses. Actually, the principal and the agent have different 
interests, known as the “buyer–seller dilemma”, as described by Kacprzyk 
(2012, p.232). Additionally, regarding risk sharing, when the buyer and the 
provider have different attitudes towards risk, the actions to be taken will 
differ and can cause conflicts (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.58). The real problems 
arise with opportunistic behaviour, which is enhanced by information asym-
metry and the fact that the individuals in each company can act for their own 
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individual interests (Hodosi, 2010). Agency theory is a commonly used the-
ory in research on conflicts of interest, motivation problems and mechanisms 
for managing incentive problems (Guilding et al., 2005). It has to be men-
tioned that there are two different sides to the interpretation of AT. One side 
emphasizes that AT covers how capital markets can affect firms; the other 
side does not see this limitation and supports generalized use. 

 Core competency theory (CCT) 
Core competencies are the capabilities that are critical for the business to 
attain its competitive advantage. The theory guides the service-buying com-
pany to concentrate on the core competencies and not to outsource them but 
instead to keep them in-house as a unique asset. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) 
present the main concepts of core competencies in several of articles pub-
lished in the Harvard Business Review. CCT analyses the firm’s functions to 
explore which activities can be performed cost-effectively by keeping them 
in-house and those activities that could be outsourced (Jensen and Meckling, 
1976). It is recommended that activities that are recognized as core compe-
tencies should be kept in-house. Other activities, that is, the rest, should be 
achieved with the best providers that are available. However, some activities 
that are non-core but contribute to the delivery of a competitive advantage 
for the company should not be outsourced, as recommended by Gottschalk 
and Solli-Sæther (2006). As the product portfolio changes, the core and non-
core competencies have to be re-evaluated. Information technology is a cen-
tral tool for all development, nowadays; therefore, CCT becomes a critical 
issue and a central theory in ITO. 

 Resource-based theory (RBT) 
Companies are viewed as collections of competencies and capabilities that 
must be maintained and developed. The focus of RBT is on internal charac-
teristics as factors of companies’ competitive success. According to Cumps 
et al. (2006, p.2), “The logic is that a sustainable competitive advantage can 
be created when there is resource heterogeneity (resources are different 
across organizations) and resource immobility (competitors find it hard to 
imitate or substitute these resources)”. Moreover, RBT explains why some 
companies obtain a strategic advantage and others do not and, while some 
firms are able to maintain the strategic advantage, others are not. It also gives 
an indication about whether an activity should be outsourced or kept inside 
the company. These two properties make RBT a useful theory for decision 
makers regarding the question of whether to outsource or not. More pre-
cisely, RBT focuses on the strategic resources that the company develops and 
sustains and that are essential to the development of a strategic advantage 
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(Barney, 1991). RBT is based on the following prerequisites: 1) history mat-
ters: the companies are bounded by their former choices; 2) resources are not 
perfectly mobile; and 3) expertise is not easy to reproduce or imitate. In fact, 
measuring tacit knowledge it is difficult. Therefore, this lack obstructs the 
management in handling this issue correctly. 

 Pros and contras of the different theories in IT outsourcing 
Table 19 provides a short description of the main strengths and weaknesses 
of the theories used in IT outsourcing. 

 
Table 19: Strengths and weaknesses of the different theories used in IT outsourcing (Hodosi, 2010, p.22) 
Item
s 

Items TCT RBT Agency The-
ory 

1. Covering the whole ITO life cycle  Yes Par-
tially 

No 
2. Prescriptive implications Yes No Yes 
3. Managerial implications Yes No Yes 
4. Theory developed specifically for out-

sourcing 
Yes Par-

tially 
No 

5. Theory that supports the usage of risk 
exposure 

Yes No Partially 
 

As we can see from Table 19, there are five important criteria that give 
significant insights for this study. For this research it is imperative to cover 
the whole life cycle of ITO, and, as shown, only TCT fulfils this requirement. 
One target of the ITODSM is to convince the ITO decision makers to out-
source IT or not to outsource it. From that perspective it is central to have 
prescriptive implications, which means that they have to be normative and 
authoritarian, which is the case for both TCT and agency theory but not RBT. 
Both TCT and agency theory deliver managerial implications in the form of 
risks that are well understood in large Swedish companies (Andresen et al., 
2010). RBT does not deliver managerial implications, which is one of the 
major deficiencies of this theory. Furthermore, knowledge, as defined in the 
theory, is very difficult to apply in real cases and is not easily measurable. 
The intention was to use a theory that has been developed exclusively for 
ITO, covering the whole spectrum of the problem area. It is expected that 
generic theories must first be adapted to cover ITO. TCT was developed for 
working with uncertainties that can be converted into risks, which is im-
portant for the research presented in this thesis. In summary, IT outsourcing 
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is a multidisciplinary area that includes IT, economics, social and legal sci-
ences; therefore, it is important to have a theory that covers all these areas, 
and this is achieved by TCT, which, in this limited comparison with the pros 
and contras shown in Table 19, shows that TCT is the most suitable theory 
for accomplishing the research objectives. 

 Actuality of transaction cost theory (TCT) 
Despite TCT originating several decades ago, the theory is used by several 
researchers within ITO: to mention only a few, Bahli and Rivard (2013), 
Christ et al. (2014), Kivijärvi and Toikkanen (2015), Solli-Sæther and 
Gottschalk (2015), Dibbern, Chin and Kude (2016), Ketokivi and Mahoney 
(2016), Scherman et al. (2016) and Tiwana and Kim (2016). As noticed, TCT 
is a frequently used theory in ITO research. In 2009 Williamson (1985) re-
ceived the “Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in, Memory of 
Alfred Nobel” for the developed TCT. Moreover, according to Nyrhinen and 
Dahlberg (2007), TCT is the most authoritative theory used for outsourcing 
analysis. Additionally, as described by Klein (2006), it is the best-known 
economic approach. Furthermore, as Williamson (1985, p.41) states, “Any 
problem that can be posed directly or indirectly as a contracting problem is 
usefully investigated in transaction cost economizing terms”, and ITO is es-
pecially concerned with the contracting problem. Therefore, the use of TCT 
does not have to be justified.  

In summary, TCT covers the whole life cycle from the preparation of ITO 
(ex ante) to the implemented phase (ex post) and includes the necessary fac-
tors for contracting and the ITO relationship. The completeness makes TCT 
the best choice for this research compared with other theories used in ITO 
research, like core competency theory, agency theory and the research-based 
view. For specific problems, for example asymmetric information, agency 
theory can provide deeper knowledge or, when the needed competence is 
unclear, the core competence theory could help the researcher to address this 
issue.  

3.3 Risks, relationships and success factors in IT outsourcing 
This section describes IT outsourcing risks and relationships. 

 Risk and risk exposure in IT outsourcing 
Deciding whether to outsource IT or not is a complex task containing many 
risks that must be identified and analysed. The risks have to be compared to 
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decide which problems should be addressed to mitigate the overall risks. 
Most of the ITO decisions have time and budget constraints that limit a de-
tailed analysis. ITO is a one-time process, and identifying all the risk areas 
for the first time is a huge challenge (Hodosi, 2010). When IT is outsourced, 
the work with risk mitigation remains and issues like cost reduction are still 
a challenge. According to Boehm (1991, p.35), the risk for an ITO scenario 
is “the possibility of loss or injury”. This means that in this context the risk 
“either refers to the probability of negative outcomes or factors that lead to 
the negative outcomes” (Corbitt and Tho, 2005, p.2). Moreover, risk has sev-
eral technical uses according to Hansson (2007, p.1), such as:  
  An unwanted event that may or may not occur (Hansson, 2007, p.1), 

for example a “loss of revenue is one of the major risks that affects 
unsuccessful IT outsourcing”, as observed by Rusu and Hodosi 
(2011, p.27).    The cause of an unwanted event that may or may not occur (Hansson, 
2007, p.1), for example “the losses of the revenues are mostly caused 
by additional time and costs for IT”, as observed by Rusu and Hodosi 
(2011, p.27). The unwanted event is the problem caused by unsuc-
cessful ITO, which means more work costs and effort. The previous 
and actual bullets are a qualitative sense of risk.   The probability of an unwanted event, that may or may not occur 
(Hansson, 2007, p.1), for example “the risk that the ITO is unsuc-
cessful regarding keeping losses of revenue at about 50%”, as ob-
served by Rusu and Hodosi (2011, p.27). Here, we have a quantita-
tive sense of risk.  

 
The statistical expectation value of an unwanted event that may or may 

not occur, such as “The expectation value of a possible negative event is the 
product of its probability and some measure of its severity” (Hansson, 2007, 
p.1). According to Ostrom and Wilhelmsen (2012), severity is described as 
the degree of something undesirable, and this interpretation will be used in 
this thesis. Applied to ITO, this could be severity in terms of losses, a busi-
ness critical situation or underperformed services, just to mention a few prob-
lems.  

The method developed for assessing the risks (the ITODSM) uses the last 
interpretation for the risk calculation. According to the ISO/IEC Guide 
73:2002 (ISO, 2002), risk is a combination of the probability of an event and 
its consequence. This standard uses both potential parts of the events: the 
beneficial part, that is, opportunities, and the threat part, namely unintended 
consequences. It is assumed that the international standard ISO/IEC Guide 
73:2002 has broad usage among corporate and public organizations. In this 
thesis, to assess the risk exposure, the threat part, namely potential losses, is 
used and the risk exposure is defined as “The quantified potential for loss 
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that might occur as a result of some activity” (Murcko, 2014). In fact, risk 
exposure (RE) is a simple calculation that gives a numeric value to a risk and 
that enables users to compare different risks; it is calculated with the follow-
ing formula: 

  
 Risk exposurei of any given risk = REi = (probabilityi of risk occurring) × (lossi if the risk occurs);  Total risk exposure = RE1 + RE2 + RE3 + … REn; [1..n] 

 
The formula calculates the REs using the probabilities and losses of the 

risk occurring. By calculating the REs, ITO decision makers can analyse the 
ITO risks in the following way: giving a numeric value to the risks enables 
them to compare the different ITO risks. The different risk exposures can be 
accumulated and compared with the ITO decision makers’ accepted risk ex-
posure. Moreover, the ITO decision makers can use a prioritized risk list that 
could guide them in their risk-planning activities. 

The research literature contains several ITO risk frameworks. The one se-
lected for this research is that of Bahli and Rivard (2002), because it fits best 
with the scenarios used for the developed decision model implemented in the 
ITODSM.  

 IT outsourcing relationships 
ITO research uses a broad vocabulary to define the different factors that in-
fluence outsourcing relationships. Some examples are attributes, ITO rela-
tionships, relationship factors, behavioural factors, dimensions, key factors, 
important factors in ITO relationships and determinants of outsourcing suc-
cess. The attributes of a successful ITO relationship are used by researchers 
such as Alborz, Seddon and Scheepers (2005), Sargent (2006) and Jahyun 
Goo and Nam (2007), but no research studies define the attributes, rather 
using them as success factors, and a lack of the attributes can cause “un-
success factors”. For example, “trust” (the service buyer can trust its ITO 
provider) is a success factor, and a lack of trust could pose a threat to the 
working relationship. In the research presented in this thesis, service buyers 
were studied, and the ITO relationship referred to service buyers’ perspective 
on their providers. The attention paid by both researchers and practitioners 
to ITO relationships has evolved because of the high rate of unsuccessful 
outsourcing arrangements, according to Jahner, Böhmann and Krcmar 
(2006), and the authors refer to the three different studies performed by Kern 
and Willcocks (2000) and Kim and Chung (2003). In fact, Jahner et al. (2006, 
p.2) note that “Many deals do not fail because of the inability of the vendor 
to negotiate a contract, nor the inability to deliver IT services. In fact, part of 
the failures of outsourcing relationships can be traced back to a lack of flex-
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ibility and evolution in these relationships”. In the opinion of Kern and Will-
cocks (2000), Kim and Chung (2003) and Jahner et al. (2006), the ever-
changing demands caused by changes in customer needs and technology re-
quire continuous changes in the contracts as well as a well-functioning ITO 
relationship between the parties and a responsive provider. To illustrate the 
key exchanges and the working context between client and supplier, Kern 
and Willcocks’s (2000) model for an IT outsourcing relationship consists of 
three dimensions – context, interaction and behavioural – as shown in Figure 
10. 

 

 
Figure 10: The outsourcing relationship model (Kern and Willcocks, 2000, p.329) 

As we can see from Figure 10, the model developed by Kern and Will-
cocks (2000) contains eight behavioural factors (dimensions) and describes 
a situation in which the service buyer or service provider has the most power. 
The model includes a time reference to describe the possible improvements 
that can be made. Kern and Willcocks (2000) “tested” their model in seven 
organizations “to explore both conceptually and empirically the outsourcing 
relationship” (Kern and Willcocks, 2000, p.329). The importance of seri-
ously addressing the partnership in the ITO management is also studied in a 
previous work by Fitzgerald and Willcocks (1994), and ITO relationships 
have been analysed using the interaction approach and by combining the in-
teraction methodology, contract theory and TCT (Kern and Willcocks, 
2002). Furthermore, it has been observed that there is no definitive answer to 
the question of “how to develop and maintain a successful relationship”, and 
Kern and Willcocks (2000) mention “gut feelings” instead of a policy. In the 
study of ITO relationships, other types of approaches have also been used, 
like the analysis of correlations among partnership-related variables and be-
havioural–attitudinal theory (Lee and Kim, 2005) and the theory of reasoned 
action by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975). According to Kern (1997), Kern and 
Willcocks (2002), Alborz, Seddon and Scheepers (2005) and Chakrabarty, 
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Whitten and Green (2007), the factors that positively influence ITO relation-
ships are trust, commitment, communication quality, cultural similarity and 
balanced interdependence. Moreover, in the opinion of Hirschheim et al. 
(2006), relationship management is an important issue for successful IT out-
sourcing, an opinion that is shared by other researchers, like Goo (2009) and 
Lee, Huynh and Hirscheim (2009).  

 Success factors in IT outsourcing 
In many leading research journals, the terminology “Success Factors” has 
not been clearly defined and it seems to be a consensus that the term is well 
understood in the research community. 

On the other hand and specifically for this study Benbasat and Zmud 
(1999, p.5) suggest that to be relevant for IT, research should be conducted 
to serve IT professionals and also “… provide real value to IS professionals”. 
Therefore we believe that Success Factors (SFs) are in general, easy to un-
derstand by the IT professionals.   

In opinion of Rockart (1979, p.85) Critical Success Factors (CSF) are de-
fined as “the limited number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, 
will ensure successful competitive performance for the organization”. Ac-
cording to Rockart (1979, p. 85) “the critical success factors are areas of ac-
tivity that should receive constant and careful attention from management”. 
Considering this definition of CSF and apply it in the case of CSF in IT Out-
sourcing, we could say that this means, that within a regular interval it is a 
need to evaluate those CSFs that will be implemented, and which will due to 
the improvement of the actual ITO.  

However, according to Leimeister and Krcmar (2004, p.2) “Research on 
success factors generally focuses on the search for methods and models that 
explain success (of companies) and how to maximize it. Studies attempt to 
give recommendations – as detailed as possible – on how to provide and use 
resources in an ideal way”. As we noticed from this definition of SFs given 
by Leidner and Krcmar (2004, p.2) the authors are mentioning the focus of 
SFs and that that SFs are explaining the “success (of companies) and how to 
maximize it” that is in fact one of the objectives of the research presented in 
this thesis that has looked to identify the SFs in IT outsourcing. 
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4 Results 
This section presents a summary of the research outcomes. There is a con-
sensus today that IT that works well is a prerequisite for a successful busi-
ness. The IT organization is responsible for delivering the IT services, 
whether IT is outsourced or not. The focus of the research presented in this 
thesis is on finding ways to improve the outsourced IT, which has to provide 
the necessary IT services throughout the whole company. This section pre-
sents the results of each research goal and the published papers that addressed 
the research goals described in Table 2. 

4.1 Results of research goal 1: To develop a method for risk assessment in IT outsourcing 
To achieve RG1, an ITO risk assessment method (the ITODSM) was devel-
oped, and an exploration was undertaken of ITO decision makers’ acceptance 
of the model. The results are described below. 

 The most frequent ITO risk factors (RFs) in large companies 
The relevant ITO RFs are the fundamental factors for assessing the ITO risks. 
Therefore, the RFs were explored to identify the most frequent ones for use 
in the development method of the ITODSM.  

The RFs used in this study originate from Bahli and Rivard (2003), who 
report the most frequent risk factors in ITO. The ITO decision makers from 
different companies who were interviewed about their experiences with RFs 
confirmed that they had encountered most of the ITO RFs described in the 
ITODSM. The interviews also showed that the respondents have considera-
ble experience with these ITO risk factors and with risk handling in ITO. The 
results of the study (RP1) in fact showed that the RFs from Bahli and Rivard 
(2003) are relevant to large companies in Sweden. Regarding the ranking of 
the RFs’ priorities, the results differ regarding the five most frequent RFs that 
cause undesirable outcomes, as shown in Table 20.  
Table 20: The ranking of the most frequent risk factors that cause undesirable out-comes (Hodosi, Manavi and Rusu, 2013, p.51) 
# The ranking of the most frequent RFs that cause undesirable outcomes 

 Rivard and Aubert (2008, p.122) Findings  
1. Lack of experience and expertise of the sup-

plier with the activity 
Specificity of the trans-
action 
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2. Measurement problems Small number of suppli-
ers 

3. Business uncertainties Uncertainty with the 
transaction 

4. Small number of suppliers  Interdependence of activ-
ities 

5. Interdependence of activities  Measurement problems 
 

As shown in Table 20, the most frequent RFs that cause undesirable out-
comes differ regarding their importance. A possible explanation for this de-
viation could be related to the rapid development of IT and the way in which 
firms used it before 2013. However, the risk factors shown are the most im-
portant and frequent ones, and other researchers, like Martens and Teuteberg 
(2009) and Tho (2011), have also identified the same risk factors in ITO.   

 The method for risk assessment in IT outsourcing (ITODSM)  
As described in Section 4.1.1, the selection of the frequent risk factors for 
the ITODSM is a prerequisite for a risk assessment tool. In fact, the research 
in research papers RP1, RP2, RP3, RP7 and RP12 support the selection and 
understanding of the risk factors occurring in ITO.    

For the development of the ITODSM (Section 2.3), design science re-
search was used as the research strategy. The ITODSM can support and help 
ITO decision makers in improving their ITO by assessing their ITO risks and 
using this knowledge to mitigate the ITO risks. Thus, the number of unsuc-
cessful ITOs could be reduced and the research problem could partially be 
solved.  

Risk exposure was useful in the assessment of ITO risks. To calculate it, 
first the probability of an undesirable outcome together with the loss due to 
the undesirable outcome has to be estimated. Risk exposure enables the cal-
culation of the probability of loss between the different RFs. Therefore, RE 
is used in the ITODSM. In fact, ITO is not recommended if the RE of an 
individual RF is too high or the sum of all the RFs (∑ RF ) is too high. 
Thus, the developed method (the ITODSM) enables ITO decision makers to 
analyse the current ITO risks and to find the combinations of risk-mitigating 
actions that result in the lowest total RE (Rusu and Hodosi, 2011). However, 
the ITODSM not only highlights the risks but also suggests ways to mitigate 
them. For this purpose a built-in “help” feature was developed in the 
ITODSM to explain the potential risks with documented cases from ITO re-
search. On the other hand, the number of RFs needs to be limited but still 
cover all the relevant ITO risks. As mentioned, the ITODSM is based on the 
RFs from Bahli and Rivard’s (2002) framework, to which “ex ante imperfec-
tion” has been added to the scenario “unexpected transition and management 
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costs”. The estimation of the probability for each RF brings together experi-
ence from the industry, the ITO research literature and TCT. The ITODSM 
has a scale of four values, and the losses are context-dependent. In cases in 
which appraisal is not possible, the ITODSM uses the average value of the 
losses. However, some compromises had to be made, such as when one RF 
could create several undesirable outcomes. This situation was resolved by 
pre-setting (increasing) the probability with one level. In other cases, when 
several RFs produced the same undesirable outcome, it was easier to reach a 
solution, because the algorithm summarizes the REs for each RF. In the de-
velopment of the ITODSM, the following components were implemented: 

  Ranking the outcomes from the RE assessment.  Assigning severity levels to the risks.  Generating suggestions about how the risks could be mitigated.  Completing the ITODSM with decision factors that are not risk-
based, like transition, investment and service costs and quality assur-
ance assessment.  Developing algorithms for the calculation of REs, aggregation of the 
total RE, estimation of losses and performance of logical choices for 
risk estimations and handling of various interactions with the users, 
just to mention a few.   

A menu used in the ITODSM is presented in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: A menu in the ITODSM shown together with the alternative answers  
The interaction between the ITODSM and the users (ITO decision mak-

ers) is shown in Figure 11. The ITODSM asks the user: “Is your core business 
dependent on your outsourcing object” and displays four alternatives. The 
user highlights option 3, which is, “The ITO object is a part of our core …”. 
Below the menu a “help button” is displayed. When the “help button” is 
pressed, the ITODSM presents information about this question to guide the 
users.  

The results obtained using the ITODSM are shown in Table 21.  
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Table 21: A summary of the results generated by the ITODSM  

  
Table 21 shows the result of an example of the ITO risk assessment. This 

result includes the following information: 
  The total RE, which is the aggregated RE and is the value that should 

be compared with the decision makers’ risk aversion;   The average of the RE, which gives a figure about the general RE 
level;   The highest RE, which is the most critical item for the ITO decision;   The lowest RE, which is the least critical item for the ITO decision;   The number of REs <= 0.2; in this case there are 19 questions that 
do not receive recommendations to mitigate the risks;   The number of critical REs => 0.4; in this case there are 6 questions 
for which the risk exposure is higher and outsourcing the IT is not 
recommended;   The standard deviation of the RE, which describes the dispersion of 
the different risk exposures;   The recommendation given to the user. In this case it is highly rec-
ommended to undertake risk mitigation before ITO. 

 
Moreover, the ITODSM presents a final recommendation, and, if ITO is 

in the planning stage, the decision maker is advised whether to outsource IT 
or not. For those who have already outsourced their IT, the ITODSM advises 
how to improve their ITO by mitigating the ITO risks. More details about the 
ITODSM are presented in Section 2.3 concerning the demonstration and 
evaluation of the ITODSM and a description of the ITODSM (Section 2.3.7). 
The design of the ITODSM is presented in Section 2.3.3. 

The evaluation of the ITODSM as part of the artefact design was per-
formed in two steps: 1) by two CIOs, described below, and 2) by 4 ITO de-
cision makers, as outlined in Section 4.1.3. 

The ITODSM was evaluated by ITO decision makers from two large com-
panies in Sweden with twenty years of experience of in- and outsourcing. 
The two ITO decision makers contributed to the improvement of the 
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ITODSM. The respondents from these companies acknowledged that the risk 
factors in ITO are important, that a systematic process to handle them is a 
good idea and that the ITODSM facilitates this process. The RFs of the 
ITODSM were well known by the ITO decision makers, and they had tried 
to mitigate these ITO risks or had succeeded in eliminating the negative con-
sequences. The positive feedback and suggestions for improvements indi-
cated that the practitioners saw the need for the ITODSM to assess the ITO 
risks and help them to improve their ITO. 

The next section, Section 4.1.3, contains a description of how the 
ITODSM was accepted by ITO decision makers from four large companies. 

 Acceptance of the ITODSM 
Even if the ITODSM works satisfactorily, why should a manager accept it 
when, over a long time period, many decisions on IT outsourcing have been 
taken successfully following established practice without such tools? The an-
swer to this question is that there is still a need to develop a method that 
facilitates complex ITO decisions. The method has to have the functionality 
that ITO decision makers are missing, and the degree to which the method is 
acceptable for them should also be determined. The acceptance of the 
ITODSM was addressed in research paper 3 (RP3), along with how the 
method can be improved to achieve even better acceptance levels. Using the 
technology acceptance model (TAM), users’ acceptance of the ITODSM in 
four companies was investigated.  

No recordings were permitted during the interviews. Therefore, the data 
analysis was performed using thematic analysis and was based only on the 
minutes of these meetings. The most important themes that were identified 
as a result of this data analysis are: 1) usability, 2) suitability, 3) effectiveness 
and 4) satisfaction. Apart from this analysis, it was found that firstly, to ac-
cept a decision method in ITO, trust must exist; that is, the ITODSM has to 
deliver reliable results and cover those risk factors that the ITO decision mak-
ers have encountered or for which there is the potential to arise. However, as 
noticed, none of the respondents pointed out an ITO risk factor that was miss-
ing. This can be seen as a positive result, so it is possible to say that the 
ITODSM could address the current ITO problems caused by the imple-
mented ITO risk factors. In fact, the completeness was validated. Indirectly, 
the functional requirements regarding risk coverage and assessment were 
also evaluated.    

The result of the evaluation was positive acceptance by the ITO decision 
makers in three out of the four companies. Apart from the acceptance of the 
method, several additional features were suggested by some of the ITO de-
cision makers from these four companies. Most of these, however, are be-
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yond the scope of this research9 and are more suitable for market-driven soft-
ware, such as checking suppliers’ financial stability (a procurement prob-
lem). Some suggestions were contradictory; for example, one company 
wanted the number of questions to be reduced, while another wanted to add 
more questions.10 It was concluded that the ITODSM was generally accepta-
ble “as it was”. In summary, the interviews also confirmed that the RFs im-
plemented in the method were the ones that the ITO decision makers have 
encountered in their IT outsourcing, and they appreciated the guidelines pro-
vided by the ITODSM about how to mitigate the risks.  

It was also noticed that all the respondents were able to use the ITODSM 
with a short introduction. This was not surprising; the two CIOs described in 
empirical study 1 (EST1) used the ITODSM without an introduction. This 
indicates that the usability of the ITODSM is acceptable. In fact, one of the 
companies’ respondents clearly stated that all the help needed is documented 
in the ITODSM. Furthermore, all the respondents agreed that the ITODSM 
enabled them to assess the ITO risks and in this way improve their ITO or 
guided them on whether to outsource IT or not. Moreover, an observation 
was made by one of the companies’ respondents that an additional way of 
using the ITODSM would be in communication with various stakeholders to 
create joint work and discuss the ITO risks. This indicates that the imple-
mented documentation in the ITODSM is very useful.  

4.2 Results of research goal 2: To identify the important factors in IT outsourcing relationships 
A good relationship between the IT service provider and the buyer is an en-
abler of successful IT outsourcing. The goal of the study was to consider the 
most important factors that can create a good ITO relationship between the 
ITO provider and the service buyer. The focus of the study is the service 
buyer, but the providers were also interviewed to understand both parties’ 
ITO targets.  

The research in this study explored the ITO relationships, identified the 
important factors for successful IT outsourcing and ranked them according 
to their importance. In this way this study supports RG2. The main important 
factors in ITO relationships are presented below. 
                                                      
 
9 The desired features do not add risk assessment knowledge to the ITODSM or other practices 
for improving the risk evaluation.  
10 It has to be mentioned that the goal of the TAM was to learn about the ITO decision makers’ 
acceptance of a tool rather than to develop a commercial tool for risk estimation. It was the 
acceptance of the developed method, such as whether the tool can be trusted, that was the 
focus and not a full-featured application.  
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 Contract management 
It can be considered that contract management is a main factor for ITO suc-
cess. This is what Williamson also observed when formulating TCT (Wil-
liamson, 1985). A good ITO relationship helps the work with contract man-
agement. Vice versa, a bad contract leads to a bad relationship.   Expectation management 
The study points out the importance of examining this factor for successful 
ITO. If the service buyer does not receive what is expected, then the relation-
ship is impaired and the ITO will not be successful. The challenge is to for-
mulate unambiguous requirement specifications in the contract.    Communication 
This is the most important ITO relationship factor. ITO communication has 
to take place at all working levels, both planned and ad hoc, and this could 
be facilitated by communication tools.   Conflict and conflict resolution 
Conflicts are unavoidable in such a complex environment. A well-working 
conflict resolution system is therefore necessary. The study showed that these 
factors are a general problem and ranked them as the second most important 
factors.    Trust, commitment and cooperation 
These three interrelated factors are the third most important ones for a suc-
cessful ITO relationship. The respondents understood them.  

The study also verified the following statements: 
1. Successful management of the ITO relationship positively influ-

ences contract management.  
2. Successful management of the ITO relationship positively influ-

ences the success of IT outsourcing.  
A critical review of the results shows that some factors differ from the 

expected ones. This study found that behavioural factors, like trust, commit-
ment and cooperation, are not at the top of the list of priorities. It could be 
considered that the interviewees represent relatively large ITO with many 
sites that run applications with high asset specificity and no stops are toler-
ated. Trust and commitment are reinforced with specific contract commit-
ment and cooperation and are an integral part of the service delivery. Some 
support for this study can be found in the research by Kern and Willcocks 
(2002) and Perrin and Pervan (2005). 

4.3 Results of research goal 3: To identify the success factors in IT outsourcing 
The success factors (SFs) in IT outsourcing are not well represented in the 
research literature (Hodosi and Rusu, 2008, p.3). On the other hand, research 
literature is available in abundance about providers, but the research focus is 
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on their own business, which is not necessarily the same as the service buy-
ers’ companies. 

The research in this thesis concerning research goal 3 identified a list of 
eleven SFs, reduced from an initial 88 SFs by eliminating duplicates and ex-
cluding SFs that are not specific to ITO or not useful for service buyer com-
panies. The last two criteria need some clarification. An SF that is not ITO 
specific is for example a lack of knowledge of leadership. As in many disci-
plines, leadership is necessary to guide and organize the employees; ITO is 
no different, and therefore this SF is not ITO specific. The last criterion, not 
being useful for service buyer companies, refers to those proposed SFs for 
which the value that they could create for the buying organization is not 
known. For example, a proposed SF that is not useful for the service buyer 
company is good for the service provider. The study also observed that not 
all the SFs related to service buyers found in the research literature are nec-
essarily useful for them. In the case of “risk sharing”, for instance, in the 
worst case, the provider can suffer payment losses for not delivering the con-
tracted service, while the buyer, on the other hand, stands to lose customer 
confidence, business opportunities and thus income. How can these out-
comes be divided equally? All the respondents considered that they took risks 
and did not consider them as SFs. “Win/win” provides another example: the 
target for the service buyer is to have an acceptable contract, covering the 
needs as cheaply as possible. How the provider resolves the cost coverage is 
not the buyer’s task, and it is not visible for the service buyer, like costs and 
efforts. How can this work in practice? None of the respondents found this 
item to be useful. In summary, the main findings of this research study are 
the following: 

  The value that each SF could create for the service buyer company.  The risk mitigation that each of the SFs could provide to improve 
ITO.  The importance of prioritizing the SFs for the implementation.  The stage in the ITO life cycle during which the SFs should be im-
plemented. 

 
Based on the survey among the respondents, a prioritized list of the SFs 

was created and is presented in Table 22.   
Table 22: The prioritized list of the success factors in ITO according to their im-portance (Hodosi and Rusu, 2013, p.28) 
# Success factors (SFs) Priority 

level 
1. 
2. 

Outsource only when it makes good business sense.         
Have a detailed plan including all the resources, competencies 
and costs for the next several years before signing the contract. 

1 
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3. 
 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Determine what to outsource and what to keep inside the organi-
zation. 
Measure the contract fulfilment. 
Maintain good communication between the organizations. 
Select a supplier that fits your business culture and size. 

2 

7. 
8. 
 
9. 
 
10. 

Use flexible contracts and update them regularly. 
Prepare the personnel of the outsourcing company for their new 
role. 
Make sure that the provider uses the standard tools and pro-
cesses defined as part of the operational model. 
Do not outsource broken processes; improve them first. 

3 

11. The outsourcer should undertake due diligence to understand, 
quantify and qualify its outsourcing needs before starting the re-
quest for information. 

4 

The highest priority is 1. The items with the same priority level are not ranked 
further within that priority group. 

 
Table 22 shows the identified SFs, ranked on four priority levels. The rec-

ommendation for ITO decision makers on how to implement these SFs is 
first to implement the SFs on priority level one, then to work on those SFs 
on level two and so on. In each of these four groups, the SFs have equal 
importance. Based on the “eight-phase life cycle” of Cullen and Willcocks 
(2003), the study also provided recommendations regarding when in the ITO 
life cycle each SF should be implemented along with the value. These rec-
ommendations will further help ITO decision makers to plan the implemen-
tation of the SFs in ITO.  
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5 Contributions, limitations and further research 
This section outlines the main contributions, limitations and recommenda-
tions for future research.  

5.1 Overview of the main contributions 
IT outsourcing is today a frequently used strategy in many large companies 
for different purposes, for example to focus more on the core business or on 
buying state-of-the-art technology. Companies worldwide invest a large 
amount of money to achieve successful IT outsourcing. However, in several 
cases they fail to achieve either cost savings or the agreed service quality or 
both. The results of the research presented in this thesis can support research-
ers in developing new methods for assessing the ITO risks, in increasing the 
understanding of the most important ITO relationship factors and in identi-
fying new ITO success factors in large companies. This research also pro-
vides some practical implications for ITO decision makers by offering in-
sights into how to manage ITO by minimizing the ITO risks, improve ITO 
relationships, mitigate the associated ITO risks and identify ITO success fac-
tors along with the stage in the ITO life cycle during which to implement 
them to create value. The main contributions cover the research goals raised 
and are shown in Table 23. 
 

Table 23: The research goals and the main contributions of this thesis 
Research goals Main contributions 
RG1: To develop a method for risk as-
sessment in IT outsourcing. 

A method for assessing the risks in 
ITO. 

RG2: To identify the important factors 
in IT outsourcing. 

A prioritized list of the important ITO 
relationship factors that could improve 
the ITO relationship. 

RG3: To identify the success factors in 
IT outsourcing. 

A prioritized list of ITO success fac-
tors for large companies and when to 
implement them in the ITO life cycle 
to create value. 

 
A detailed description of the main contributions is presented below.  

Main contributions to research goal 1:  Development of a method for risk assessment in ITO (the ITODSM) 
that can support both researchers in developing other ITO risk eval-
uation methods based on risk exposure and ITO decision makers in 
improving their ITO. The new method can consider new risks in 
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ITO, in this way improving the assessment of the risks and providing 
better support for ITO decision makers. This knowledge could also 
encourage researchers to develop other ITO risk assessment methods 
and in this way support practitioners in assessing complex ITO, 
which could lead to better decisions. Moreover, the ITODSM has 
practical implications for ITO outsourcing decision makers, because 
this method is a neutral one and its value was confirmed by most of 
the respondents.    Identification of the ITO risks by reviewing the research literature 
on ITO. As described above, the risks factors (RFs) are fundamental 
to the ITODSM. Therefore, a study of the RFs was necessary to at-
tain RG1. The identified RFs were studied in relation to how they 
affect large companies in Sweden. It was shown that transaction cost 
theory covers all the ITO risk factors completely. Agency theory en-
tirely lacks coverage of two RFs and only partially covers four RFs. 
Core competency theory covers only one RF fully and two RFs par-
tially (Hodosi, Manavi and Rusu, 2013). The results of this research 
can help ITO researchers to understand how these theories cover 
these ITO risk factors. Additionally, the differences between the RFs 
recommended by Bahli and Rivard (2003) and this research’s result 
regarding the most frequent RFs in ITO are an indication for those 
who are researching risk mitigation and practitioners who plan to re-
duce the adverse effects of their current ITO risks.  Main contribution to research goal 2: 

The main contributions to research goal 2 are the identification of the main 
important ITO relationship factors and the development of a prioritized list 
of ITO relationship factors based on the buyers’ requirements for successful 
ITO, which was verified with providers. This list could help researchers in 
this field to focus relationship studies on the direction of contracting. This 
knowledge confirms Williamson’s (1985) concern that contracting is the 
most problematic challenge in any outsourcing. For ITO decision makers, 
the developed list could help to improve the relationships with their providers 
by implementing the highest prioritized relationship factors. The research 
also verified the following two propositions: 1) successful management of 
the ITO relationship positively influences contract management and 2) suc-
cessful management of the ITO relationship positively influences IT out-
sourcing. These contributions provide researchers and ITO decision makers 
with information about potential improvements in the field of contracting, 
ITO relationships and IT outsourcing.   
 
Main contribution to research goal 3: 
The main contributions to research goal 3 are the identification of the ITO 
success factors (SFs) in large companies and the development of a prioritized 
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list of the SFs in ITO according to their importance together with the value 
that they could create when implemented in the ITO life cycle. Practitioners 
could use these SFs in ITO to improve their IT outsourcing by deciding when 
in the ITO life cycle to implement the SFs and create value.  

Apart from the SFs in large companies, it was investigated whether these 
SFs are applicable to medium-sized companies. The study found that the SFs 
are the same but that there are differences in their priority ranking according 
to their importance that could give an indication to researchers in this field 
that “company size matters”.  

5.2 Limitations and further research 
In this section the limitations and proposals for further research are de-
scribed. 

 Limitations 
The following major limitations should be taken into account when interpret-
ing the results of this thesis. In this research the focus of the investigations 
was on large companies in Sweden. Due to similar IT cultures and organiza-
tional forms, it is supposed that these results could be used in the Nordic 
countries and probably other countries as well. The literature review per-
formed indicated similarities between the companies in Sweden and those in 
Europe, North America and Australia. A comparative study would be neces-
sary to identify the differences. Another limitation is that small companies 
were not studied; only a comparison of the success factors between large and 
medium-sized companies was made to gain a better understanding of how 
differences in size affect IT outsourcing. The result is indicative. Therefore, 
further research is needed. The data collected in this thesis are qualitative, 
and additional data from a quantitative approach could increase the signifi-
cance of the results.    

The research in this thesis explored only IT services; therefore, software 
development was not included in this study. Minor adaptations and configu-
rations are however part of the regular IT service delivery. As IT and busi-
ness are changing, ITO is also changing. Therefore, the three research topics 
ITO risks, ITO relationships and ITO success factors need to be updated reg-
ularly. Furthermore, this study delivers knowledge to ITO decision makers 
regarding the described research topics and includes guidelines for them. 

The information about the studied companies has not been presented to 
ensure confidentiality. Almost all of the respondents wished to remain anon-
ymous. Responsibility for this ethical consideration, namely to ensure ano-
nymity, was taken in several different ways. Firstly, by reporting the number 
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of employees, most of the larger companies in Sweden could easily be iden-
tified. Therefore, the real number of companies’ employees presented in this 
thesis was not mentioned exactly. Secondly, the precise working area of the 
companies was not given to avoid the companies being recognized. Last but 
not least, the respondents’ titles were “standardized” and company-specific 
titles were not mentioned. All these limitations have no impact on the 
achievement of the research goals but are clearly mentioned to explain why 
the results are presented in this way. 

 Further research 
The research presented in this thesis contributes with different types of im-
provements of ITO, like risk mitigation, a prioritized list of the main im-
portant factors for improving ITO relationships and ways to implement the 
most effective success factors in the ITO life cycle. A future study could 
explore how all these implemented improvements can reach the targeted re-
sults in other types of companies, for example public organizations. The risk 
factors explored are based on transaction cost theory, agency theory and core 
competence theory, and in a future research other theories could be explored 
to increase the knowledge in this research field.   

IT outsourcing is a strategic tool for creating a competitive advantage that 
can also encourage innovations in all aspects in which IT services are in-
volved. Innovation in ITO is a process that has to be planned, negotiated and 
consequently improved. A good ITO relationship enables this work, but re-
search in this area was not included, although it is highly recommended to be 
explored in a further research.   

This research has intended to achieve the main research goal by focusing 
on ITO risks, ITO relationships and ITO success factors. The result achieved 
does not exclude other ways of resolving the research problem to improve 
ITO. Further studies could select other directions, to improve ITO like stud-
ying the influences of organizational culture and structure, and quality assur-
ance policies on ITO, just to mention a few. 
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Appendix 1: Data collection 
 
A summary of the data collection is presented in Table 24. The presented 
information of the data collection is grouped in 1) respondents info 2) thesis 
info and 3) comments. The different columns are the followings: 

 1. Respondent info with: company number, business segment and posi-
tion in the company of the respondent.  

2. Company info: the name of the company cannot be mentioned due to 
keeping the anonymity of the respondents, therefore numbers are used 
in the table.  

3. Business segment the companies are mainly operating in. The used 
segments follow Nasdaq’s listing options (accessed 2016.05.12 at: 
http://business.nasdaq.com/list/listing-options/European-Mar-
kets/nordic-main-market/industries-segment-indexes/) simplified to:  
Oil& Gas (OG), Basic Materials (BM), Industrials (Ind.), Consumer 
Services (CS.), Consumer Goods (CG.), Financials (Fin.), Health 
Care (HC.) and Technology (Techn). 

4. Position in the company refers to the respondents from the companies. 
5. Thesis info including the research paper where this case has been de-

scribed, the addressed research goal and the used research strategy 
(survey and design science research). 

6. Comments. 
Table 24: The performed data collection that includes the company, business seg-ment, and respondent’s position in the company, research goal (RG), research paper (RP), research strategy and comments 

Respondent info Thesis info Comments 
Com-
pany 

# 
Seg-
ment 

Position in the com-
pany 

RG RP Research 
 strategy 

 

1.  Techn
. 

CIO & VP 1 1 Survey  
2.  Techn

. 
Integration manager 
and  
competence center  

1 1 Survey  

3.  Ind. Off-shore process 
manager 

1 1 Survey  
4.  Techn

. 
Integration & 
verification manager 

1 1 Survey  
5.  Techn

. 
CIO 1 1 Survey  

6.  Fin. CIO 1 1 Survey  
7.  Ind. Project manager 1 1 Survey  
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8.  Techn
. 

CIO 1, 3 2, 
5 

DSR Company 
contributes 
also to RG3 

9.  Ind. CIO 1, 3 2, 
5 

DSR Company 
contributes 
also to RG3 

10.  Techn
. 

CIO 1 3 Survey  
11.  Ind. Head of Sourcing 1 3 Survey  
12.  Techn

. 
Executive  1 3 Survey  

13.  Fin. Senior sales manager 1 3 Survey  
14.  Ind. Project executive 2 4 Survey  
15.  Ind. Head of IT depart-

ment 
2 4 Survey  

16.  HC. Contract manager 2 4 Survey  
17.  Fin. Head of outsourcing 

and analyst 
2 4 Survey  

18.  Techn
. 

VP of IT 3 6 Survey  
19.  CS. IT Director 3 6 Survey  
20.  Techn

. 
IT Supervisor 3 6 Survey  

21.  Ind. CIO 3 6 Survey  
22.  Techn

. 
CIO 3 6 Survey  

23.  Ind. CIO 3 6 Survey  
24.  Ind. IT service manager 

IT service manager 
IT service manager 
IT service manager 
IT coordinator 
IT service desk man-
ager 
IT solution manager 
Enterprise architect 
Business liaison 
Head of IT infra-
structure 

1, 2, 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 

- Survey Company 
contributes 
to all RGs 

25.  Techn
. 

CIO 3 - Survey  
26.  Ind. CIO 3 - Survey  
27.  Ind. CIO 3 - Survey  
28.  Ind. CIO 3 - Survey  
29.  Ind. Head of Information 

services 
3 - Survey  

30.  Ind. IT Process Architect 3 - Survey  
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IT Program Manager 
and ICT line manager 
CIO and Vice Presi-
dent 

1, 2, 
3 
 

1, 2, 
3 

31.  Ind. CIO and Vice Presi-
dent 
CIO and Vic Presi-
dent  

3 
3 

- Survey  

32.  Fin. Sourcing, outsourc-
ing  
Application specialist 

1, 2, 
3 
3 

- Survey Company 
contributes 
to all RGs 

33.  Ind. CIO 
IS Manager 
Laboratory Research 

3 
3 
3 

- Survey  Company 
contributes 
to all RGs 

 
As shown in Table 24, in this study, several companies have been involved 

in one or more research goals like the companies 8, 9, 24, 39 and 33. Addi-
tionally, in the conducted surveys, the number of respondents per company 
varies, like company 24 with ten respondents, company 30 and 33 with three 
respondents and company 32 with two respondents.   

Most of the companies were involved in one research goal; other compa-
nies were used for achieving two or three research goals. A summary of the 
number of large companies and respondents per research goal is presented 
below.   

Table 25: The number of studied large companies and respondents per research goals 
Research 
goals 

# of large 
 companies 

# of 
respondents 

RG 1 17 18 
RG 2   8   9 
RG 3 12 25 

 
As shown in Table 25, in RG1 17 respondents has contributed to the data 

collection, in RG2 we had 9 respondents and in RG3 we had 31 respondents.
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Appendix 2: Questionnaires 
 
In this section, the questionnaires used in this thesis are presented.  Questionnaire used in research paper 1 Questionnaire on IT Outsourcing  
The purpose of this study is to make an assessment on the risk factors of 
outsourced information technology.  
a) Participant’s Name: 
b) Organization: 
c) Please give a brief description about your role in outsourced IT: 
d) Why did you outsource? Because of cost savings, lack of technological 
skills, focus on core business, etc. 
e) How much of your IT have you outsourced?  
# Questions 
1 Have you encountered “inexperienced staff” from your supplier, which has in-

fluenced your ITO quality? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which ITO phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
Why did they use inexperienced staff? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid such a problem in the future? 
Answer:  

2 Have you used “inexperienced staff” in your ITO?  
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which ITO phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid of such a problem in the future? 
Answer:  
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ques-
tion 
 
 

3 As you have outsourced your IT, did you have a restricted market for selecting 
your supplier? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
What type of disadvantages has caused you this situation? 
Answer:  
Has this lack of competitive market caused you problems with out-
sourcing all the planned ITO? 
Answer:  
Have you been locked-in by your supplier, which has caused you 
inefficiency regarding costs and inconvenience? 
Answer:  
Does this lack of competitive market expose you for difficult nego-
tiation situation? 
Answer:  

4 Have you encountered any problems with your high asset specificity products 
or services (highly adapted product)? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which ITO phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid such a problem in the future?? 
Answer:  
What is your recommendation regarding highly adapted applica-
tions, should they be outsourced? 
Answer:  
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Has your negotiation power been significantly reduced by the high 
adaptation? 
Answer:  

5 Have you experienced undesirable outcome because of “ interdependency of 
your ITO activities”? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid such a problem in the future? 
Answer:  
Have you experienced difficulties with negotiation caused by inter-
dependency of your ITO activities? 
Answer:  

 Do you see this interdependency of your ITO activities as a lack of 
core competency knowledge by your supplier? 
Answer:  

6 In your ITO, have you encountered “measurement problems”, which caused 
increased cost of services and/or service debasement? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which ITO phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
Why did it happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid such a problem in the future?? 
Answer:  
What have been the main reasons for having these measurement 
problems? 
Answer:  
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Has this caused any serious negotiation problems?  
Answer:  
Has this difference in the measurement results been used in an op-
portunistic way? 
Answer:  

7 Have you encountered inefficient proximity of your organizational core capa-
bilities? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 

In which ITO phase did this happen? 
Answer:  
Why did it happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid of such a problem in the future?? 
Answer:  

8 In your ITO contract have you used employees with lack of experience and/or 
expertise with lack of  “contract management”? 
☐ No 
Please  
con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
Why did it happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid of such a problem in the future?? 
Answer:  
Has your supplier used information asymmetries for gaining busi-
ness advantages, enabled by lack of experience? 
Answer:  

9 Have you experienced serious “business uncertainty” (risks) with your ITO? 
☐ No 
Please  

☐ Yes, please answer the questions below. 
In which ITO phase did this happen? 
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 Questionnaire used in research paper 2 
Questionnaire for evaluating the Risk Assessment Method (ITODSM) 

 
Table 26: Questionnaire used for the conducted interviews 

Ques-
tion 

# 
Questions The CIOs answers  

1.  Did you have some problems with 
how to use ITODSM? 

 
2.  Is there an area IT outsourcing 

area what you are missing in 
ITODSM? 

 

3.  Is there an area in ITODSM that is 
overrepresented? 

 
4.  Did the repetitive questions re-

garding the potential losses create 
problems to estimate? 

 

5.  Did you find other questions that 
are not possible or very difficult to 
answer? 

 

6.  Did the on-line help reflect your 
needs? 

 
7.  Did the comments and the help in 

the summary give you enough 
support to understand the situa-
tion?  

 

8.  Did the figures about risks/risk ex-
posure give you a feeling about 
the gravity of the individual risks?  

 

9.  The total risk exposure calculated 
in the summary, is that something 
that you can associate to?  

 

con-
tinue  
to the  
next  
ques-
tion 
 

Answer:  
Why did it happen? 
Answer:  
How did you improve the situation? 
Answer:  
How do you avoid of such a problem in the future?? 
Answer:  
Have you considered the possibility to take home your IT? 
Answer:  
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10.  Are the questions enough univocal 
and clear?  

 
11.  ITODSM is business neutral be-

cause if you outsource or not, the 
application does not care. Does 
this argument influence positively 
your trust for ITODSM? 

 

12.  ITODSM enables to simulate dif-
ferent situations11. Is this some-
thing what you would like to use?  

 

13.  The possibilities to use ITODSM 
first in your office, to train your-
self in contrast to use consultants, 
visit some education, etc. Is this 
something you would like to use?  

 

14.  Suppose that you would like to 
check if your ITO investigation is 
complete. Do you see here a com-
parable trust with what you are us-
ing today?  

 

15.  How do you check the complete-
ness of your checklist? 

 
16.  Do the references to practical and 

scientific literature influence posi-
tively your trust for ITODSM?  

 

17.  If ITODSM would be a commer-
cial product, would that increase 
your confidence for ITODSM? 

 

 Questionnaire used in research paper 3 Technology Acceptance of ITODSM 
 
Demographical data 

1) Date and Place of Interview 
a) Type of company, (Buyer/ Supplier / Consultancy business) 

2) Participants list 
 a) Name, Occupation, 
 b) Working experience with IT outsourcing 

 
Best Practises of Decision Making in IT outsourcing 

4) Driver for IT outsourcing 
1) Are you satisfied / dissatisfied about the IT outsourcing decisions you 

have made, why or why not? 
                                                      
 
11 Let’s suppose that you want to improve some items, but you don’t know which to select for 
reducing your risk exposure. Then you can select the different solutions and let SDT resolve 
the total risk exposure. 
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a) Give examples of successful IT outsourcing 
b) Give examples of unsuccessful IT outsourcing 

2) What can be a show stopper for an IT outsourcing process? 
5) Decision Framework and Process 
 a) Do you have any decisions Framework/Models or special tools (software)?  
 b) How is the decision/outsourcing process looks like?  

 
Risk Assessment of IT outsourcing 

6) Risk Management for IT outsourcing decision 
Do you consider risks as a basis for IT outsourcing decision making? What do 
you consider? 

 
Relationships, types and contractual issues 

7) Type of relationships according to the model presented above?  
 a) What Pros and Cons of the different relationship types will bring to you? 
 b) How do you consider flexibility and control influence your type of relation-
ships? 
 c) What is the purpose of relationship? 
8) Contract issues 

a) What is the purpose of your contract? 
b) In our opinion what is a good contract? 
c) Do you prefer to use your own template for a contract, or the supplier’s 
template for the contract? 
d) What are the disadvantages and advantages for these types of contract 

in your opinion? 
9) Relationship risk factors  

a) Have you ever faced some of these risk factors in your relationship with 
the other party? 
b) Could the contract be helpful in conflict situations? Why or why not? 

 c) Do you think different levels of power influence the negotiation situation in 
 relationship 

 
Technology Acceptance of Decision Tool (SDT) 

10) Perceived usefulness of the decision tool, SDT. 
a) What do you think the purpose/advantage of this tool can provide you? 
(provide) 
b) How can use of the tool provide advantage in IT outsourcing decisions? 
(performance and effectiveness) 
C) Do you think the risks are listed with values of Risk Exposure were 
helpful? (helpful) 

11) Perceived Ease of Use of the decision tool, SDT. 
a) Did you like the interface of this tool? Why or why not? (easy to use and un-

derstandable) 
b) Will it be easier to use if the risk-types would be grouped? (easily find) 
12) Attitude towards use the decision tool, SDT. 

a) As a person, do you easy adopt new technology? (Regarding personal adop-
tion) 
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b) In what way gives the tool you a pleasant experience? (pleasant experience) 
c) Do you think the tool is a good idea, why? Suggestion for improve-

ments?(good idea) 
13) Behavioural intention to use decision tool, SDT.  
       a)  After testing the tool, do you think you will use it, why and why not? 
(Thought to use) 
       b) Will you recommend this tool for other colleagues? Why and why not? 
(Recommend)  Questionnaire used in research paper 4 

Questionnaire IT Outsourcing relationship (Hodosi, Rembisch, Rickmo and 
Rusu (2012, pp.11-20) 
Why? What? How? 

1. What were the main goals with your outsourcing project? (Reduce costs? 
Focus on Core Competency? Streamline operations?) 

 
 

2. What is outsourced (e.g. IS/IT infrastructure, ERP systems or a particular 
application)? 

 
 

3. Why did you choose to outsource to your current outsourcing provider? 
Size? Competence? Price? Where there other potential partners and if so, 
how did the selection process look like? 

 
 

4. When you outsource, the provider sometimes has to provide certain mate-
rial and personal assets like technology, machines and employee 
knowledge – which is called “asset specificity”. Would you say that your 
outsourcing project demands high asset specificity? 

 
 

Cooperation 
5. Have your goals changed in any way since you started the outsourcing 

project (e.g. you started out wanting to reduce costs but saw other benefits 
as well)? 

 
 

6. Have you gained access to new resources since you joined the outsourcing 
relation that you didn't have before (personnel, information, and innova-
tion)? 
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7. How often do you check if the milestones of the contract are being 

reached?  
 

 
Satisfaction 

8. How do you measure the outsourcing results within the company? 
 
 

9. How do you measure the relation satisfaction between you and your out-
sourcing provider?  

 
 

Costs and Benefits 
10. Has the outsourcing project reduced your costs as much as expected?  

 
 

11. Did you take into account the potential increase of transaction and com-
munication costs when planning the outsourcing project (or did they come 
as a surprise during the project)? 

 
 

 
Contract 

12. What is the size (financially) of the outsourcing contract (0-10 MSEK, 10-
100 MSEK, 100-500 MSEK, >500 MSEK, > 1000 MSEK, > 2000 
MSEK)? 

 
 

13. Roughly, how large part of your IT-budget is the current outsourcing con-
tract? 

 
 

14. The literature speaks about tight and loose contracts, i.e. with a high level 
of detail and low level of detail. Can you say something about your own 
contract? Where would it fit? 

 
 

15. There is a term called “bounded rationality” meaning that a single person 
can’t posses all the details relating to a certain subject. Also since the con-
tracts are formulated by lawyers, they can sometimes become very com-
plex. Is this a problem you have encountered (e.g. have there been con-
flicts due to misinterpretations of the contract actually entails)? 
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16. What is the length for your outsourcing contract and how long has it been 
going on?  

 
 

17. Do you consider extending the contract when it runs out? Would it be the 
same length as the current one?  

 
 
Communications 
 

18. Do you have any official means of communication? Teleconferencing, 
face-to-face etc?  

 
 

19. How often do you and your coworkers have meetings with your ITO sup-
plier?  

 
 

20. Do you think the corporate culture matters? If so, how well do you think 
your corporate culture matches your providers? 

 
 

21. Are you satisfied with the communication between you and your out-
sourcing provider? 

 
 

Conflict 
22. How do you normally deal with conflicts within the outsourcing relation-

ship? 
 
 

 
23. Did you notice any resistance from your employees when the project first 

started? Did they worry about downsizing? Is there any resistance remain-
ing?  

 
Internal factors  
 

24. How many people are involved in maintaining the outsourcing relation 
and on what levels (e.g. upper management, middle management, opera-
tional level)? 
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25. How did the competence change during the outsourcing project? Any 

competence gained or lost? 
 
 

 
26. Is there some IT competence left in the company e.g. the IT architect?  

 
Commitment 

27. Do you foresee any changes in the near future? Growing closer or moving 
away from each other? Why? 

 
 

28.  Do you have an exit strategy so that the ITO relationship can be termi-
nated without it causing too much chaos, how easily could you replace 
your provider? 

 
 

29. Do you think that your outsourcing relationship could be better for you if 
your partner would do things differently? 

 
 

30. Now when you see how your outsourcing relationship has developed, 
would you have done anything different in the beginning (e.g. started us-
ing certain services from the beginning instead of waiting?) 

 
 

 
Trust 
 

31. Do you feel that you could count on your provider if the unexpected 
would happen? Have you seen any goodwill from their side?  

 
About the provider  

32. So last question, what would you recommend a CIO (or other relevant 
person) to do to create a successful outsourcing relationship? What have 
been, in your opinion, the most important factors? Any hidden pitfalls?  
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Supplier side questionnaire 
Why? What? How? 

1. What IT services do you provide for your client?  
 
 

 
2. Sometimes the provider has to provide certain material and personal 

assets like technology, machines and employee knowledge – which is 
called asset specificity. Would you say that you provide a service 
with high degree of asset specificity? 
 

 
3. What would be the primary goal with the outsourcing project? Draw 

them closer to increase future cooperation and revenues? 
 
 

Cooperation 
4. Have you found any benefits that you were not expecting from your 

outsourcing relationship? (Eg. You gained new workers with skills 
you didn’t have before, etc) 

 
 

5. How did the competence change during the outsourcing project? Any 
competence gained or lost?  

 
  
Satisfaction 

6. How do you measure customer satisfaction? Surveys?  
 
 

7. How often do you measure your results? Is it spontaneously or is it on 
a weekly basis?  
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Contract 
8. What is the size of the outsourcing contract (0-10 MSEK, 10-100 

MSEK, 100-500 MSEK, >500 MSEK, > 1000 MSEK, > 2000 
MSEK)? 

 
 

9. How much manpower is assigned to this project? 
 
 

10. The literature speaks about tight and loose contracts, i.e. with a high 
level of detail and low level of detail. Can you say something about 
your own contract? Where would it fit? 

 
 

11. There is a term called “bounded rationality” meaning that a single 
person can’t posses all the details relating to a certain subject. Also 
since the contracts are formulated by lawyers, they can sometimes be-
come very complex. Is this a problem you have encountered (e.g. 
have there been conflicts due to misinterpretations of the contract ac-
tually entails)? 

 
 

12. Would you consider trust to be a big issue in your relation or does the 
contract give enough stability?  

 
 

13. How do you look at flexible contracts where you adapt the contract to 
the customer’s needs? 

 
 

14. Do new contracts often entail large investments both monetary and in 
manpower, or do you only use the resources you have at hand? If you 
invest in them, where does your “break-even” point lie for 3, 5 and 7 
year contracts? 

 
 

15. Do you have problems with employee poaching or does the contract 
give you sufficient protection?  

 
 
Communication and Internal factors 
 

16. Are you satisfied with the communication between you and your out-
sourcing client? 
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17. How often do you and your coworkers have meetings with your cli-

ent? Is it different at different levels e.g. sales, management, CIO etc?  
 
 

18. How do you keep in touch with your client? Teleconferencing, face-
to-face etc? Do you have an official means of communication? 
Maybe different means are used at different stages in the relation? 

 
 

19. Is it important for you to be able to meet your outsourcing client face-
to-face on a short notice (a more personal relation)? 

 
 

 
20. How well do you think the corporate culture matches your clients? 

And how important is it that the corporate cultures match? If they 
don’t would you try to adapt to the customers culture? 

 
 

 
Commitment 
 

21. How would you rate your client’s importance to the company on a 
scale 1 to 10.  

 
 

22. Do you have many ITO competitors with same global range and com-
petencies ready to take over if the relation would fail? If that is the 
case, what efforts if any have you done to improve the ITO relation-
ship? (Eg. Sacrificing some revenue to improve the relation?) 

 
 

23. Do you think that your outsourcing relationship could be better for 
you if your partner would do things differently? 

 
 

24. Do you feel that your ITO relationship has potential to mature, grow 
into something better with a higher level of trust and commitment? 
Both in the near future or further along the line? Maybe develop into 
a partnership? 

 
 

25. Now when you see how your outsourcing relationship has developed, 
would you have done anything different in the beginning? Why? 
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Conflict 
26. How do you normally deal with conflicts within the outsourcing rela-

tionship? 
 
 

27. Are there any particular area/areas results in most conflicts? 
 
 

28. So last question, what would you recommend a CIO (or other relevant 
person) to do to create a successful outsourcing relationship? What 
have been, in your opinion, the most important factors? Any hidden 
pitfalls?  

   Questionnaire used in research paper 5 and 6 
Questionnaire for selecting the success factors in IT outsourcing in large and me-
dium-sized companies 

 
 #  Question Answer 

1. Date and place of the interview  
2. Type of company, (Buyer/ Supplier / Consultancy 

business) 
 

3. Participants list, name, occupation 
Working experience with IT outsourcing 

 

4. What is your market situation (available providers, 
lock-in, contract  length) 

 
5. What have you outsourced (infrastructure, ERP, leg-

acy systems) 
 

   
SFs 
# 

Success Factors (Hodosi and Rusu, 2008, pp.4-11)  Your opinion 
  Yes  No Don’

t 
kno
w 

Com-
ment 

1 Outsource only when it makes good business sense     
2 Treat outsourcing as a technology transfer opportunity 

that creates strategic improvements       
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3 Determine what to outsource and what to keep inside 
the organization     

4 Have a detailed plan including all resources, compe-
tences and costs for the next years before signing the 
contract 

    

5 Prepare the personnel of the outsourcing company for 
the new role     

6 Use flexible contracts and update regularly     
7 Measure contract fulfillment     
8 Select and nurture relationship depending on the ser-

vice complexity, market situation and new request for 
quotation 

    

9 Establish win-win situations     
10 Establish a long-term relationship     
11 Good communication between the organizations is 

necessary     
12 Consider incentives to motivate to exceeding perfor-

mance and use penalties to motivate when perfor-
mance is low 

    

13 Equally risk sharing for all projects and activities     
14 The outsourcer shall undertake a due diligence on itself 

to understand, quantify and qualify its outsourcing 
needs before starting with RFI 

    

15 Select a supplier that fits to your business culture and 
size     

16 Use the best industrial practices, improve and develop 
the practices     

17 Make sure that the provider uses the standard tools and 
processes defined as part of the operational model     

18 Do not outsource broken processes, improve them first    
19 Identify and evaluate various sourcing solutions as e.g. 

single vendor, multi-vendor and alliance     
 

Questionnaire for ranking success factors in IT Outsourcing in large compa-
nies 
Please allocate priorities: H for high, M for medium, L for low. 
Please, do not use more than 4 times the same priority level (i.e. no 
more than 4 H, 4 M…). 

No. List of Success Factors 
 

Priority 
1.  Outsource only when it makes good business sense H   M   L  
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2.  Determine what to outsource and what to keep in-
side the organization H   M   L  

3.  Have a detailed plan including all resources, com-
petences and costs for the next years before signing 
the contract 

H   M   L  

4.  Prepare the personnel of the outsourcing company 
for the new role H   M   L  

5.  Use flexible contracts and update regularly H   M   L  
 

6.  Measure contract fulfilment H   M   L  
 

7.  Good communication between the organizations is 
necessary H   M   L  

 
8.  The outsourcer shall undertake a due diligence on 

itself to understand, quantify and qualify its out-
sourcing needs before starting with RFI 

H   M   L  

9.  Select a supplier that fits to your business culture 
and size H   M   L  

 
10.  Make sure that the provider uses the standard tools 

and processes defined as part of the operational 
model 

H   M   L  

11.  Do not outsource broken processes, improve them 
first H   M   L  

 
12.  Have regular meetings with other company’s CIO’s 

and/or IT managers H   M   L  
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Appendix 3: Papers 1 to 6 
  




